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their share of the s]>oils as any other portion of 
the community. But we have strived to educate 
them to the conviction that the greater the Gov
ernment expenditures the greater the burden 
upon themselves, and that the best “plan of 
compaign ” is to abolish the spoil system altoge
ther, thus forcing each class of the community to 
work out its own political and industrial salva
tion. Then agriculture, being the fittest to sur
vive. would flourish, and the necessity for elabor
ate organizations would be diminished.

We regret the . action which the Central Instf- 
tuto took on the question of Commercial Union. 
They laid down the principle that all questions 
pertaining to the interests of bur farmers should1 
not be further discussed in the local institutes

©biforiaLTHE FARMER'S ADVOCATE 4 HOME MAGAZINE
The Central Farmers’ Institute*

WILLIAM WELD. EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
We attended the first annual meeting of the 

above organization, recently held in Toronto, our 
ob'ect being to ascertain its designs and tenden
cies. It was composed of delegates from the local 
Institutes, most of them sending two delegates in 
response to an invitation to this effect from the 
central authority.

The programme contained quite a variety of 
subjects, and we inferred from the discussions 
that the delegates were for the most part farmers 
who had a good deal of experience in municipal 
matters, as they discussed municipal politics 
much more intelligently than agricultural ques- after they became political issues, thus giving the

politicians an opportunity of choking discussion 
when it serves their purjiose to do so. The pre- 

trâl Institute, amongst all the other agricultural sumption is that the life of- an institute "depends 
associations organized under the auspices of 
Government. Every branch of agriculture, ex
cept grain growing, is already organized ; the In
stitute does not appear to supply this deficiency, 
and it cannot be regarded as representing the 
mixed husbandry farmer. In some respects it 
appears to approach the objects of the Experi
mental Union, being, however, more political and 

scientific ; the resemblance lies mainly in the 
breadth of subjects discussed. It differs from 
the Dominion Farmers’ Council in the following
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It is rather difficult to find a seat for the Ceu-

upon the presence of hot-headed politicians. We 
believe it would be to the advantage of the insti
tutes to lock tlie noisy politicians out, permitting 
all questions affecting the farmers’ interests to be 
discussed, thus fostering and strengthening the 
spirit of independence, and, by the fact of their 
organizing, they would weaken the force of party- 
ism. The spirit of the times is with them ; 
partyism is losing its bitterness, as every keen ob
server of current events must know. The har
monious organization of our farmer M. I*. I’.’s 
strikingly illustrates this tendency.

The members of the Central Institute have not 
yet learned how to evade the audaciousness of de
signing men, neither have they distinguished 
themselves for modesty in their demands. Before 
demanding so large a Government grant as $1,000 
annually, they should have been able to show 
that they, have accomplished some useful work. 
We question if their discussions are yet worthy 
of the ex|>ensc of publication and distribution as 
a ]>art of the Government literature. However, 
they have made the demand, although they have 
arrived at no sound conclusion on any iuqiortaiit 
question they discussed. There is a possibility 
that the Institute may he turned into a side-show 
for our dairymen, who attempted to place the lo
cal institutes under the control of the professor of 
dairying at the Model Farm, by which means our 
dairy industry would receive the lion’s share of 
the Government expenditures.
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Oar Monthly Prize Essays. A
I CONDITIONS OF COMPETITION.

particulars :—1. It seeks to accomplish by Gov
ernment expenditures what the Council attains 
through the instrumentality of a powerful and in
dependent organ. ‘2. Itworks from thecircumfer- 

to the centre, instead of from the centre to

1 —No award will be made unless one essay at 
east comes up to the standard for publication.

2.—The essays will be judged by the ideas, argu
ments, conciseness and conformity with the subject, 
and not by the grammar, punctuation or spelling, 
our object being to encourage farmers who have en
joyed few educational advantages.

3 —Should one or more essays, in addition to the 
one receiving the first prize, présenta different view 
of the question, a second prize will be awarded, but 
the payment will be in agricultural books. First 
prize essayists may choose books or money, or 
part of both. Selections of hooks from our adver
tised list must be sent in not later than the 15th of 
the month in which the essays appear. Second 
prize essayists may order books for any amount not 
exceeding $3.00, but no balance will be remitted in 
cash. When first prize essayists mention nothing 
about books, we will remit the money.

enee
the circumference ; that is to say, the central au
thority is a creation of the component parts, 
while the Council, originating as a central author 
ity, accepts all local clubs who desire amalgama
tion under its rules. In the former case, the In
stitutes can make or destroy the central author
ity, while in the latter, the central power exists 
independent of the affiliated clubs 3. It is ag
gressive ; that is, it presupposes that industrial 
and political force, exercised through professors, 
lecturers, etc., is necessary to organize the farm- 

and keep them organized, while the Council 
presumes that permanent power can only be at
tained through free impulse on 
farmers. 4. The Central Institute does not, and 
cannot, exercise censorial authority over the other 
agricultural organizations.

Nobody recognizes the necessity of farmers’ or
ganizations more than we, but wc cannot sec how 

be achieved without a definite aim and

i

Our prize of $5.00 for the best original essay 
Farm Accounts, has been awarded to W. A.

The essay appears in
mi To Our Legislators.

It is our impression that a very large proportion 
of the beverage sold as cider in Canada is made 
from drugs, and that such decoctions arc not as 
beneficial to the human system lit that of the 
apple. A more rigid attention to the enforce
ment of the Adulteration Act in this particular 
would he in the interest of the orchard ists of the 
country, as well as beneficial to the general health. 
We believe that some of the M. P’s. and M. P. 
P’s. are already aware of the existence of these 
adulterations, and it would he adding to their 
usefulness to take the necessary steps to have 
thç evil remedied,

Hale, Sherbrooke, Quo. 
this issue.

ers

the part of theA prize of $5.00 will he given for the best 
original essay on Spring Management of Cows. 
Essays to he handed in not later than March 15.

A prize of $5.00 will he given for the best 
original essay on Farm Drainage. Essays to he 
handed in not later than April 15.

>
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success can
vigorous policy. We even go so far as to say 

that our farmers are burdened more than they 
should he, and that tl>cy are as much entitled to

Now is the time to subscribe for the 
Farmer’s Advocate, the best agri
cultural paper in Canada.
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1A Noted Clydesdale Stallion. “ Farmer's Fancy ” (298), his g. g. g. sire, 
“Bold Lyon,” owned by Mr. M. T. Buchanan won the first prize 

of Ingersoll, is a beautiful bay with white legs ; 
has good action and flat, clean bone. He 
imported in November, 1886, and is one of the 
handsomest Clydesdale stallions in the country.
He is registered as 4964 Vol. IX, Clydesdale 
Stud-Book ; foaled 1884, bred by James Wood,
Laird of Lumgair, Stonehaven, Kincardineshire.
Sir Garibaldi III (316), dam .Tip (1853) by Lord 
Lyon (489).

dur National Highways.

8 the Pacific coast, I have been astonished at the 
hrst prizes at the Lower Ward of Renfrewshire, 1 magnitude of this our main artery. I found the 
in 1864 and 1865, and the second prize at Ster- ' track and the rolling stock in much better order 
mg open to Scotland, m 1868. | than I had expected, from the conflicting reports

Salmonds Champion” (727), the sjre of I had seen in various party newspapers. The 
Maggie, took first at Stranraer, as a one-year- scenery, the road-bed, the cars and the accomrao- 
old ; first at Barhead, Paisley and Johnstone, as dation were all far su,,erior to what I found on 
a two-year-old ; the Renfrew premium of £40 in the Southern Pacific line. The C. P. R. Corn- 
1800, as a three-ycar-old; the Kircudbright pany is still carrying on necessary improvements 
premium of £40 in 1861 and 1862 ; the Hamilton The unprecedented wheat crop, the breaking of a
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“Maggie,” the dam of Garibaldi III, 1won ai1
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diGaribaldi III ” (316) his sire, after having 

won several prizes as
: tta one and two-year-old, 

received the Banffshire premium in 1874 and 
1 75. He was awarded the silver medal at the
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CLYDESDALE STALLION, THE PROPERTY rii
OF MR. M. T. BUCHANAN, INGERSOLL, ONT.

W nlgc and the depth of snow, have prevented th

forwarding of this season's

chset ,"i ‘'r"1'"11 « *—•
the East of

tepremium of £40 in 1S63 ; and 
afterwards sold at the then 
£850 and went to Melbourne.
T Lonl LJ'on ” (189), grandsire of “

1 1 • Lyon ’ on
g. sire, gained Ids “get.”

18,'- 'll rV hafTT °Îhel' ValUable St^k Buchanan 
„ j I8bz ; Dalkeith has, besides the above stallion “ u„: i . ,,preniiun, of d° in 1869 ;.a,id the silver medal 5587 (Vol. X), three-yel oW a 7

at the Highland and Agricultural Society's show of fine bone and rood 7,1 ’ S°Me ^
at Glasgow in 1867, and Edinburgh in 1869. of Oxford C ,, « ^ .“ Plidc

“ Garibaldi ” (312) his n sr ,, , . or> ve years old, import
er, . } >' nis g- S- sire, won the <‘d, son of the famous “ Barnlev ”
hrst pnze at the Highland and Agricultural - ^
8ociety3 show at Perth, in 1861, and was the 
Battersea National Prize Horse, besides gainiim 
many local prizes and premiums.

was the premium horse of 
Fife Agricultural Society in 1879 

ami gave the Society so great satisfaction that 
they engaged him again in 1880 and

“Young Garibaldi” (972), his 
the Haddington premium of 
Stranraer premium of £60 in

xvas
very high price of 1

crop as fast as the 
com],any or the farmers could wish. A little 
pa tience should be exercised, and a fair and reason- 
able time allowed them. The interest of the 
projectors and shareholders of the road should be 
considered, while any discrimination or undue op-
,mZVoefrndg 'ShOUld be d,1'y b,0USht before the 

ot ce of the directors and of the public.
that in the Western Division, 
ment of Mr. 
expressed.

sh
. . Bold
Ins mother s side, was very famous for
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I found 
under the manage- 

hlte- much greater satisfaction is 
We well know that , 

armors and citizens of Ontario have 
deceived by the advocates of 
and

hi
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many of the 
been greatly

would gladly rid themselves of the debt*’that 

must remain on their land. The advantage

paIs>tetwo^rseandafodr |iS8forTthc Advocate for 
out it for tXe its cost m .. 1 w:ouId not be wlth- 
from Uounthlaite toite/lviewTTf»r7y “^ess 

John E. Rose, Beileview ManUoba teF March'
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to statute labor be amended and consolidated 
with a ‘ positive * instead of/a ‘ permissive ' 
ëhactment in reference to the performance of sta
tute labor to the following effect :—That no road 
division in any municipality shall be of less ex
tent than 10,000 acres ; that the council shall 
appoint one road commissioner in each such divi
sion ; that all statute labor shall be performed 
under said road commissioner, and in any part of 
the road division which he shall direct, but so 
that every person shall have an opportunity to 
perform their labor at the place nearest their resi
dence at which work is being done at the time 
they performed such labor.”

I pec ted from the bonus system have generally 
gone into the pockets of the manipulators, and 
the farmers have been mulcted. It is my belief 
that if Canada is to remaiu.united in one bond, 
and if the British nation is to be our ally and 
friend, the C. P. R. must be maintained, either by 
a company or by the Government. Whichever 
way it is maintained you may depend on it the 
farmers will have to pay mainly for its support, 
directly or indirectly. Perhaps it may be better 
to bear the ills we have than fly to those we know 
not of. If railroad companies or any other bodies 
do not guard the interest of the farmer, imme
diate remedy should be applied, and the farmers 
should be the judges without the interference of 

! paid officials of any sort.

The Grand Trunk Railroad did a good work 
in connecting Ontario with the Atlantic. The 
Great Western was a very necessary and useful 
line. Although both of these necessary roads 
were constructed by British capital, it is to be 
regretted that the original enterprising stock
holders never received a remunerative return for 
their investments, and that if reports are true, 
competing lines have been promoted and fostered 
by purchased members of Parliament. The 
British Columbians expect the Grand Trunk will 
soon connect Victoria, their capital, with the At
lantic, and will run far north of the Ç. P. R. 
through what they claim is a much finer and 

i more productive country than that through 
which the C. P. R. now runs. The real value of 
the northern parts of our North-west Territories 
is as yet but little known, but time will yet un
fold a much more valuable possession than the 
majority of Canadians are aware of, and, be it 
said to our sorrow, that some of our people are
aware of it, and yet they attempt to deny it.

»

Notes of the Central Farmers’ In
stitute.

The first annual meeting of the above Institute, 
composed of delegates from the local farmers’ in
stitutes, was held in the Court House, Toronto, 
on the 21-23 nit., Mr. Valancey E. Fuller, presi
dent, in the chair. There were about 80 dele
gates present. The invitation called for two 
delegates from each institute, but 15 institute8 
only sent one delegate.

The president, in his annual address, pointed 
out the influence and usefulness of the institutes, 
and adverted to the subjects on the programme 
for discussion. He pointed out the good they 
had sought to accomplish by giving evidence be
fore the Royal Railway Commission, and the 
steps that had been taken towards securing a 
practical farmer as Minister of Agriculture for 
Ontario. He spoke of the unanimity with which 
the institutes had passed resolutions with refer
ence to commercial union, and hoped that dis
cord would not be awakened and the institutes 
weakened or wrecked by discussions of party 
questions.

I

i

!.

e

n He then went on to argue, in support of his 
scheme, that urnîèr this system any work, with, 
perhaps, the exception of building bridges or 
boundary line roads, could be taken up by the 
commissioner and completed. He could see no 
good reason why all road making in townships 
should not be done with statute labor, and one- 
half the present tax now taken from the farmer 
in cash to make roads, left in his pocket The 
commutation money derived from non-resident 
lands and from those who would prefer to pay 
cash in lieu of work would go towards paying the 
commissioner. The taxes in some townships 
where heavy railroad bonuses were being paid 
were burdensome, and the relief that could bo ob
tained in this way would be a great boon. It 
had been a very common way under the present 
system to use the statute labor to do the repair
ing of roads only ; and if any considerable piece 
of work was to be done, the pathmaster would 
wait on the council and apply for a grant of 
money ; and it follows that if one division got a 
grant all the others had an equal right, and 
would purposely refrain from working so that 
they might get a share of the money expended.

'

*

1
m

m
i In discussing the president’s address, there was 

found to be a wide difference of opinion as to 
whether commercial union was a fit and proper 
question to be discussed at farmers’ institutes, 
some contending that the question was a fiscal, 
not a political one, and that the marketing of our 
crops was as much of an agricultural question as 
raising them

■

1
1

After considerable discussion the following re
solution, moved by Mr. James McEwing (West 
Wellington), was carried by a vote of 61 to 13 :— 
“This meeting desires to place on record its high 
appreciation of the value to this country of unre
stricted trade or commercial union with the 
United States, and we fully endorse the action of 
the institutes which have discussed the subject 
and passed resolutions favorable thereto, and it is 
of opinion that as soon as it is introduced into 
the Dominion Parliament and becomes a party 
question, its further discussion in the institutes 
should be discontinued.” A motion to the effect 
that farmers should demand a pledge from candi
dates of both political parties to support commer
cial union was voted down.

I
I

' The County of Middlesex stands second to 
none as a fertile county ; the inhabitants 
stand second to none in geheral information. 
The members of the County Council of that 
county have inaugurated steps to reduce the 
number of officials and of the salaries jiaid to 
others. The City Council of London have also 
introduced measures having a view to the de
crease of officials and of the salaries paid to them. 
These steps will, we have no doubt, be generally 
approved of, and followed up by the farmers of 
Ontario generally. The receipts of -many officials 
that have not brains enough to earn their own 
living honestly, receive from double as much as 
a farmer can make to fifty times as much. Sala
ried officials have worked together to oppose these 
changes, but time will rectify them to some ex
tent.

He further enumerated the following advan
tages:—I. Instead of 60 or 60 men, with perhaps 

many different plans of road-making, we would 
have but four men, all working under one plan 
laid down by the council or their engineer. 2. All 
would be required to pay to the commissioner, 
either in work or cash, in the time prescribed— 
which should not be later than July 16th—-the 
full amount of the statute labor tax, being a di
rect saving of the $1,176 that would otherwise 
have been levied in cash from the ratepayers. 3. 
It would do away with the annoyance councils 

subjected to of having fifty or sixty appli
cants for grants on their road divisions, as each 
commissioner would have the sole charge of the 
roads in his division. 4. It was often inconve
nient for all in any one road division as now con
stituted to turn out on the day appointed by the 
pathmaster, but under a commissioner a day or 
two earlier or later could be arranged for with a 
material advantage to the ratepayer and no loss 
to the township.

as

1

In the discussion of this question we observed 
that the delegates had not studied the matter 
very thoroughly. They did not seem to under
stand the difference between commercial union 
and unrestricted reciprocity, and there is a very 
wide difference between the two schemes. Unre
stricted reciprocity is an extension of the old re
ciprocity treaty to the extent of free trade in all 
the products of the land (including the waters) 
and the manufactory, Canada to retain its exist
ing rights with reference to tariffs on importa
tions from other countries ; whereas, under com
mercial union, although we would also enjoy un
restricted reciprocity or trade with the United 
States, we would lose our independence in our 
tariffs against other countries, there being a pool 
arrangement between the Canadian and the Amer
ican Government. It is, therefore, quite con
sistent to be in favor of one of these schemes, and 
against the other.

A paper on “Statute Labor” was read by 
James Cochrane. Having spoken of the evils of 
the commutation of the statute labor tax, and of 
the small quantity of work performed in the time 
expended, he suggested the following changes in 
the municipal law : —“ That the law in reference

I;
are

it

«<
In choosing seeds for your spring crop, you 

should select seedsmen of standing and probity. 
Your success or failure may depend on this choice. 
There is an enormous quantity of trashy seed in 
the country, and you should specially avoid 
acting on the representations, or rather the 
misrepresentations, of all classes of oily-tongued 
agents. Deal only with parties in whom you 
have implicit confidence.

I
!

In the discussion on Mr. Cochrane’s paper,1
there was found to be a great variety of opinion, 

declaring the statute labor law to be a relicsome
of barbarism ; others defended it, and some de
clared that the proposed scheme would be a hard
ship on the back townships. One delegate de
fended the present law,.but insisted that it should 
be more strictly enforced. He was opposed to the 

officials, there being too
Notice.

We have had such an unexpected demand for 
our January number, that we are now unable to 
supply them, and only a few February numbers are 
left. Those persons subscribing now will 
mence with the March issue.

appointment of 
many already. A resolution and amendments in 
sympathy with the above views were placed on 
the table, but after the discovery that the mem 
bers did not understand the law, the discussion 
was postponed for a year.

more
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Agrlcnltarai Booms! , . 5farmor«1 (Slfiilscx necessity for some independent body of men en-

arc not beneficial for the masses. They may some- I | dowed with authority to represent the interests
times elevate a man, or even a few men for a ~ — of the PeoPle in their dealings with the railroads.
“2; r rs r zt" stand from under , nomini°n Farmers* c°mea-
nelore the booms break, they are very apt to get LThe Dominion Farmers’ Council meets In the by its Interstate Commerce Bill. I am not ac- 
left. We can instance cities that have been eveVm^th°at 2 o’clock phm^AU^ommunicaî ^minted ™tb the details of this measure, but 
boomed by speculators whom the masses took for îlona should be addressed to the Secretary, w. A. Judlng by the complaints of the railroads, their 
millionaires during the boom. Their names now ^ha^pamptTM tithfcSoLTff
are scarce remembered, and their places are not Kto'mîlConstitution[ndBy^ws^fflieToï advantage. ‘ * C0rresp0ndln«

known. I hese booms have burdened us and our Farmers’ Clubs, which will, on application to the As long as Government Railway Commission- 
posterity with heavy obligations that will shortly fnconS^ ^ maintained their independence and impar-
be felt severely, and the result will be to drive--------------------------------- ga_ a on of clubs.] ‘S*?®8 "S* r6«ula'
»*"f * i"-- f-™«- .nd hi, F»™«rs »"d «a«w»rs. dEiÿ .rl ïïèpZ.trs !£:

family off their hard-earned farms. Have we, The following paper on the above topic was Commissioners. In dealing with large corpora
te farmers, any power to lrip their growth ? The read by President Anderson at the last meeting !l°nS witl,VVnlimited money, power and influence, 
o^urt „f public .«ci„, and th, in- of th. Dominion Fa.M.tur Cnoil, held of “S.7SS*

. ' ®a aries of unnecessary Government offi- the 16th ult. Owing to the absence of the re- worse than useless, as theyimght give the appar-
ciais should be jealously watched and opposed by porter, who could not be present, a report of the en,t, unction of the people to measures diametri- 
cvery farmer, and everything that can be accom- I proceedings and discussions was not obtained I u- oplf)sed ^ tbelr interests. I believe that
plished by private enterprise should be left in the a f Wasnotobtained- ultimately the whole of the railroads will be
hftnA„ nf l „ ,U ln the As farmers pay millions annually to railroads under the direction of the Government It
n • • P P6 by Government. Both the and other public carriers for conveying their seems natural that the immense interests and 
Dominion and 1 rovmcial Governments should produce to market, it is evidently of great import- P°wer of the railroad corporations, affecting as 
take decided action to guard and protect the anc,e . tbey sbo'dd get this done at a fair price, I they do all classes, should be entirely under the 
farmer and his interest, the chief factor in our * SSÏ10US question well worth our con- control of representatives elected by the people,
national prosperity and <r • , •• «deration How can this object be best attained ? otherwise as they collect tribute from all classes
n„v fr P 7’ d y ° cial receiving In all business transactions it takes at least two u 18 really taxation without representation And 
pay irom the hard earnings of the farmer should make a bargain, and in all contracts it is essen- w.e should not forget that an intense jealousy of 
enquire into his wants and necessities. The p * r sccure. ^a*r Iday> that each party should gigantic corporations is a strongly marked feature 
boom in agricultural expenditures is a mere farce Tn ™ °ï,tl^n to accePt or reject the terms. of Public feeling at the present time, and unless 
It is in reality a political fitrhr " r r , ■ *rthe railroads there is great care ,s taken that the masses shall have no
• . y P“ b fight 80 far as Canada nothing of that kind with us; it is Hobson’s choice; reasonable cause of complaint, it mav result in

concerned, and some orators, lacking in wo bave practically no voice in the matter: we an explosion by which the whole framework of
veracity or honesty, are now too blatant in ™lst ? , nt to PaX whatever is demanded, society may chance to be wrecked,
the land. lbe whoIe community is completely at the A great many things may be said in favor of

- — “z —„ - HlïraaMïïü SSrasïMS:t ie good done by the originators, and were . We 8a>’ r'ot a word against railroads. We I P«* th»t they would be managed entirely for
they not more thoroughly progressive before the ,,W th3y£re indispensable to the trade and benefit of the public, instead of for the interest
political parties seized them as a power for their 22° °f 2 ?°u?try’ Nor 0411 we bIame their of the corporations who own them. Then the
rrtTtStl D° fey DOt 8ttempt t0 Cloak ■ ° expect anything eClse.rgH’ is^atïral-Ld^eTit a“d tteTo^TouTdbe eqialîy bw^’CÆ 

the fact that their plans were commenced and 18 inevitable that directors would do all in their railroads are in the position o/the man who 
they were doing all the necessary work be- P0"» to increase the revenue of their companies tossing with his friend for a wager and wlu>
fore the Government seized them * Is Z U ! Tf ,of thepublic- The fault, if there ^dethe terms, “Heads, I win; tefls’youloT”
the Dominion agricultural expenditure £ tVtJ&F
reduced and carried on to serve, or lather 2i2iVhC grcateft care sho|U<f have been taken company; if they are losers, they are never a^a

fan into flames the party strife, rather than There 2SUfl?C safeguards against extortion. >oss for an excuse to apply to the Government
for the benefit of agriculturists as i tl- ™ clause8 m the charters ostensibly »for assistance. 11 * government
ed ? It is our duty toL.oJ (” *“■ pUrpof’ hn? they have been entirely But whether Government control of the ran
PnR ,1 P ® these Pretensions, inoperative and useless, and the consequence roads would be a benefit or the reverL n ,
Perhaps there does not exist in Canada at present ,2,beenthiat the public has bee“ «eeced for entirely on the character of the Goyernmelf

—r-ïÜSi aualinkers and one of the best porkers in either 2 money has been thrown away, as in general fare, and are honestly and impartiallv nrerZ0 )

should leave agricultural affairs in the control of mlyZsuaient ^ttZ mers tStî2f°Ul2nd,to jPduce far-
10 far mois. XV here is the control now ? In the construction. But it seems perfect in «a ni Hr ^ accepting their nni • f°F the^seIvesi instead of

hands of jobbers, dealers and political partizans, ^nree °',four parall«l roads near each other” political papers, I shaTZbe Imjify^id^0"1 ^
orators or favorites ; and what must the resul safer and Z 1 ! d°uble track would be amply repaid.

behired°r ‘br^~riterdrawsattent-*» thT^s

EsielEFpB£
...1 r,.|ra,1„1„|0„- b, jl î lilS.lli” 'T'y “ ”™rc =om|«tilion f„r l"""' 'U" l,““ »nd thawed out by the
meeting* have been did ,i ,,blr ,1. . Ilen, 1 ’ 1' ui ose el clieapeiimg transit, when surelv k'tchcn stove. -i digped i„ a tad 0r
5554*^57 ”."ly “'«“"aïe moi 5U5K2* '‘'olm'aTe'rnmïï" ClTTl ' w forget in

ÏK&» Si ?: si ,""” ” *» sstor z“"', ,,u‘rour U*.
Lrueess** i-'.ih-u",d-,i.Sm.ti',h,ïï„esjt
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, The Globe says it is proved by statistics that 
more money is expended for cggZ than tr l£ <
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I Selection of Seed drain to Secure 

Best Results with Least Ex
haustion to the Soil.

on high grounds. It is very hardy and fairly 
productive, but commences growth rather late in 
the spring. • It is ready to cut at about the same 
time as Timothy, which is recommended to he 
sown with it. After being cut it is rather slow 
to start growth again. In nutritive qualities it 
ranks next to June Grass, and like it possesses 
creeping roots, by means of which it spreads and 
crowds out weaker varieties. It is better able to 
withstand pasturing than mowing. The close net
work of roots help to bear up the hoofs of the 
stock pasturing on it, thus preventing the injuries 
to the sod which would otherwise occur on the 
wet soils on which it thrives. In Britain the 
grass known under this name is condemned as a 
worthless one, hut that should not hinder us from 
acknowledging its true value in this country.

Meadow Fescue or Randall Grass (Fes/uca 
pratensis) is a variety of grass that thrives well 
on all soils, producing a heavy crop of nutritious 
food, and is well adapted for both pastures and 
hay lands. It grows about to the same height 

Timothy, is inclined to grow in tufts and has 
a bunching top (panicle) somewhat resembling 
chess. Its roots penetrate the soil to the depth 
of ton to fifteen inches, thereby enabling it to 
withstand dry weather effectually. It does not 
give its best returns until the third or fourth 
year after seeding, and is therefore best adapted 
to fields which are intended to remain in sod for

‘©he $5famrv-
1«g

BY THOS. F.I.MES, PRINCETON, ONT. 

Concluded.
Brasses and Clovers. -I

NO. II.
June Grass or Kentucky Blue Grass (Poa 

pratensis), the native grass of this country, is a 
very widely distributed natural variety, frequent
ly sown on cultivated lands. It grows on almost 
all soils. But on high-lying, poor, sandy soils 
it barely gives a return, only sending up here and 
there a few short seed cn’vxes, with but a few 
short leaves at their base, while on rich, deep, 
low-lying soils, it produces, if the season is favor
able, a very fair crop of nutritive quality, superior 
to Timothy or Orchard Grass. These very 
different returns on the various soils have led 
to a very varied opinion as to its value. Under 
different conditions this variety presents a very 
varied appearance in color, which, together with 
the varied returns, has caused numbers to believe 
that the different names given to this variety re
presented so many different grasses. The com
mon names that Professor W. J. Beal finds for 
this variety in his valuable work of “Grasses of 
North America,” are, in addition to those used 
above, Spear Grass, Green Grass, Smooth-stalked 
Meadow Grass, and Blue Grass. This last name 
is, however, also frequently applied to a different, 
although apparently similar variety of grass, 
botanically known as Poa compressa, the com
mon hkmes being Wire Grass, Blue Grass, Flat
stemmed Meadow Grass, and Flat-stemmed 

June Grass is a very valuable pas
ture grass, for it is very hardy ; produces 
a fine herbage ; withstands trampling on 
it well ; grows continually, if the circum
stances are favorable, from early spring to late 
fall; forms a close, even, dense turf, and pro
duces seed but once a year. These qualifications 
make it also a very desirable grass for seeding 
down lawns. The roots being creeping, some
what similar to those of Couch Grass, form, in the

I But to return to the subject of red and white 
wheat in their relative exhaustion of the soil; 
white wheat always has a broader blade than 
red, consequently is enab’ed to extract more from 
the atmosphere, does not occupy the soil quite 
so long, and the berry of the red is found to con
tain more that goes to make up the fertility of 
the soil than the white; in fact, I have come to 
the conclusion that two crops of red wheat will 
take as much from the soil as three of white, and 
the white is less liable to disease, as the larger 
the lungs the healthier the plant and the stronger 
to resist the many vicissitudes through which 
our grain has to pass.

This coming season all are going to rush into 
barley raising, as it has been the best paying 
crop the past year. This is not advisable, as we 
always find if we rush into producing any article 
that is a great price, we will find it is like pur
suing a Will-o'-thc-Wisp, and we will find when 
it rains porridge our dish is always upside down. 
My experience has been that it is always safer to 
produce whatever is a drug on the market, as it 
invariably commands the highest price the follow
ing season when produced. Making specialties 
of any kind of produce is not advisable; natural 
rotation is the best, or, at least, that to which 
our different soils are best adapted.

Perhaps barley takes as little nutriment from 
the soil as any crop we can raise, as it is a broad
leaved, strong, atmospheric feeder of exceedingly 
rapid growth, and consequently adapted to dry, 
loamy, quick soil. Much has been done, but 
little accomplished, to improve our common six- 
rowed Canadian barley. Russian, Mensury,
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' 1 a longer period of time. In spring it commences 
its growth as early as Orchard Grass, which is 
considerably in advance of Timothy. It is 
difficult to obtain the seed of this variety true 
to name, for they are very frequently mixed with 
those of Perennial Rye Grass, which resemble 
them very much and are much cheaper.

Meadow Foxtail (Alopecurus pratensis) 
is a plant that in general appearance resembles 
Timothy, being, however, somewhat smaller, softer 
and smoother. Its head is a spike, a little shorter Empress, six-rowed, and many others have been

1 tried and rejected. At the present time, accord
ing to my repeated tests, Imperial (six-rowed) is 
the best and Peerless next.

i
1

Poa.

- :f
than that of Timothy, and slightly curved. In 
spring it is about three weeks in advance of 
Timothy and an equal period at harvest time. 
Like Orchard Grass, it thrives in the shade, quick
ly resumes its growth after being cut, and pro
duces a large percentage of leaves, but its hay is 
finer and more nutritious. A heavy soil is best 
adapted for its cultivation, and three or four years 

necessary to fully establish it. It does not 
thrive on a very dry soil, and stagnant water is 
very injurious to its cultivation. The seeds of 
this grass being very small and light (five lbs. to 
the bushel), must be sown on a well prepared seed
bed, in order to ensure germination ; and as the 
soil especially favorably to its growth is difficult to 
get in such a condition, a “catch” is frequently 
lost. Its roots are not spreading and it is not 
very sensitive to frost. The weed known as Fox
tail must not be mistaken for this grass, for the 
two are entirely different. The former is an 
annual and ndt at all related to this valuable

of time, a dense network, thereby crowdingcourse
out other grasses that do not possess this habit. 

Perennial Rye Grass (Loli'im perenne) is

Now a word on spring wheat. This grain has 
been steadily declining, until this past season in 
Ontario it has fallen upwards of 5,000,000 hush, 
of an average crop. This is very much to be de
plored, as there are many i>arts that cannot grow 
fall wheat, and it becomes a serious question to 
them. When a farmer is obliged to buy his 
bread, it is rather a serious matter. Now the 
best we can do is to select those varieties which 
we know arc best calculated to resist the rust 
and blight, which has been the ruin of this crop, 
viz., those of strong habits, broad leaves, sap 
vessels well covered with fibre of straw, so as to 
resist rust, and I find it is safest to select bearded 
varieties, as these resist blight best. Those that 
have stood the test best this past season are:— 
Rio Grand, Italian, Wild Goose, McCarling, Pearl 
and Silver Chaff. If these are sown very early 
(I find it is useless to sow later than April 25th), 
they arc a sure crop, especially the first men
tioned. I tested the Riga wheat imported from 
Russia (latitude 60) by Professor Saunders, and 
consider it a wheat of great promise, although 
not quite satisfactory this season.

I pass on to oats. This grain is denounced as 
being extremely exhaustive to land. I quite be
lieve this if a proper selection of seed is not made. 
Any oats that are late in ripening a'ways have 
very small leaves and derive much of their nutri
ment from the soil, and early oats always have 
broad open leaves like barley, and, like it, de-

a very favorite variety in central Europe, where 
it has been cultivated for centuries. In England 
it is the oldest cultivated variety of grass. It 
produces large returns of nutritious ' food from 
rich moist soils free from stagnant water. Like 
Timothy, it, however, soon reduces the fertility 
and productiveness of tjy soil, and then dis
appears for want of proper nourishment. It is 
especially liable to die out after having once borne 
seed, which it produces in large quantities, some
times as high as 40 bush, per acre. It is gener
ally liked by cattle, and is a good crop in a 
rotation, in a climate which does not suffer much 
from extremes of temperature, especially heat. 
Prof. Real, in his “Grasses of North America,’’ 
says of it: “It has been quite extensively tested 
in various portions of the older States. It is 
emphatically a lover of rich land and a moist 
climate, without very great heat. In many 
portions of the interior of our country, subject to 
great extremes, this grass has not proved of much 
value.”

Italian Rye Grass (Lolium italirum) is a 
beneficial variety very similar to the perennial, 
from which it differs in being biennial, giving a 
larger return, for which it requires heavy top 
dressings.

Red Top (Agrostis vulgaris) is a grass which 
thrives especially well in wet soils, but also grows
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[TO BE CONTINUED.]

The numerous experiments of bonanza farm- 
made within the last twenty-five or thirty

Their

:
: ers,

years, have one by one been broken up. 
owners have failed, and after repeated trials to 
hold it in large tracts under one management, 
this land is now being generally cut up into 
moderate sized farms, and either sold or

< :

rented.
All industrial depression can lie traced to 

monopoly.
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70 THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE. March, 1888
rive much of their nutriment from the atmos- | now?” As an actual fact, I here emphatically 

phcre, and their time of growth is that in the assert that I have offered for sale some of the 
season when the atmosphere is full of richness very best high grade Shorthorn cattle in 
and the air full of moisture, and when this sea- splendid condition for 2* cents per lb and could 
son is past they are ripe, while late oats occupy not sell even at that. Such cattle, according to 
the land during the dry month of August and the very best authorities, cannot be raised for less 
part of September and extract much nutriment than 7 cents per lb. As an authority I refer to 
from the so. drrect during that tame. Oats that some of those gentlemen who have made actual 
ripen about the same time as barley are no harder lists: Mr. Rennie, of Scarborough; H. and P
eTrlv thlt u L >gram’ T1?18117 ifTn Gr°fr’ °f Elmira- and Mr- Gillette, one of the 
early—that is, before it is safe to sow barley, foremost breeders of the U S
Early oats are always a sure crop, while the late Recently, however, the agricultural philoso-
vanet.es are always a lottery. The best early phers have undertaken to tell the farmer just
oats to raise at the present time, I consider, after how matters are progressing with him In {his
repeated experiment are Early Blossom, letter I will refer briefly to but two of them m{
wh!te varietiLna Of theTV^ BCa1'’ Wlitcr of the P™ essay published in Jam
white varieties. Of the black varieties, which number of Advocate, certainly made of himself
atriîtm m °" the f0*1, a,thollSh a targct. He has attacked the practical farmers

ÏÏ 7- "iU‘ b“ -h* optaiom, JZtalÏTÜ , ””k,ne- ......... «of ,0 b„.,J tl,„„
T! Vi n 'T3 °r exhaustlon simists,” “promi.lgato.-s of discontent ” 
of the soil I have found, to be Now Leland or I >t *a.i h i ’White Russian, White Tartarian^ Black and „d hi ’ ’ ^ t0 tMs

White Maine, and all old worn-out’varieties. statement?”’ Bell tT™ S0™e °f MS

zsr £= Si SHESttime: Egyptian, Golden Vine, and Partridge hazy Th J l J ! SUbj6Ct Somewhat
Perhaps in no part of the 8 ' V‘ Th gentlemen ought to come a little

try has the selection of proper seed been" more "'k " ?" ni,'lety acreS‘ rerhaPs, however, the 
importance. Th, p« LZn hi I"” ”Sl" T" “ l"’

peeia'ly trying to th, form,,,,,!,,, 't” "”'' ! '"J'°
grmn, .hich will inj„rio,„ ,:|r, „„ ,Jh“ ?'«M» !>«»"<«■> t- th.

selection. Mneh of g„in j, light ,„d | “d clmon' 

shriveled, and the germ injured by excessive heat 
while many oats are little heavier thân the 

The best and plumpest should be selected.
When we deposit a grain in the soil we 

only plant the germ, but we also deposit its in 
faut food

gets while holding farm property. This is the 
actual state of affairs, and instead of farm prop
erty increasing in value in Ontario, the reverse is 
the case, as a natural consequence of so much 
farm property being in the market. For want of 
space I am forced to let Mr. Beall’s other state
ments go uncriticized.

Prof. Brown’s estimate of the average farm dif
fers from Mr. Beall’s, but it is equally as deficient 
in correctness. For example, he reckons oats at 
55c. per bushel. How the Prof, gets that price 
for oats as an average for five years, is a great 
mystery to me, when I have sold them for some 
years back at from 20c. to 30c. per bushel. Oats 
are generally lower in price west of Toronto than 
in the city, and I,challenge any,man to point to 
the day during the last five years when oats 
brought 55c. in Toronto. The Prof, winds up his 
article by saying “he (the farmer) is second to 
no profession I have ever known.”

I submit, if farming was half as profitable as 
these gentlemen would have us believe, why do 
they and others waste their energy in eternally 
advising young men to stick to farming ? They, 
however, take good care not to farm themselves, 
but seem terribly anxious to get everything on 
two legs into the business, while they take a to
tally different process to make 
living.
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as “pcs- 
and so

very superior

Not long since an essayist received a prize of 
00 for an essay on “How best to keep the 

boys on the farm.” Thousands of good men who 
have been deceived by the vaporings of these 
false teachers, have left a good business, went 
farming, and courted ruin. Other trades and 
irofessions know better than to be forever advis
ing every man into their trades and professions.

Again, I submit, if farming was so lucrative, 
why is it that no capitalist outside of the walls of 
a lunatic asylum goes into farming on a large 
scale to make money ? The farmers have no op
position in that line, and not much danger of 
getting that kind of opposition. If a banking 
concern or a mercantile house fails, it is a matter 
oi note. As an actual fact, however, hundreds of 
farmers go to the wall every year since the depre
ciation of farm produce which set in five or six 
years ago This is a matter of small account.
1 heirs is but to toil and slave, while others 
the reward.

The

almost 13 percent 
In the interest of reason

sense, I ask what has that to do 
with the subject ? The profit of the farm 
consist in the différé

will
in the cost of production 

and the value of the product By growing cer- 
not tain products a farm could easily be made to pro-

as well, on which it depends in ita r 7 eVe”,d°Uble the va,ue of the whole concern;
early stage for support. Consequently, it is es- this tlTf ^ f°'l0W that bo2ause of
sential we should select the best ami plumpest thls thc farm would be immensely profitable ! It
prirlln?m e' i • W0U,d be more like,y a losing business, on ac-

pr“Per sc,eÇtmn is made and sown at the count of the cost of production R,,t
vation, the'vast ad'va^ntage^he 'cmmtrjf will^as essay|st> even if the whole was mortgaged there' 

sure, ly receive is almost impossible to estimate" 777 be ^ *270. What about seed, what 
lit by our neglect we fail to do this, we wilj about feed for horses, cattle, and food for fa 

selvesTnrhh exha,lst our soils. impoverish our- ai‘d his household ? Then the

neestraw.
reap

James Hawkings, Florence, Ont.

The Beet Root Sugar Industry.
BY W. SCR I MG EOUll.

The last article on this subject told of its 
establishment and growth. This will treat of it 
from an agricultural and industrial 

Sugar-beets for industrial
standpoint.

purposes arc grown 
a over Europe, but mostly in the more northerly 
and interior localities, as these are best suited to 
the development of the saccharine qualities of 
the plant, which is the all-important point.

I he .required climatic conditions are sufficient 
moisture in the spring and early summer to en
sure the growth of the plant, and dryness and 
sunshine in the fall to develop the sugar. Bright 
sunny days and cool nights during September 
and October are very desirable.

Beets can be grown in nearly 
soil, but by far the best is 
that has been in cultivation 
heavy clay and new land beets are 
other qualities than 
beets

rmer
eternal leak of 

implements, buildings, fences, and a 
thousand things which the uninitiated 
dream of. Prof. Brown makes 
$500 for household 
$88 for all other

never
Condition of the Farmer.

Dear Advocate,-As one of the rank and file 
of practical farmers, I crave the favor of a little 
space in your columns. The apostles oflmmb 
have long enough monopolized the press and 
p atfbrm to disseminate their absurd theories 
The real agriculturists “long enough have acted 
dummies. Voluminous matter called agricul-

over

an allowance of 
expenses alone. This leaves

expenses, according to his esti
mates, and they are correct, no doubt, 
were mostly taken from the infal ible’
Mr. B. then includes

as they 
Bureau.

some extras, and calls it a 
total of $883, or over 18 percent on the invest
ment a very large advance on the percentage 
given by the Chairman of the Farmers’ Legisla- 
tore who had said that over two percent Sold 

on farm investment.- Without a 
doubt the Chairman refused to state at that nieet- 

„ that after the cost of production was counted

SK?"«--'r-.aass,**** u“ •». » a« ”f
theiefore, evident that a farmer could dr, ; 
mensely better to sell his farm and invest in mort 
aHeast °- lC1 sePllntlos> which would bring himat least six percent-200 percent more than T

ngs

every variety of 
a deep, friable loam, 

for some time. In
tural literature has been scattered profusely 
this wide Dominion to enlighten the ignorant 
farmer—to tell him what he should do 
lie should not do.

apt to develop 
The sweetest 

plenty of large

and what sweetness, 
are small in size withNot long ago these sages held 

as the great panacea for all 
advisers, who

up stock raising 
our woes. Hosts of 

ignorant of farming
embryo, howled about the ignorance and stupid 
stubbornness of the farmers whom they said 
persisted raising wheat, whereas wealth and 
happiness stared them in the face, simply by 
■-mg cattle. The method was easy, foment^ 
all there was to do was to breed to the best 
registered stock. “Where are those dreams

are as as an

sown in rows 20 inches 
apart, as early in May as possible, but not,
before the mid-day temperature is from 50° to 60
’an. lom 10 to 13 days are required for 

geim,nation, and as soon as the rows are well de-
hned the horse-hoe or cultivator should .be used.
' ' tllC stems are about the thickness of a
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pencil they should be thinned out; about eight 
inches apart, from centre to centre, is what is 
generally recommended.

The most successful growers are in favor of 
close growing, and aim to have the ground 
entirely covered by the leaves when the plant has 
reached maturity. They claim three important- 
advantages from this; (1)'sweeter beets, (2) 
containing less of mineral matter, and (3) greater 
yield per acre.

The hand hoe is used for thinning, just as 
turnips are thinned in Scotland, and a little skill 
s required to leave, at regular intervals, a good, 

strong plant, and destroy the others. At least 
three hoeings should be given, more, if time will 
permit, for the work of cultivation must be over 
by about the first week in July, and the plants 
should not be disturbed again until harvesting, 
which takes place just before severe frost. Like 
other crops, the result will depend very much upon 
the care and skill with which it is cultivated. 
A day’s work with the cultivator at the 
right time, or the neglect of it, may make all the 
difference between success and failure.

A great deal has been written regarding the 
application of manures to this crop, and a great 
many experiments have been made with every 
known kind of plant food to determine which 
will give the best result in the sugar-contents of 
the plant. “In the multitude of counsellors 
there is wisdom,” but in this case- it is bard to 
find it, so many and so varied are the theories 
advanced.

Injurious and Beneficial Birds 
The English Sparrow.

Some factories in France have a capacity for 
working 200,000 tons of roots in the season, and 
there the work can be carried on very economi
cally.

In Europe the manufacturing company usually 
undertake to grow about half the required 
quantity, and contract with the neighboring 
farmers for the other half; in some cases the 
farmers arc paît owners of the factories. Just at 
what price sugar can be produced is difficult to 
say, so many different influences bear on the 
subject, and so much depends on the manner in 
which the work is undertaken. A recent Belgian 
official publication stated that granulated sugar 
could be made at the factories there for three 
cents per lb., and the current market reports 
quote granulated sugar for export, free on board 
steamer at Hamburg, at 18 shillings per 112 lbs., 
which is about four cents per lb. ; raw sugar for 
refiner’s use is quoted same terms at 14 shillings 
per 112 lbs., or just 3 cents per lb. Advices to 
hand report the estimated product from the crop 
of 1887 as 2,280,000 tons, which is 420,000 tons 
less than the estimate of 1886.

As already mentioned, this importantEuropean 
industry is one that benefits a large number of the 
community, not only those engaged in the field 
and factory, and in the business of distributing 
the product, but also to those engaged in the 
many trades allied to its-

It has also proved of great advantage to general 
farming ;wherever"the factories exist, there is to be 
found an improved system of farming. The beet 
pulp from the factories is found to be a very 
valuable winter feed, and every stranger remarks 
the sleekness and fatness of the cattle fed on it. 
Farmers are thus encouraged to keep all the 
cattle they can to be fattened, thus securing 
abundance of manure for use on the land. The 
cultivation required by the beets is found to 
benefit the succeeding crop very much. The 
introduction of this crop has done away with all 
fallow lands, which used to be considered so 
necessary in European systems of farming. 
Where rents are as high as they, are in the sugar 
districts, this is a matter of considerable impor
tance.

As farmers are so much benefited by the beet
root sugar industry, it is to their interest to help 
to have it established in this country. For this 
purpose clubs should be formed whose members 
would each undertake to grow, say one acre each, 
all using the same variety of seed, so that by 

paring notes at the end of the season, they 
Id have a good idea of "What they could do, 

both as regards yield and cest of culture. The 
prime cause of the failure of this industry here 
lias been the want of sufficient roots to run the 
factories. Ifcapitalists were only sure of getting 
plenty of beets there would soon be plenty of 
factories, and if farmers knew j ust what they 
could raise an acre of beets for, they would be in 
a position to make contracts with the 
manufacturers.

There should be no difficulty in getting say 20 
tons of the French varieties, and manufacturers 
would likely be willing to pay about $4 per ton, 
so that it is worth while to make a combined 
effort, as very little can be done individually in 

Farmers can not expect to see 
factories started unless they show their willing
ness and ability to grow the roots in large 
quantities. The roots grown while experiment
ing can be very profitably fed to stock, being 
more fattening than fodder, beets or turnips.

The whole success of this industry may be 
credited to technical education, without which 
it never would have amounted to anything, but 
Napoleon the Great and the King of Prussia hit 
the nail on the head when they decreed that part 
of the money granted to further this industry 
was to be spent in establishing schools of 

where the art of making sugar was

„The following paper on the above subject, for 
which we are indebted to Dr. Burgess, Hamilton, 
Out., was read at a recent meeting of the Bio
logical Section of the Hamilton Association, by 
Mr. T. Mcllwraith, F. O. S. The subject is one 
of great importance to our farmers and fruit 
growers, and must sooner or later push its way to 
the front : !

Economic Ornithology is at present receiving 
a good deal of attention in various jiarts of the 
world, and its importance increases as we are 
favored from time to time with the result of 
investigations which have been made regarding 
the food of birds in relation to agriculture, 
horticulture, and forestry. Mammalogy also 
claims a share of atteiition in this connection, 
and though we in Canada have no special 
grievance to complain of in this department at 
present, yet in the far distant lands of Australia 
and New Zealand the amount of damage which 
has been done by the introduction of the English 
rabbit is almost incalculable, and may well serve 
as a warning to other countries, to exercise due 
care when introducing strangers to reside within 
their borders.

In Canada, when the settler has cleared a 
patch and raised a log house on his bush farm, 
one of his first steps towards making a home is to 
raise a few chickens, which usually appear in due 
time, but scarcely are they permitted to become 
familiar with their surroundings before they are 
scooped up by the hawk. This, of course, 
enrages the settler, who brings powder and shot 
into immediate use, and takes revenge on every 
hawk and owl which comes within reach. This 
serves for a time to allay the irritation caused by 
the loss of the chickens, but a better knowledge 
of the food habits of the birds would have showed 
him that the greater number of the hawks 
never touch poultry at all, and that the service 
they render by the destruction of mice far more 
that compensates for the few chickens destroyed.

As it is with individuals, so it is with 
communities; hasty conclusions are arrived at 
which may be acted on for a time, but eventually 
they must yield to increased knowledge of the 
subject under consideration.

As an instance of this may be mentioned the 
“Pennsylvania Scalp Act” which was passed so 
recently as 1885. This Act provided for the pay
ment of a bounty of 50 cents each on all hawks, 
owls, minks, ana weasels killed in the State, 
with an additional 20 cents each to the Justice 
taking the affidavit. This Act was in operation 
for a year and a half, but it was urged by a few 
close observers that the killing of the hawks and 
owls removed the check which nature had placed 

the mice, which were now on the increase, and 
doing so much damage that eventually the Act 
was repealed.

Dr. Merriam, in his report to the Department 
of Agriculture at Washington for 1886, goes into 
figures on this question which will surprise those 
not used to making such calculations. Here is an 
extract:

“By virtueofthis Act about $90,000 have been 
paid in bounties during the year and a half which 
lias elapsed since the law went into effect, 
represents the destruction of at least 128,571 of 
the above mentioned animals, most of which were 
hawks and owls.

“Granting that 5,000 chickens are killed annu
ally in Pennsylvania by hawks and owls, and that 
they are worth 25 cents each (a liberal estimate 
in view of the fact that many of them are killed 
when very young), the total loss would be about 
$1,250, or for a year and a half, $1,875. Hence 
it appears that during those 18 months the State 
expended $90,000 to save its farmers from a loss 
of $1,875. But this estimate by no means repre
sents the actual loss to the farmer and taxpayer 
of the State. It is within bounds to say that m 
the course of a year every hawk and owl destroys 
at least one thousand mice or their equivalent in 
insects, and that each mouse or its equivalent m 
insects would cause the farmer a loss of 2 cents 
per annum. Therefore omitting all reference to 
the enormous increase in the numbers of these 
noxious, animals when Nature’s means of holding

The writer’s deduction, after careful study, is, 
that sugar being a carbonaceous product, is 
elaborated in the plant by the sun’s action on the 
leaves during the ripening period, and is to a 
certain extent not dependent on manures. This 
is why a dry, sunny fall is so important, and the 
localities where such prevail so suitable for the 
culture of this plant. But this sun-action 
depends very much on the condition of the 
plants, those having the most vigorous growth of 
leaves being most subject to its influence.

The purpose of manure then, is to nourish the 
plant in its earlier stages so that it will be fully 
developed. Well-rotted stable manure thorough
ly wrought into the soil is found to be as good as 
any, but may be supplemented very beneficially 
by the addition of a small quantity of super
phosphate.

The yield per acre depends very much on the

com
wou

on

variety of beets grown; *hose grown in France 
yield on an average about 20 tons per acree 
while those grown in Germany only yield about 
15 tons, but the former contains only about 10 
percent of saccharine matter, while the latter

These are the
this matter.

contains about 15 percent, 
standards, and there are also other kinds, which 
rank between, and all are subject both in quan
tity and sweetness to the varying conditions of 
climate and culture.

This

The fninimum quantity of sugar obtained from 
the produce of one acre of land should not bo less 
than 2,000 lbs., while as much as 7,000 lbs. is 
quite possible when all the conditions are 
favorable. instruction,

This industry can not be carried on in a small both studied and taui/ht. 
way, the machinery required being very costly, The people of continental Europe are far ahead 

I, . , , , , of us in this respect, and most enthusiastically
and the work can only be entrusted to thoroughly (]cvote themselves to scientific research, 
trained sugar^ chemists and a competent staff of The question naturally arises: Is this industry 
sugar boilers and engineers. It requires at least to be established in our country', or are we to go 
the prodiictof l.OOO acres before it can l.e made
profitable, and double that quantity could be farms? The answer lies, with the farmers, who 
worked at comparatively little extra expense, by united action can solve the problem.
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sSeTtiSof ?h^„«e^f°VedV, lh° v?Sj P°Si bek"g f0’,n,d from New 0r,eans to Lake Superior. I I consider we have many advantages here that

fjEESSS ^neX“^ds theer : tZ
and a half, which is at tlie rate of *2,(131,420 instinct which enables them to travel with such "" .1' °"' aS much ,and as hecan manage, and its 
thmwnnaw»’v°4 In* fther WOÿ» tL?. ®tate has certainty between far distant places, but the fertlhty 18 almost inexhaustible when carefully 
And even this does* not°If13 l°w' hassaxed. sparrows, though not migratory in the ordinary I cultivated. Summer fallowing is of very greataf«i£ZRSfffl&Si STÆÏt^i:S,r£r™“*— *"d-f»«L»inZ,l,l<r;'r;:\'r;h al,J Is almost certain I hundreds of miles, audPbeing iet^ioose in*IT new I Droll*Ilt ls not 80 direin its effect here as in other

numbers °ofe mice d<?U.“,try,free of charge- In this way the first in- Parts of the Dominion, except on the prairie
Scby tm andIt wUl £keTÆo Asto^ ™ .m I grass where the ground is packed hard, but where

ignorance"0? ti™ bUn^y ,destr°yed th">«gh manner several have°b™en carried to"^ north'of ,v 'S Pl°?d * r6tainS the moisture to an extraor- 
mm.birds andmammaTs"'0 l “S °f °m'COm' Lake Superior on the line of the Canada Pacific defCC- and 1 think the grcat depth of

Among birds the two which are securing most (T0 BE C0NTINVED > * £2,“ gr°U"d ^ “ * **
attention in the United States at present are the ' continlbp.) much.
rice bird or bobolink, and the house sparrow. Of i . „ , , Ihc summer season is short, but the country is
the former we have little to say. He is here a * arming in Manitoba. so well adapted for all improved farming imnle-
summer visitor, and during his stay makes our Editor Advocate : ments that- » non l , ,g . k
pasture fields ring with his merry jingling song. Sir,-As I see you never ^et tired mild,'shin* tT 1 ” d° °Ur work easler and (lulcker
Early in the fall young and old gather together statements com dm from = ttl ■ ‘ ° han ln many other Parts of the Dominion where
in flocks and pass away to the south, audit is T>8 T “ thlS ^ °f the fa™s are rough and unlevel. We can also
then he makes his presence known in a way that tb U»mmlon- u might perhaps not be out o( keep as many cattle as we can manage as thnv
is most disastrous to the rice growers. Hundreds Place for me to let you know what I think of the have the wide nrairi t * manage, as they
of men and boys armed with shotguns are em- country after my few years’ experience In the h V -T ? paSt"re °”’ and to cut
PWed to guard the fields, but as the vast flocks fW r 3 experience. In the hay to winter them. The grass growing on the
of birds arrive from the north, they find tUm ^ what 1 c°™<Ier to be high ridges is very nutrition^and 7th"nk is as

selves quite unable to either scare them off, or f of the greatest disadvantages which the new heilthy food as an” hav we e»n l r **,’ ,
T1"06 ,their nn™bers. A recent “‘tier has to contend with in the Prairie Pro- for thWyTelds^erLraofwLt w'h A"

from this'cause 'to be° about two müÎlôVdoUara T™' 1 th'"k th<! ^ a"d k the Prairie £UL I think they are the exception and not
annually. million dollars fires every spring and fall, which keep the settler j general rule- 1 have seen 42 bushels of
Æ: z œrsti- sn 1rs XXX rXTX "sBEsrEFr1"8"? T

bbdT,«d'fJ tlîe ïret“ ."X”, hi, resiTenre b"rn,<1 °”“J« »f »re gii.nl», or oitil . Wl «( the country, 2d if’J^tbiok i"i

was here in limited numbers, and attracted but °! SD°W StT U ln the fa|l, or the green grass in the bèn^nf'if y°" ^ your many reader8
little notice. It was in 1850 that eight pairs the sPnng. Although there are severe laws * ‘w- v c xr ,rjïsa * Steit'f”8 ,h*. p"i,i“ -Sre- » *» «<■* I »,,» ■ *Norb"1' “*”•

•Z«in in 185S, other ohipmooif' reeled »t i:/ , ‘ ' ™°™S ‘ 3" '«"S".
adjacent points m N.Y.,all of which were turned 6 Wlld grass 18 allowed to bleach with the frost PRIZE ESSAY.
n°A0;SOHiian! aWfXd, to do wel1- But it was the fire will run in spite of the arts of man Con- „ .------

âSibS! “ XSS “SbïtS aHmb,*d,mie* “ J“'“ ”»>' Ml r-om itt Farm lccoo",s-

throughout the cities in the Eastern States soon T"’ V' ??. W8y of buraing haystacks, and some- by w. a. hale, sherbrooke, qve.
syfœrwî Treh,rrrS: ”7“,he lhi-? - -

:rü;xssdX^ ,,„ïX,„Znr,rtor r!u,l~i,;*•*-

ther lands, and a commodious house was erected nf r 1 " t out houses than in other parts occupations of the present dav that of farm’
in a prominent position at the expense of the of Ca,lada- on account of the scarceness of b .ibl W1,1,L ,, „ y’ that offarm'-ng
city for the use ‘of the birds. InTTthS ,e? mg timber. The great adhesiveness of the , t ^ °f a >lr°fcssi()"al account-
surplus fin I'1 was.dljÇd to overflowing, and the along the Red River valley issoml l , 8 engaged, and whether he be pressed

honseVajd^dot; ^ ^ ^ showed Tlmef lZr77 ' t T ^ ^ «^enceVt a 2np,i-

rrels'e'and dish'i'l" r" thfe,Presellt the rapid in- cakes, and it is very hard to scrape it off It * h ^ S>’StCm of books » “°t the one suited to the
s 7”,- “» * i, «r,. t x z" t z - v? ,rm ,i~ -

history of birds. Along the Atlantic coast it or to thc wagon wheels, so that it is almost im „ln ‘ intricate and requires
of Chaf fr°m 1S”"t.llÇrn Georgia north to the Bay possible to travel in wet weather ?. ‘m° “nd thm,ght f,|an can well be spared
ot Lhaleur, while inland it has got as far west as There is enw „i,:. f- , . or than is in most
central Kansas ami Nebrasha. A colony is also P, , , " , objection taken to thc severe would- I recommend
Take (3>ed ^"1 °rleans and -mother^ SaU ln],Wmter’ but 1 thi"k B is much over-rated 
where H y‘ i 0l* t lU Pacilic Coa8t the only point Senerally- True, the cold is very keen durum

Fran, :h't m°HhS °f DrmbCr’ Wa»d February^
at many intermediate points, which îm^no but- J-th a good warm house well built to keep 
doubt in time join together and make the chain °Ut tbe cold’ and a stable likewise, it is not felt 
complete across the Continent. ' much worse than in Quebec or Ontario Ti ne

of the°spgccies Tl T M ^ not ^mfortable to
a time, may be mentioned its extraordinary be ou - b"t "hen the weather moderates we have

hat°''in thTlatih1^0'? k* Merriam tells us t,1<? adva'‘taKe good roads, never blocked with 
rnat in the latitude of New York they raise snow drifts, 
to (i broods in a season, with 4 to fi bUds in each 
brood, making say 2ti in all at the end of the first 
year. If we assume that all live together the 
sexes being equally divided, they will thus at

hmtt ey 1" COnsti(tutio,b and capable of em u 
mg the extremes of temperature, as seen in ,"s
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Becases necessary. Neither 
opening an account with 

every field cultivated, every individual 
chaser,

•!

Uipur-
every separate department of the 

farm, as is so often recommended.
1 lie two great questions to be decided by keep- 

mg farm accounts are, first, whether we are mak- 
lno inoney by farming 
what particular branches 
taking from our bank accounts, 
oi general system of accounts 
known as, or ruled like, 
and will last for

nor tl
ml

tor not, and, secondly, by 
adding to or 

Por the main

Uiwe are
sol

. t*one book, such as is 
journal, is sufficient, 

many years, and by reversing, it 
farm diary, a very impor- 

accouut book.
estimates of separate branches or spec

kles, - such 38 market gardening, dairying,
to k-b,-ceding, cattle-fattening, sugar-making, 
nut- rowing, cordwood, lumber, &c , &c„ Ac.' 
would depend on a separate small pass book

cWe ’fa' VUSt t0 a grCat extent to estimated 
| charges for and against each, as it is too laborious

apnor are we ever obliged to turn out 
and shovel snow We can go for our hay out on 
the piames all through the winter, and the snow 
does not bother us except around the hay stack 
I do not think we arc more subject to summer 
frosts here than in other parts of the Dominion 
but when they do occur they arc keener ami take 
more effect; in fact, so far as the inclemency of 
the weather is concerned, we do not sutler more 
than m other countries, and, indeed, 
from what I can see, y

mia
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can be used also twas a
tant companion to the 
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Improving the Farmer’s Home 
Surroundings.

BY HENRY IVES, BATAVIA, N. Y.
Although a farmer may occasionally he met 

with who will claim to be indifferent as to looks, 
but the number who really are so are too few to 
take into the account, and I think we may fairly 
reckon on most of our farmers agreeing with us 
that the average farmer’s home should be made 
more attractive in its surroundings. But their 
excuse for not thus improving their own is for 
the want of time, or they can’t afford it, or some 
like excuse. Now my sympathy is with this 
class of farmers, and I want to say to them most 
assuredly that they do have the time, and that 
they can well afford to make such improvements, 
if they will but think so, for if made judiciously 
they will add many times their cost to the cur
rent value of their farms, so that, on the princi
ple of working where it will “pay the best,” as we 
farmers usually claim to do, we cannot afford to 
neglect doing more or less of this class of work to 
beautify and improve our home grounds.

We all look on approvingly to seè the resident 
of a town or city grade up nicely about his house, 
and for the lawn using such breadth of land as 
he can command for this purpose, stocking it 
well with grass and trees and flowering shrubs, 
besides planting a row or two of fine shade trees, 
hardening his front along the highway. But the 
farmer can do all of this class of improvements 
to much better advantage in every way than the 
townsman can, for he has the team and tools and 
the breadth of land required, and by having the 
work properly laid out and decided upon he can 
improve odd spells and broken time for doing it, 
so that it need really only cost him a nominal 
sum, while such improvements will count for 
much more in his case than for the resident of the 
town. The farm-house being necessarily so iso
lated, and 90 rarely showing in its surroundings 
piuch, if any, attempt at adornment, that even <" 
an ordinary effort made in this direction by any 
farmer at only a slight expense, might not only 
make his premises look much more attractive, 
but really add materially to their selling value.

In proof of this, we can see in almost any 
neighborhood farms which have been allowed to 
run themselves, as the saying is, or been managed 
in a slipshod, slovenly manner, when they come 
to be sold they will not realise as much, by five 
or ten dollars an acre, as adjoining farms of no 
better soil, but showing more thrifty manage
ment and more attractive surroundings, and in 
“fixing up” a farm to sell, improvements of this 
kind which the farmer can make himself, will 
count for more than improvements in buildings 
and fences, though they may cost many times 
more.

To show more readily what improvements I 
would make, and how I would make them, allow 
me to state a little of my own experience on two 
farms, the first bought 45 years ago, what was 
called a poor, run-down farm, and after a pretty 
thorough overhauling and improvement, it was 
called one of the best farms “in town,” and sold 
20 years later for three times as much an acre as 
I paid for it. Then I bought another, an old 
farm, nicely located, but had been badly managed 
and the grounds about the house and barn occu
pied by the accumulations of more than one gen
eration, consisting of the remains of carts and 
wagons, plows, drags, ox-sleds and hayracks, and 
lumber, and litter, occupying an acre or two of 
the most valuable part of the premises, besides

the faim. Now, by adding the sums total of the 
first two items together, and also of the last two, 
and subtracting one from the other, we can sec 
at a glance whether we are making or losing 
money by our operations.

Now, suppose this balance shows a profit of say 
$600 on a 100 acre farm, and that the value of the 
farm, stock, movables, Ac., is $6000, it is inac
curate to say, as one often hears, that so-and-so 
is “making 10 percent on his farm;" he is only 
really making 3 percent, equal to about sixty 
cents a day for the combined work of himself, 
his wife and his family, barely enough to feed 
them; or if the profit appears to be but $300 a 
year, he is really losing 2 percent a year and 
giving his work for nothing, and of this latter 
condition of things I know of too many examples. 
Were his balance sheet to show a yearly profit 
just equal to the interest on the value of his 
capital, then it would appear as though he 
would be as well off if he sold out and he and his 
wife and family went to work for their board.

I have noticed for many years past a disposition 
amongst those holding land to ignore the yearly 
value of the interest on tfie land they hold, and 
when a man wishes to buy a farm for which he 
has not the money to pay, his first thought is to 
“work out” till he can save enough money to pay 
for it, feeling that it would be impossible to make 
payments on the land and meet his interest as 
well by farming; he waits till he can well nigh pay 
cash for it and then takes no heed of what interest 
the value of his farm would represent were it in
vested in something else.

There are many incidental items which may be 
brought to bear to make a more favorable showing 
for the condition of this, the noblest secular calling 
in which a man can invest his energies. His 
property may be increasing in value year by 
year in a greater ratio than his capital would were 
it invested in mortgages or bank stocks. Health 
may be his and his inheritance to his succeeding 
generations, and of far more value to them than 
bank stocks or shares, the freedom from possible 
immoral contamination of his children to which 
they might bo subjected in crowded towns and 
villages, and the pleasant, healthful life, full of the 
knowledge that he is his own master, that the 
portion of the earth on ivhicli he lives is liis own, 
and that what he works and plans for- is his own 
and born of his own industry. These and many 
other like things may go to make some compen
sation for a small financial farming profit, but 
which can hardly be included in the balance sheet 
of the actual farm accounts.

keeping an accurate account of every hour or 
fraction of an hour spent by a hired man on each 
of the many occupations he may be engaged in.

On the first of every year an inventory of the 
capital invested should be made, so as to see whe
ther the property is increasing in value or not. 
Putting down the actual value of the farm, in" 
eluding the dwelling house, for as the prices of 
farms as generally quoted includes the house, it 
seems best to charge the whole value as capital, 
and to give the farm credit every year for the 
value of the rental of such a house as would be 
required by the farmer and his family if they were 
engaged in any other occupation. This would 
represent the capital invested. Then make an 
inventory of all movables, other than household 
furniture, such as live stock, implements, 
wagons, harnesses, tools, Ac., Ac., Ac., with 
their actual values. This represents the working 
capital, and this, added to the value of the farm, 
should bear an annual charge against the farm, 
say for the present time of 7 percent, less the 
rent of the house, for which the farm should got 
credit, as it, the value of the house, is charged 
against it in the capital account.

All ordinary repairs and improvements, such 
as shingling a barn roof, putting new floors in 
stables, renewing sills of outbuildings, &c., &c., 
should be entered as current expenditure, while 
any special improvement such as building a base
ment bam, costing from say $300 to $3,000; tile 
draining a large portion of the land, should be 
added to the capital account, and only the inter
est on the cost be charged from year to year. In 
making entries in the account book, all articles 
sold for cash should be marked paid. Those not 
so marked remain as a charge against the pur
chaser till paid, then by turning back to the 
entry and marking it off, it closes the trans
action, the same being done w ith articles bought 
(thus saving the keeping of and posting into a 
ledger), as follows:—

/

January, 1888. 

Paid.
Sold John Smith 2 tons of hay at

$9.00.................... ...................
Sold Chas. Brown 5 bus. potatoes at

$18 00

3 0060c
$21 00

Aiÿlerson on account 

Paid.
Bought from John Brown, 1 log

ging chain..................................

Used 150 lbs. pork, at 7c...............
“ 1 doz. eggs, 20c: 4 lbs. but

ter, 88c..............................
“ 7 qts. milk, 28c; 5 lbs. wool,

Paid James 
wages . 5 00

3 00

10 50
A distinguished physiologist says:—“Fatten

ing, when not carried to excess, causes a fine 
fiber, with not too much connective fibrous tis- 

The fat accumulates between the fibers, 
causing atrophy of some, and hence the super
abundance of fat, causing a less number of fibers 
to the fascicules than in the lean meat. . . My
idea of getting fine eating beef is moderate exer
cise; enough to have the fibers keep themselves 
in muscle substance, but not enough to thicken 
the membraneous substance (as in the case of the 
working ox), food enough to build this and just 
surplus enough to produce a moderate amount of 
fat outside the muscle fascicules, but not within

1 08

1 28$1
---------12 86

All entries I would class under four heads. 
Under “sold” would appear all produce actually 
sold for cash or on time; under “used” would 
appear all articles used in the house, such as 
milk, butter, eggs, meat, fruit, vegetables, fire, 
wood, Ac., &c., at a fair market value; these 
two would appear to the credit of the farm. 
Under “bought” would apjiear all purchases of 
farm movables, blacksmith's work, grain for 
stock, seeds, ordinary repairs, insurance on farm 
property, taxes on the same, Ac.;' Ac. Under 
“paid” would appear all wages of farm hands 
and also the cost of their board, if they lived in the 
house or boarded with the head man in his 
cottage; these two would appear to the debit of

sue.

. . The membraneous surroundingsthem. .
of the fibers lose their substance through the 

them of the infiltered fat. . . Expressure upon 
ccssive fattening destroys the muscle substance 
and leaves only the membraneous covering of 
each fiber,”
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furnishing the nuisance of burdocks and dock I Farmstead Sanitation. I tion. Unquestionably, so far as soil contamina-

ZdPHHibuildings, first for tillage to thoroughly subdue I , oX^ vuia^s wSut “dmi^ge^reX to™ ^ 8°mc modification of the earth-closet 
it, preparatory to being properly graded and haunts of these places ; and the cause, both on PnnclJJf. within or very near to the home build- 
stocked with grass, and shrubs, and trees for a the farm and in the village, is much the same. I Inf& 18 , st ?uited to the needs of a rural family, 
good breadth on the farm front, bordered on the . Typhoid fever most commonly has its origin llnJ™ all^conditiomf
rear by the ^rden, the farm buildings and the Gently a^nk-T^ut’and slop-holediseZse'^^HoU,’ ^or “c distance away from the
orchard of both small and large fruits. The of them are contagious and infectious, though buildings should be provided for all the waste 
front fence, if one is required, should be of wire, the last is much the more so. But it must be ■ r 0 .J~e household. 1 he clogging of such 
and all division fenccsshould be avoided as far as understood that in both cases the origin of the Vrecrin^mnst*^” °f -id.wast®

r-» ,roul.„au,hr5læ^te ^"4” Trs
either side from the farm house. To utilize this ever so foul, will cause these diseases. Yet they <?Illlot be utlll?ed otherwise, ought to be burned 
land devoted to grass and lawi I stock it in are always liable to do so, for they furnish the , . A Sratin© should be so arranged as to
front of the house with any fine lawn grass, to be conditions under which the germs of those dis- fr_?m entering the
i ,. i . ., . ! eases have ready and abundant access to the svs- I *10Use drain. *1 the latter is made deep enoughkept short; on one side an acre, more or less, to terns of those who drink the poisoned water and to escaP® fn?st>.a"d is carried eight or ten rods 
orchard grass, and on the other side to timothy, breathe the poisoned air. Uninfected filth will aVay. ." the bouse, with ns outlet in a gully 
to fiirnish green forage for the work team, and, not give origin to a specific disease of this class , lc 1 wil1 not allow it to collect, the danger will 
possibly, a cow or two, kept on the soiling plan. no “,atter how foul or how offensive to thé ™°VJTTe;, Th,s °!!tlct sl“?ul<J not be made 
I would just say, too, in this connection, that in sfnses may be. There is reason to believe “5 Prevadmg winds, but the reverse,
planting quite liberally of sweet corn both early that mere dirt and stench—pure dirt and stench, IK)SSIbl<;’ and to effect this a turn may be made,
and late, for the family use, fast as the ears are lf such an expression can be allowed—may, in p!®rfa?ry „ , .
picked the sta'ks are cut close to the mound many cases, not be capable of causing ill-headth I e.rle-t 061,81 drainage must be secured under
and they go alsp to the stock in the barn for à °* any kind. Yet foul airs and offensive odors I ? 1 <ilrC\UI!st,anii< s 80 tbat the cellar bottom shall 
sweet, green ration. I are warnings of dangerous possibilities, and in I 6 absolutely dry at all times. This should be

Another opportunity for improving our farm ^eble or sensitive constitutions they will, un attended to when the house is built, but if it has 
surroundings will offer itself to most of farmers ?hled, indirectly, by weakening the appetite and • beel1 do“e no ,time should be lost in attend
ra properly dressing up the sides of the road ad- ““pairing digestion through the disgust they lng t0 lt' , “owing spring in a cellar, if it has 
joining his farm. This should be treated about Pro;*uce. cause serious and even fatal illness. ?n °Pe“ and "ee outlet, and is conducted to it 
the same as the lawn, as it is really only an ex- 'Ph® grounds of convenience upon which the I y,a lle'me'l channel, is not ordinarily objection-
tension of that, to the carriage track or the mid- location of farm houses is commonly determined, abl®:
die o.r the road; then instead of planting out a . 88 handiness to water and to the out-build- , 1 ,,e 88,116 sanitary rules that apply to the
variety of trees promiscuously as on the lawn set In§s’ sbelter from prevailing winds, richness of “welling ar® equally applicable to the barns,
a row or two of hardy forest trees along the road- S01j and evenness of surface, are often all more I .. e great thing to be avoided is the accumula- 
side, the whole breadth of the farm front the I or !ess unfavorable to health. A house in a level I ,|011 01 putrescible matter under circumstances 
first row put a foot or two inside the road-line 8l,r,ngy spot, under an abrupt hill or high, rocky that admit of jts contaminating the soil, the 
on to the farm,and the other 8 to 10 feet into the 18 very bkely to prove unhealthy. In I wa, er or the air. Fortunate'y by the use of
road. Then if fencing is wanted it can be made , no spot which cannot be easily and °r(llnary absorbents, by its frequent removal, and
by stretching galvanized wires and staple them thoroughly drained, and where the air cannot !;’-v ®ther well-known precautions, this is not riif- 
to the inner row of trees. Use long galvanized freely circulate on all sides, can long be occupied I ;1,cu t to accomplish. The barn-yard is usually 
staples only partly driven in. Then as the tree I 888 borne for human beings without accumulating I , ^’orst sP°t; but the wise farmer is the one 
grows draw them out with pinchers once to al around jt. a“d within its buildings, great and who has the dry barn-yard, even if it is to be se- 
year or two. This will give a permanent, im- coustantly increasing dangers to health. The only as the result of considerable labor,
penshable fence, and at a light cost. This space bandy well, its water within a few feet of the U ls> at any rate. a job that needs to be done but 
between the rows is the legal place for the side- surface; the sodden soil, from which surface °,nce’ and W’s from the start in convenience 
walk, and the grass of the roadside can be used water 0811 escape only by slow percolation or a,and aslde from sanitary conditions.—[T. 
as that from the lawn or to make into hay- by evaporation; the damp, undrainable cellar, the Hoskin, M.D., in Rural New Yorker.
common consent if not by law, this will belong to J.hl,cf and fast-growing yard trees, which exclude ---------
the adjoining farm-lands, and it can be cut with 'g,‘t a, alrl alld the protecting elevation near Professor S. A. Knapp gives this summarv of
machine as readily as the meadow, while the f band, all tend to make human tenants very the science of mnlehimr- “TP l r
work doing it will seldom be more than would be famlllar, with sickness and death. An expert- .. ’ mulching. The value of covering
required of the farmer before in keeping down Physician> ridmg through an entirely un- 6 S01‘ has bvcn know“ so long and so commonly
the front growth on the same. lamiliar region, can yet point out, with almost 48 to become a proverb, ‘Snow is the poor man’s
l N°w it must be acknowledged that more or miTi'il Preclslon, the houses in which the most manure.’ Science and experiment have show,,
less ol the above management might be practiced '"health and most numerous deaths have L-W i. 1», c ■ i ■ . ' . ent bave shown
to advantage on almost any farm, adding not occum‘,L The ease with which this is done ' * beneficlal 1,1 "miter is even more ad van-
only attractiveness to the old homestead, but a 8,ecms alm°st miraculous to the uninitiated, yet ta§eou8 ln summer, and that few things can be
renl cash value to the farm, and it will be noticed ^ P°“ds of bis verdict are covered by the more barmful than to denude the soil and all >w

Kât ;; ‘s ^ *« ;> “"*<»« -». ^
which he will be most sure to find great pleasure , These damP- «nventilated locations are the bave dcmonstrated that the soil is increased in
in doing if only he will once ordain to do it, and !avon.te bouses of consumption. Statistical sani- rtlllty by covering much more than the amount
then make the beginning. | <«y iiivestigatwn long ago determined that fact °f material placed on the ground as a mulch 1

P- M. Augur, in answer to how he had ob I locat“m was'not absolutely “ndrainable a^fira® fj bwhe"10-1”1 °[“tra°Spheric an,monia deposit-

La;r rZoT ,of s“ - »fWL inr^t^rtKsajs.-l. Use only such varieties as will respond lively healthy. ° ditions for chemical action to make H e , \
to generous treatment. 2. Plant early of kinds -The co",ta'"iiiation of wells usually arises from amount of niant ^ * largest
as by feeding will give a pint and a half of her Prlv-V vaults,- barn-yards and cesspools. In fil , 1 at ailable and to enable the
ries from a plant. 3 Apply and „dx thorn , h, ^1%°" la,.,d* llVP,id ''HI,'from ^“ 'brous roots of pknts to fe^ to the best advan-

*P} 1 mix thoroughly jarcolates, or, following seams in the ledge mav ta»e : mulching retards evaporation
th the soil 100 tons of best horse manure. 4. be «hrectiy conveyed into the well, if this U torrid suns actin-rupon the bllck prairie u 

bet tlm plants in rows two feet by one and a half ?-'lal!<?w> and. ”car to any such depository of duce an amount nf T e “ 1 ’ Pr°'
and nip all runners. 5. Hoe, up to freezing, ami '"‘""l ««mi-liquid organic matter in a state of T , ,°f heat lnJunous to the fibrous
then mulch until the ground ceases to freeze in Putlefaction, its early infection is sure; but often !°°ts °f many l,lants i mulching cools and ermal-
pmivnnnfi ar,1 rc n'"h'h when the fruit is half i81*®''! a. cas® t!le,watlT becomes so manifestly lzes tlle temperature near the surface. 4 Sudden
grow n, b. Allow plants to fruit but once; and r.eJected- The greater danger exists extremes of temperature affect plants ' ,
/. Get stock plants from those not allowed to ,■ the leaching is so slow and through such a unfavn.»M„ , , * p t ’ as animals,
frult- I djHance that neither the clearness nor the taste I f y ’ mulching .equalizes condition, re-

.....tim/sx steSTj; tz r. „
sir "l,""lï •* •>»,»«» », ».r«L.„d

I The farm privy is a difficult problem for soin- I °n,1 eomPacti"g the soil. Other advantages
might be named,”

along the road front and those inclosing the old. 
time 7k9 front yard, besides some old trees and
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:,Ül- Clover Sickness.

Sir ï. B. Lawes contributes the following 
account of his experience on the above subject in 
the Abany Cultivator ;

upon the land receiving minerals it amounted to 
nearly three tons each year, and upon the 
manured land it amounted to rather more than 
1| tons each year. We now decided to take a 
crop of red clover again in four years. Wheat 
was grown in 1883, turnips in 1884, and barley 
in 1885. The clover was sown in the spring, 
shortly after the barley. There was a very good 
plant upon all the plots during the autumn and 
winter, but in the spring disease began to show 
itself on both the highly manured plots, being 
rather the worse where the turnips were ploughed 
in. As is usual in these cases, the plant 
died off, bearing bare patches. Sometimes 
considerable strips were not attacked, 
in which case the plants that remained 
were very strong and vigorous, and the yield of 
hay in two cuttings amounted to 1^ tons per acre. 
It is probable that more than one-half of the 
crop was destroyed. On the two lauds which 
had received mineral manures, and where the 
turnips and all the other croj>s grown li.ad been 
removed since the experiment began, there was 
no disease whatever. On the portion where the 
turnips were plowed in there was some slight 
disease, though the crop appeared the more 
vigorous of the two. The yield, however, was 
slightly below the other, as the first yielded two 
tons two cwt. of clover hay per acre, and the 
other two tons four cwt. per acre. Upon the 
unmanured portion the p'ant may be said to 
have died of starvation, plantain and coltsfoot 
having taken its place. The plants that re
mained were barely high enough to cut with a 
scythe, and the whole produce, including the 
weeds, amounted to only half a ton per acre in 
the two cuttings.

The interest of the question lies now in the 
two manured plots. For all practical purposes 
the fertility of the unmanured land has been so 
much reduced by the removal of thirty-eight 
crops that it has ceased to grow either turnips or 
clover. If we compare the condition of the land 
where there was no disease and where the disease 
was the worst, we find that where there was no 
disease no organic or nitrogenous manure had been 
applied, and all the vegetable matter grown had 
been removed ; while the mineral manures ap
plied contained more phosphoric acid and potash 
than what was carried off in the crops.

The land where the disease destroyed a large 
portion of the crop received, with the mineral 
manures, every fourth year, 2,000 pounds of rape 
cake and 200 pounds of salts of ammonia, the 
large crop of roots and tops being also plowed 
in. As compared with the other soils, this soil 
contains vegetable matter in a different stage of 
decay, and provides suitable food for a great 
variety of underground life. We find that the 
application of rape cake is followed by an 
immense increase of wireworms. It is said among 
farmers that where the corn crops are attacked by 
wireworms an application of the rape cake will 
kill them, the fact being that they cease to eat 
the young corn, and feed upon the cake.

(To be continued. )

The easiest and quickest way to reduce bones, 
known to me, is to break the large ones into 
pieces about the size of a boy’s hand, place them 
in a large iron kettle (the larger the better), then 
fill the kettle with strong lye made from wood 
ashes and boil them. In a few hours all the 
softer bones will be dissolved ; the harder ones 
may lie returned to the next batch. After the 
dissolution is accomplished, the liquid may be 
mixed with the leached ashes, with an equal 
quantity of well-dried and pulverized muck or 
other earth. On land where there is a fair 
amount of humus, this compost is one of the best 
known. A half pint of the mixture on a hill of 
potatoes or corn works wonders ; and there is no 
better fertilizer for the vineyard, where it has 
the effect not only to produce large clusters and 
large be nies, but to greatly improve the quality 
ol the fruit. There is nothing better for onions 
than this, applied or sprinkled along the rows 
after the first weeding. Hen manure shou'd not 
be mixed with this compost, as the potash de- 

under experiment. In both years the crop was composes it, discharging the ammonia into the 
very large. Upon the highly manured plot it I air, entailing the loss of its most valuable ingre- 

,amounted to four tons of Clover hay each year ; I dienb —(Cor. N, V. Tribune.

'UPoitlirg.!- M un-r
1e 8 American Poultry Association.0 ■M

The long looked for meeting of the above As
sociation, at which the standard of excellence was 
to be revised, was held in the parlors of the new 
Denison Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind., opening on 
Monday, January 23rd. By commendable en
terprise the only poultry publication in Canada 
gave the minutes of this meeting to the Ameri
cans and Canadians before any of the many 
American journals. We acknowledge our in
debtedness to the Poultry Review for being able 
to give our readers this month a summary of the 
proceedings. The Association have made some 
radical changes, many of which were in the right 
direction, but some were not. We cannot see 
the propriety of admitting every spo 
a distinct breed and calling it a breed, as was 
done in the Plymouth Rocks and Wyandottes. 
The following varieties were admitted :—White 
Plymouth Rocks, Peacomb Plymouth Rocks, 
white Wyandottes, golden Wyandottes, white 
and black Minoreas, white Javas, Jersey Blues 
and Red Caps. While Pea-comb Partridge Co • 
chins were stricken off. This latter was decided
ly a proper step, and some of the new breeds 
were entitled to a place, but others were not, and 
some of the changes made were seemingly to fit 
the birds as some breed them rather than to in
crease their utility or beauty. Strange to say, a 
notion prevailed to admit Pit Games, and a 
standard

Considering the immense difference in the 
amount of fertility which is found in different 
soils, it is not surprising that those who farm in 
the most favored localities are sceptical in re
gard to the failure of the clover plant. Having 
farmed all their lives without having experienced 
any failure, they see no reason why disease should 

The cause of clover sickness has at
tracted almost as much attention as the source of 
the nitrogen in plants, and, as far 
both are likely to form subjects of inquiry 
long time before the final solution of the problem 
will be arrived at. Although clover sickness has 
occupied our attention almost from the com
mencement of our experiments, for a long time 
we hardly advanced beyond the fact that no 
combination of manures, natural or artificial, 
would cause clover to grow upon land which was 
clover sick. Of late years we have gathered two 
or three scraps of knowledge which have enabled 
us to mount a step or two up the long ladder on 
the top of which is the solution of the problem.

In the first place, we have grown red clover 
continuously for 35 years upon an old garden soil 
without the application of fresh manure. The 
soil and subsoil to the depth of 18 inches was 
exceedingly rich in nitrogen, and it is evident 
that dung in large quantities had been trenched 
into this depth into the soil. The top soil has 
lost an enormous amount of its nitrogen, but it 
is still very much richer than the soil of the farm. 
The subsoil, in fact, contains much more nitrogen, 
even nojv, than the surface soil of the farm. This 
large reduction in the fertility of the surface soil 
is contrary to what takes place when red clover 
is grown on the farm, although the crops grown 
are made into hay and carried off the land ; and 
even when the roots of the clover are, as far as 
possible, picked out of the soil, we still find an 
increase of nitrogen to have taken place.

Although the crops of clover grown on this 
garden soil are equal to, if not larger than, those 
grown on the farm, they are very inferior to those 
grown in the earlier period of the experiment. 
At first the clover did not require to be re-sown 
for four or five years, now it is re-sown every 
alternate year. We have evidence here that 
while red clover has been grown for 35 years 
without the appearance of disease on the farm, 
it is hardly safe to repeat the crop until from 8 
to 12 years have elapsed since the previous crop 
was grown.

We have a field which has been under experi
ment for nearly forty years. Fart of this field 
received no manure during the whole of the 
period. Another part received mineral manures 
(phosphate and potash), and a third part has 
been very highly manured with rape cake, salts 
of ammonia and minerals. Turnips are grown, 
or rather an attempt is made to grow them, 
every fourth year, but the unmanured turnips 
ceased to form a bulb after the second crop. The 
turnips grown with mineral manures yield eight 
or nine tons per acre, and the highly manured 
turnips yield over twenty tons per acre. U[>on 
one-half of each experiment all the turnips are 
carried away, and on the other half they are cut 
up and plowed in. The wheat, barley and clover 
or beans which are grown during the other three 
years of the four rotation crops are all carried off.

The soil which has only received mineral ma
nures, and from which the turnips, as well as all 
the other crops grown, have been removed from 
the commencement of the experiment in 1848, 
must be, so far as organic matter and nitrogen 
are concerned, in a very impoverished condition. 
Where the turnips were plowed in once in four 
years, the condition of the land would be a little 
better, while upon the highly manured land the 
soil must be full of fertility both where the tur
nips are removed and where they are plowed in, 
and in the latter case the fertility would be much 
the greater.

In 1874, and again in 1882, we grew crops of 
red clover over the whole of this land which was
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CT1 was formulated, but the matter was 
afterwards reconsidered, and, on being submitted 
a second time, was lost. The last end of the 
matter was certainly better than the first, and it 
seems strange that it should have been enter- 

ill by the Association. There were 
other changes made, which wo may refer to at 
some future time.

i
tained at a

Seasonable Hints.
■a Get the chicks out as soon as possible after the 

first of April. It will cost a little trouble for 
the first few days, or perhaps even weeks, but 
the April pullet will lay three months earlier 
than those hatched out in May. The reason is, 
they develop much faster in warm feather. Last 
season a pair of pullets hatched on the 5th of 
April, laid eggs amounting to forty-five cents 
each, or enough to pay for raising them to that 
date (last of October), while those of the same 
breed and strain, hatched in May, did not begin 
to lay until January. The warm weather seems 
necessary for early development of the organs.

JI
?

f

While this season of the year is not particu
larly favorable for vermin in the poultry houses, 
it is well to examine the fluff of the fowls and 
see that there are no large body lice on them. 
These arc vastly different from the little red 
louse that infests the poultry born in warm 
weather. The latter never leave the house, but 
congregate in myriads on the lower side of the 
perches during the day, and suck the life fluid 
from the birds by night. The forrtier live con
tinually on them, and may lie seen by parting 
the feathers of the fluff. Apply a little sulphur, 
parting the feathers, and sprinkling it on with 
the thumb and fingers. It is not necessary to 
apply except on the flufl, and lower parts of the 
body. A good preventive is to saturate the 
jierches occasionally with crude carbolic acid— 

gill to a pail of water. Crude acid costs 25c. 
per pint at the drug stores, and should be kept 
on the premises at all times. It is invaluable as 
a disinfectant. Any cesspool or other foul 
place may be rendered inoffensive by an applica
tion of the above solution.

If the liens are not laying examine them and 
see if they are too fat; if not, feed scalded beans 
and shorts in the morning and wheat in the 
afternoon, giving a head of cabbage or other 
green food twice a week, and a little fresh meat 
as often. If too fat, or, indeed under any cir
cumstances, it is well to give them their grain in 
straw twenty inches deep on the barn floor and 
make them scratch for it, thus securing exercise, 
If fat, feed oats instead of wheat,
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Adirondac, Eumelan, Israella, Moore’s Early, season for Ben Davis and McIntosh red apples,
and Creveling were all good varieties with him. which were of poor quality but fine appearance.
Iona was good, but had to be thinned to ripen its Hon. R. W. Scott thought we should plant 

Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association, fmit early enough. It would keep until March, evergreens in our orchards. About every fourth
The winter meeting of the F. G. A. was held | Mr. Scott showed some very fine Agawam, Lind- or fifth tree in every row should be an evergreen.

ley and Iona grapes. His method of keeping was He was sure that a great measure of his success 
The first subject on the programme was “Ex- I to gather the fruit on a dry, sunny day, and lack was due to the large number of evergreens planted 

perience with Russian Fruits in the Cold North,” direct in barrels in cork dust. The fruit was I among his fmit trees.
by Mr. A. A. Wright, Renfrew, Out. He had very easily cleaned by holding under water-tap; The cultivation of flowers and shrubs on school 
received quite a number of varieties from Prof, all dust was thus washed off, the bloom remain- | grounds was the subject of much discussion. A. 
Budd, of Iowa. Very few of them had proved | ing without injury, 
hardy, but Mr. Budd had sent long-keeping var
ieties without much regard to hardiness. They I wanted good cultivation. Brighton was a good I « The meeting opened next morning with a large 
should not, he said, be allowed to grow too rapid- and constant bearer. Bindley was a standard attendance. The first subject was “Plums for 
ly during the latter part of the season, or they variety with him. Moore’s Early was ripe soon the Ottawa A'alley.” Mr. Greenfield was called 
would not ripen up fully to stand our long, cold after Champion. The latter was so poor in onto give his experience. He said he had tried 
winters. He named Yellow Transparent, quality that it should be discarded, as many a great number of varieties and found none of the 
Duchess, Alexander, Scott’s Winter, and Peach, people appeared to think all varieties grew on improved varieties that would stand the climate 
of Montreal, as the most hardy and satisfactory one vine, and when once tasting Champion did here. Native seedlings were the most satis- 
for the colder parts of the Dominion. I not want any more grapes. Worden was one of factory.

Mr. P. E. Bucke, Ottawa, said the Alexander the finest black grapes he had. Delaware, I Mr. R. B. Whyte had, by continued selection, 
and Peach apples blighted badly at Ottawa. Brighton, Bindley and Agawam were shown by procured some native plums that were of good

Mr. Charles Gibb, of Abbottsford, Que., who him in good condition. They had been packed size and quality, with small pits. He thought 
perhaps has had more experience with Russian in shallow paper boxes and kept in cool cellar; more attention should be paid to making * 
apples than any other man in the Dominion, said red grapes kept best. collection of the most promising native seedling,
his choice of those varieties sufficiently tested to | Mr. Wm. Mosgrove, an extensive grape Mr. Gibb said De Soto was a decided improve- 
warrant an opinion were:—Yellow Transparent, I grower, advocated deep planting ten to twelve ment on the Wild Western plum.
Duchess, Golden A\ hite, Raspberry, Titovka and I inches deep, trained by the two-arm system but 
Arabka

<8>arden a ni) Orchard.
4

1\

'
in Ottawa Feb. 8 and 9.

1 / I
■
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A. Wright, L. Wolverton and Prof. Macoun each 
D. O’Connor said Delaware was good, but I made strong points in favor of so doing.
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G. C. Caston, Craighurst, Muskoka, said top 

. the arms should be started below the ground; grafting the improved varieties of plums on native
Mr. P. E. Bucke gave a very interesting paper when laying down the vines a trench four or five seedlings often gave good results,

on Raspberry Culture for the Ottawa Valley, inches deep be made, and the vines should be Mr. Brodie, "of Montreal, had found wood
The canes should not be pinched back in summer, pegged down and covered four or five inches deep ashes the best manure for an orchard,
but allowed to grow upright and laid down in with soil. He thought it best in pruning to Mr. Dempsey said ashes were good, also stable
the fall, and held firmly by placing sods on them, leave all surplus wood on the trellis, as it formed manure. He had found that planting com in 
They would thus get the protection afforded by a windbreak which helped to hold the snow on the orchard, sowing clover seed therein and the 
he snow which covered the ground all winter in the land. The Riparia family, in his opinion, following June plowing under the crop, dropping 

that vicinity. Cuthbert was the best vanety, was the class we would have to look to for gmpes potatoes in every third furrow, and ^ving good 
but all sorts that grow from suckers could be for this section, in which remark he was strongly cultivation, were the most satis actory methods of 
grown if treated in that way. Blackcaps had backed up by Prof. Macoun. working an orchard 7

not ta» —M Sh.lTef, g,«, „ Mr. A. A. Wright cntribaM , J M S.„nd,„ g.,„ „„
th.t ,t »«ld b„d d.™ ntly to b. ltoses. M.d.m, Pl.Mier, C,„. J....... . Fruit toiture i„ the D.miulou.

r„d srrtrrno* ^ i- i «■—* ~«. * «**Tb. question dr.,„ being Oibb Haràson's^YeHow’wera alf'cholra^varietics T," f"*' “

was requested to name five or six of the best for nlimhpr<= a,1aû1 f ,1 n . . _ e ^rower* h&d grown many
apples for this locality. He gave Yellow Trans- Prairie amï R ilH V Ï' T °f the VanetieS> and l,referretl Houghton, Downing and 
pire,it, Duchess, Early Strawberry Crib ^ter nrot^ '"T , ^ Smitl*’s proved. All English sorts had
Wealthy Scott's Winter ami v Protection was evergreen boughs first, then mildewed except one.
selection.' ’ ’’ * .| lea™* anti '"ore bo«gl‘s to hold the leaves on. P. E. Bucke said the “Conn” was the best

evening session was opened with a brief gooseberry in Canada; it was large, good quality
cnab apples suitable for this locality, which he I Mayor after wk'P ^ ^v "l0"'^ers from tlle a great Nearer, hardy, and free from mildew, 
gave as follows:-Early Strawberry, Gibb (of Llteml i. to o! 1 “"“J 7 dls=ussion was White Smith was good while the plants 7.

Wisconsin), Whitney No. 20, Orange, and Lite i„g and apples for' export ’ St'aW S'°W' -V0"Ilg-hllt, wouW mildew when they got aged.
Winter. /( | X .1 " Mr. Brodie said White Smith ivas the most

Mr. R. B. Whyte, Ottawa, gave a paper on I ovl, v r 1 lere a S[eat c,|ange coming extensively grown around Montreal, and 
Grapes in the OtLwa Valley. All gr Zm s a ,1 wl fir ^ I Ceeded Wel1'

he said, should be laid down in winter They N - ^ ^ ^î'6 rC=a,d to

should he pruned in such a way that would he Hioü^ht wouH i mam sought . This Transplanting Evergreen?, 
enable them the most readily to he laid down, the wait He woûldnamè" al'T*T k™"*®8 t0 As to the Prol,er seas°n for transplanting
He thought the two-arm system with short spurs ship :-Ribston Pippins Blenhli t0 gree>'s. writes Mr. W. Goldring in the Horticul-
was the most satisfactory. Summer was so T" ,. ' ’ ’ m> Orange, tural Times, practical
, , , ... ‘ "»S so Ring, Gravenstcin, Northern Spy, Cabashea

short and nights so cool that they must get all American Golden Russet, R. I. C eeni,m and 
of the sun possible, and not be shaded by trees Baldwin. The Baldwin had been the he ” !
or other obstructions. Some summer pruning apple, but ho would not be astonished to §

It was dil- I g0 out altogether on account of quality. Quality

was gradually going up in the Old Country 
kets. Apples grown in the Old Country did 
get more than one half the size 
they would not at all compare with ours in

Hon. R. W. Scott, could not a,wee with what I h'"' Th,eIF‘meUf. "'0U,d bri“8 good prices if 
had been said regarding the Delaware. H»,J "1 r°'lU ' f'1'1’"1 in S»od condition, 

garded it as one of the best ; it had only failed LnTi^^iZ ^ ^ “ C°UM

erse No'tf sthe *7 r****

1,1 Mr- Dempsey had received high prices
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VMr. Gibb was asked to name five of the best i
Iwere

sue-

1ever-

men are divided in their 
opinions, Some contending that autumn is the 
best time, while others, and these probably fo 
the majority, prefer spring, 
autumn planting contend that if the work is done 
early, say in September, the plants have time to 
recover before winter, and 
withstand

rm
Advocates of

see itshould bo done, but not too closely, 
ficult to lay down a rule. Wilder was good, 
soon as black ; Burnett good until last mar- better prepared to 

dry summer than when transplanted 
m spring. The advocates for spring planting 
argue that it is better not to risk the possibility 
of a very severe winter, which, without question, 
is most injurious to autumn transplanted trees 
and shrubs that are necessarily but partially es- 

my own part, I advocate spring 
planting, and I would rather chance 
mer than a severely cold winter;

areyear ;
Brighton, Rogers' Nos. it and 15; Dempsey’s No. 
60; Martha and Ottashaw were all good varieties- 
did not think much of Delaware.

' 1not
ours did, and
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It required to be tablished. Foronce

a dry sum-
tliis

no season is
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them, that they take so much care and attention 
to grow them that it does not pay for the 
trouble; that it is all right for city people who 
can afford to buy those luxuries, and all very nice 
for those who write papers to tell what should be 
done, but they cannot be bothered with them.

Farmers, did you ever stop to consider that 
your wives and children could appreciate good 
fruits and vegetables just as well as people living 
in the city; and that it will not cost you one half 
what they have to pay for them? They have to 
pay the whole expense for plants, planting, 
cultivation, picking, baskets or other packages, 
carriage to market, a profit to the grower, and a 
fair percentage to the fruit-dealer who distributes 
them; while you, on the other hand, have only to 
procure plants, plant out and care for your 
plantation, which is a very small item compared 
with the amount in the other case.

Many of you have boys, who, with a little 
encouragement, would take hold of such work with 
a will; they would naturally have some failures, 
but experience is the best teacher, and in time 
they would be able to surprise even themselves 
with the results. If they were allowed to grow 
more than was wanted for family use, having a 
share of the fruit to sell, it would materially 
increase their interest in the work. Give the 
boys a chance to earn money; teach them how to 
use it and there will not be so many financial 
failures amongst them when they become men. 
They are naturally independent and must learn 
by experience for themselves; hence, the earlier 
they begin, the sooner they are ready to fight 
life’s battles successfully.

I will now give a few hints on growing small 
fruité: First select a piece of land good enough 
to grow a crop of potatoes or corn. If it is not 
naturally well drained, it should be underdrained 
to give best results, and a liberal amount of 
stable manure applied.

Plant everything in long rows, so that they 
can be worked with horse and cultivator. Plant 
in early spring; do not wait for the weeds to 
start before you start the cultivator; they will 
require less time and hard work if you do not 
give the weeds a chance to grow, but keep the 
cultivator going through them as often as once a 
week until mid-summer, when cultivation may 
cease with all (except strawberries), to give the 
new wood time to fully ripen before winter sets in.

About twelve rows two hundred feet long 
would give an ample supply of fruit for a family 
of ten persons, which would occupy but little 
more than one third of an acre of land.

To aid those wishing to make a plantation,
I have carefully prepared the following table for 
twelve rows two hundred feet long:

Total No. of 
- Plants in 

each row.
ltow 1. Grapes : 6 Concord, 6 Worden,

4 Wilder, 4 Delaware.................
“ 2. Grapes : 5 Brighton, 5 Lindley. 6

Niagara, 5 Jessica........................
“ 3. Blackberries : 25 Snyder, 25

Taylor’s Prolific.......................... 50
“ 4. Raspberries (Purple) : Schaffer’s 50 
“ 5. ” (Red): 40 Turner,

40 Cuthbert...................................
6. Raspberries (Black) : 25 Hilborn 

or Tyler, for early; 25 Mammoth
Cluster or Gregg, for late........

Currants: 25 Lee’s Prolific,black;
25 Raby Castle, red...................

“ Gooseberries : 10 Houghton, 10 
Smith’s Improved; 10 Downing;
20 Currants, White Grape........  50

“ 9. Strawberries: Crescent Seed
ling........

Wilson__
Manchester__
Captain Jack.. 200

The distance between the rows should be for 
grapes ten feet, blackberries, raspberries, 
currants and gooseberries, six feet; strawberries 
four feet.

After an experience extending over a number of 
years with all of the leading varieties of small 
fruits, I have selected the above as the best 
“general purpose" list and most likely to succeed 
over a large area, taking into consideration 
hardiness, ability to stand spring frosts, and to 
give the most complete succession of fruit during 
the whole season.

After a plantation is once made it will last 
with good care for many years, strawberries alone 
excepted. I would strongly urge farmers to set 
out a new plantation of the latter every spring,

20
20

80

200
10.

“ 11.
200
200

“ 12.

putting all of the work on the new plantation, 
and as soon as the fruit is gathered plow up 
and prepare for replanting the following spring. 
For this method you require two plots of land, 
but if taken side by side they can be very nicely 
managed; grow them in matted rows; a sufficient 
number of strong healthy plants can thus be 
obtained from the previous spring’s planting for 
the new plantation, and will give much greater 
satisfaction than any other mode of culture I 
have tried.

Stock.
What is Thought of the Shorthorns 

in Germany.
Although the Shorthorn is not extensively bred 

in Germany, they have a few supporters in that 
country. Their admirers breed them to a greater 
or less extent, and some of them are extensive 
breeders and herd owners of the very noblest of 
aristocratic Shorthorn blood. Lately these 
breeders combined and tried to gain influence in 
the exhibition rings, where their favorites have 
not received the credit due to the high social 
standing of this breed, for they were classed with 
the baser elements of that country, and judged 
with them on points of merit without giving 
much attention to their bettor half—a long 
pedigree.

This amalgamation provoked discussion as to 
the merits of the Shorthorn for German agricul
turists. The critics say that the Shorthorns in 
the early part of their history possessed a well- 
proportioned, massive frame, early maturity, 
good milking qualities, and having been built up 
from a heterogeneous mixture of stock, possessed 
a good constitution, combined with prolificness; 
but after the establishment of the herd-book, the 
continued practice of in-and-in breeding injured 
their constitution and reduced their weight, 
while the high feeding of the young stock, 
practiced by the stock-fancying nobility, di
minished their prolificness and milking qualities. - 
The Shorthorns of to-day, when kept pure, 
matured early, but their meat was coarse, in
clined to generate into fat, and, therefore, not at 
all the article desired by the consumer, who was 
the final judge. The aim of the writers was to 
get animals possessing good individual merits, 
and if these were possessed by the immediate 
ancestors, so much the better. In the herd- 
books, the authorities continue to remark, a 
large number of errors must necessarily have 
crept in, and even if this had not been the case, 
what benefit would it be to keep the record of 
the progeny of some famous prize winner, if that 
progeny did not possess individual merit enough 
to speak for itself, more especially if the stand
ard by which the ancestor of such stock was 
judged had been based upon popular ideas and 
fancies now supplanted by others differing from 
them ! Their opinion was that if a well-built 
Shorthorn, with the flesh lowered well down to 
the hock, were used on the Dutch cattle, a beef 
animal superior to both could be obtained.

From our observations and experience we find 
that it is to the grades that the Shorthorn 
owes its popularity, and it is by the grades that 
it will lie retained. The errors that can get into 
a herd-book are clearly illustrated in Mr. 
Koddcn’s rei>ort on the Dominion Ayrshire Herd 
Book, published in another column.

What has been said of the Shorthorn also ap
plies largely to other breeds.

We don’t object to the use of pure-bred stock; 
it is the abuse of them that incites us to wrath.

better for transplanting all sorts of evergreens 
than the latter half of April and the first half of 
May, especially if, as is usual, the weather is 
warm and showery. But so many circumstances 
have to be considered that there really can be no 
rule of universal application, and those who wish 
to transplant evergreens throughout September 
or the first half of October may be perfectly suc
cessful.

Raising Cabbages and Other Plants.
To successfully grow tomatoes, cabbages, celery, 

and some other plants, it is necessary to germinate 
the seeds and have the plants a certain size 
before placing them on the plot on which they 
are intended to mature their growth. This 
growing of small plants is frequently done in 
hot-beds;but, unless a farmer intends to exten
sively grow these vegetables, it will be more advis
able for him to grow them in boxes on the window 
sill, or some shelf on which they receive as much 
sunlight as possible. These boxes are made 
about three inches deep, and of such a size that they 
can be conveniently handled and nicely fitted into 
the place in which they are intended to stand. 
The bottoms of these boxes should be perforated 
so that they afford perfect drainage to the soil 
they contain, which should be a light fertile sand 
mixed with some vegetable mold. The seed 
should be planted in these boxes about 6 weeks 
before the time at which the young plants 
intended to be “planted out.” The young plants 
should receive as much sunlight as possible. If 
they grow towards the light, they may be kept 
straight by turning the box around occasionally, 
so that the plants which were nearest the light 
are placed furthest away from it. Whenever the 
weather is warm and pleasant, the boxes of young 
plants should be placed outside, so that the plants 
become hardy and stocky. Very great care must 
be used not to expose them to the slightest frost, 
for, if it does not entirely kill them, it at least 
materially weakens them. They should, there
fore, always be taken in at night if there is any 
possibility of night frost. If early vegetables 
are desired, the plants should be ready to be 
“planted out" as soon as the weather will permit. 
To obtain very stocky plants, some gardeners 
transplant the young plants while kept in the 

, boxes, once or twice in order that they may 
develop better roots and always have a rich soil 
to grow in. This is especially recommended for 
tomato plants that have been sown a little too 
early. For they, if large, will soon exhaust the 
soil, thereby retarding their growth, which if 
once checked by starvation, will materially injure 
the plant. Under ordinary circumstances it will, 
however, not be necessary for the farmer to trans
plant his young plants while in the boxes ; for, if 
the proper soil is used, the plants will not 
be large enough to extract the readily available 
plant food it contains.

are

Small Fruit-Growing for Farmers’ 
Use.

The following paper by Mr. W. W . Hilborn 
was read before the Experimental Union:

What a small number of farmers throughout 
the country make any pretensions to keeping a 
small fruit and vegetable garden, except what 
their wives can attend to, which is usually a 
small piece of land in some out of the way place, 
where all the work has to be done by hand. 
Only a few of the most common vegetables and 
perhaps a few strawberries and currants 
planted.

If you ask a farmer why he does not set out a 
plantation sufficiently large to supply his family 
with all they can use of strawberries, raspberries, 
currants, gooseberries, blackberries and grapes, 
he will tell you that he has uo time to attend to
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sires that did not exist at the time, others were 
said to be from sires and dams that had died two 
to four years before the dates given of the 
calves; some cows are entered that never existed, 
and other cows were credited with calves for two 
and three years after they are known to have 
been dead; others had few errors that might be 
corrected.

Mr. Wade reported a list of fifteen in the Can
ada book “which required verification. ” These 
are found to be clerical and typographical omis
sions and errors that are now corrected. It may 
here be remarked that a perfect herd-book free 
from slight errors of this kind is not existing.

The revising committee agreed to report in 
favor of the Canada book to tho Associations 
meeting on the 27th April. The minutes of that 
meeting show what was then agreed upon as fol
lows, word for word, as resolved on the 27th 
April: “That the Canadian Herd-book be taken 
“as the nucleus of amalgamated Association 
“herd-book, and that the revision of the pedi
grees be left to Messrs. Rodden and Wade, with 
“s jch assistance as may be reouired. Any dif
ference of opinion -tetWeen tne revisers "to be 
“referred to the executive committee for final 
“settlement."

This basis of amalgamation was agreed to by 
the meeting, to which was added, on motion un
animously carried, as follows: “That the herd- 
“books of the two Associations and all necessary 
“papers be handed to Mr. Rodden, the prési
dent, to be revised by him and Mr. AVade, and 
“that after the revision was complete, all books 
“and papers were to become the property of the 
“Association, all fees to go to the said president, 
“who shall only account for the same after de
ducting necessary expenses.”

On these conditions the Montreal and the Tor
onto books were sent to Mr. Rodden, and assist
ance obtained to proceed with the work. The 
new pedigrees and fees did not come forward as 
expected, and for several weeks assistance had to 
be dispensed with to keep the expenditure within 
receipts. From the first of January the Toronto 
pedigrees and fees were not forwarded* Payment 
of assistants, stationery and stamps absorbed re
ceipts. In December an offer from the secretary, 
\\7ade, was received by Mr. Lovell, to take the 
unsold Canada Herd-Books—“ if at the January 
meeting the books, Ac., be handed over to the 
Agriculture and Arts Association of Ontario for 
future management as to registration." This 
offer was looked upon as a desire to get the work
ing of the Association out of the hands of the 
Ayrshire Breeders, pyrticularly when taken in 
connection with the fact that constant efforts 
were being made to have entered in the Canada 
Record cattle bred from mixed breeds entered in * 
the Dominion Book that some of the AVestern 
men on the committee were interested in. Of 
all the bad pedigrees, 
jected by the committee.

The foregoing facts and the two resolutions 
quoted from the minutes of the joint 
meeting of Association on the 27th of April 
last, clearly indicate that the partiesare bound to 
be governed thereby till the revision is complete 
and the doubtful pedigrees disposed of out of the 
way of future work. The members from Eastern 
Ontario and Quebec hold to this view, and claim 
that it was unfair to reo]>en the arrangements, 
and without notice carry other rules before revi
sion was completed, particularly as the new rules 
confer a power on the secretary not consistent 
with the work provided for at amalgamation, but 
permit lam alone to continue the revision and 
entering pedigrees, while the new rule says:

1 he committee shall investigate those liedigrees 
not considered up to the standard by the secre
tary, making the secretary the judge," and the 
by-law says: “This committee shall meet at the 
A ,*the se=rotary- ” Thus he may call or not. 
And the motion made by Mr. AVade as to the 
standard says: “Standard aimed at is imported 
Ayrshire stock If he, as one of the revisers 
for nine months, would only reject two of the 
many found bad, and prevailed on his friends on 
the coinnnttee to accept other two cows that are 
in the Dominion Herd Book under a false pedi
gree and have been traced to be of mixed grades 
Ayrslnres and Durhams, what can be expected 
when lie gets control of the books as he had of 
the Dominion book ?

,r" Onr Ayrshire Herd Books.
AVe know from personal experience, as 

well as from other sources, that the Ayr
shire is a remarkable milker, and deserves 
greater attention than the breed has received. 
The champions of this breed have been very 
tardy in coming forward to push its merits into 
public favor, and we can do very little without 
their co-operation. AVe have, therefore, learned 
with regret, if not with astonishment, that there 
is a split between the two Ayrshire Herd-book 
Associations, which must have an effect akin to 
the Shorthorn muddle, as published in onr 
columns.

The Agriculture and Arts Association are the 
source of a great deal of trouble and annoyance 
in our herd-book history, and the part they have 
played in the Ayrshire Breeders’ Associations is 
unworthy of our Province and our live-stock in
dustry. AVe are pleased to see that the broken 
arrangements to amalgamate the herd-books and 
centre the entire business in Toronto have been 
rejected by the Canada Ayrshire Herd-book As
sociation—not that we desire a split, but because 
we wish to see our Ayrshire register, placed op 
a firm, independent and honorable foundation. 
We admire the courage displayed by Mr. AV. 
Rodden, president of the Canada Ayrshire Herd- 
book Association, and his following, in refusing 
to submit to the managers of the Government 
Herd-book, which is incomplete and contains a 
number of doubtful and spurious pedigrees. In 
all probability the two herd-books will be carried 
on as heretofore.

In order to acquaint our readers with the facts 
relating to the registration of Ayrsliires, we take 
the following extracts from the president’s re
port read before a meeting of the Eastern 
Ayrshire breeders recently held in Montreal:—

I may explain that there are two Ayrshire Herd- 
books, one published in Montreal by the 
mittee of the Ayrshire Importers’ and Breeders’ 
Association, called the “Canada Ayrshire Herd 
Record," all animals recorded in it tracing to 
importations owned throughout Canada; the 
other published in Toronto by the Agricultural 
and Arts Association of Ontario, called the 
“Dominion Ayrshire Herd-book," having grades 
in it.

Canadian Horses for the British 
Army.

Editor Advocate :
Sir,—For some time past the people of Eng

land have been generally concerned regarding 
the falling off in the supply of horses suitable lor 
army purposes, especially so as the present con
dition of the army as regards the want of horses 
is very serious, if the state of affairs is as bad as 
the newspapers report it. One cavalry regiment 
of 1,200 men is said to have only 820 horses.

Last Septembers royal commission was appoint
ed to take what steps the members thought best 
to insure in the future the better supply of suit
able horses, and the sum of $25,000 was placed at 
their disposal to further this end.

The members went to work at once and decid
ed to offer a special prize which is called the 
“Queen’s Premium" to such thoroughbred sires 
as met their approval, the owners of which would 
agree to offer their service at $10 per mare. 
The report recently issued by the commissioners 
shows that they have awarded Queen’s Premiums 
to 22 horses in different parts of the country, and 
they hope to have next season more funds so that 
they can extend their work.

Farmers will thus be able to get sires of good 
blood and undoubted soundness at a very reason
able fee, and may look upon their prospective 
stock as almost sold to the army agents.

The work of the commissioners seems to have 
given general satisfaction to all but the breeders 
of Cleveland bays, Yorkshire coaehers and Nor
folk trotters, who seem to think that some of the 
prizes should have been open to the class of 
horses they represent.

The English, who as a people are undoubtedly 
the best judges and breeders of horses in the 
world, are greatly in favor of thoroughbreds 
and arc fully aware of their great value as sires.

Buyers from eyery part of the world attend the 
regular public sales, and the British Government 
buy dsnumber every year to send out to India. 
The prices paid for young horses of good family 
are rarely over $1,500, and many are sold for 
much less. Of course high prices are often paid 
for fancy racing stock, as for instance in 1880, 
when fourteen yearlings, sired by the famous 
Sterling, sold for an average price of over $5,000 
(1,068 guineas) each. Sterling’s service cannot 
now be had for loss than $750. Again, Londcs 
borough was sold at these sales for only $120, but 
afterwards became famous, and his service is now- 
valued at $250.

If Canadian farmers want to get up an expprt 
trade in horses with England, which is the best 
market in which to sell fine horses in the world, 
they should bring out more thoroughbred sires of 
good family, not necessarily of the racing type, 
but such as they use in England for racing 
hunters. Such horses crossed on our Canadian 
mares should give stock of great power and 
sound constitution, just what is wanted for all 
purposes.

A very much esteemed blood at present is a 
combination of that of Touchstone and Bird- 
catch, such as is represented in Chichester. 
Could it not be possible to get some of these 
Queen’s Premium horses sent out to Canada? 
Their progeny as half-heeds would be just what 
is wanted for cavalry purposes, and might be 
considered as good as sold to the British Gov
ernment.

com

In September, 1886, some Ontario Ayrshire 
breeders met at Toronto to organize a Dominion 
Ayrshire Association that was to meet in Janu
ary, 1887. The president of the Canada and of 
the Dominion Association corresponded with re
ference to the advantages of having but 
ganization and one herd-book, Scotland and the 
United States having each only one, and they 
were w orking well.

The correspondence resulted in an arrangement 
to have a committee of each Association meet in 
Ottawa on the 6th of April, 1887, at which were 
present a few members from both organizations. 
Various ways of arranging masters were discus
sed; some advocated adherence to tracing to im
portations, others desired that the standard 
“aimed at is imported Ayrshire stock on the 
side of both sire and dam." The opinion of the 
meeting was in favor of one Association and one 
book, and seemed to favor the Canadian record 
A committee of three from each Association was 
named to examine the books and report on the 
pedigrees on record, to a meeting of both Associa
tions to be liel^l in Ottawa on the 27th April 
1887, to consider the reports and to complete the 
amalgamation. This revising committee met 
before the general meeting. Mr. Rodden reported 
he had found in the Dominion Herd-book several 
hundred erroneous pedigrees; some were grades 
with false pedigrees, some were said to be im
ported and others said to be from imported 
stock, but were not: some cows were credited 
with calves two or three months apart that they 
never had, others were said to be from importe!}

yet only two were re-as

one or-

W. S., Montreal.
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Sand Crack, Quarter Crack, Cracks 

In the Hoof Wall.
margin of profit can be left to the Ranch Com
pany after charging the cost of transit from Cal
gary to Montreal—a distance of 2,300 miles— 
and an ocean freight of £2 5s per head. The 
experiment has been attempted, however, and, 
like the importation of stores at Aberdeen, will 
probably be considered by our colonial friends as 
having met with a certain amount of success.

Raising Calves.
At this season of the year, when most of the 

drop their calves, the above subject is 
which should engage the attention of all stock- 
raisers ; for unless the calves are well cared for, 
when young, they will not produce good, profit
able animals when grown up, or at least not so 
profitable as they otherwise would have been. If 
the growth and thrift of the young beast is 
checked it is difficult to get it into condition 
again.

Thoroughbred calves and those intended for 
the block are very frequently allowed to suckle 
their dam, or fed on whole milk, and when 
about three or four weeks old receive an addition 
of as much chopped grain, hay (of the very best 
quality) or grass as they will eat.

This method is, however, expensive, and with 
good care and attention a calf can be raised al
most as well with skim-milk, grain and hay or 
grass. The only difference is that those fed 
largely on skim-milk may not mature so rapidly, 
«m 1 look quite as sleek when young, but when 
mature there will be, in the majority of cases, no 
perceptible difference.

It is, however, advisable, as has been proved 
by experiment, to give all calves the milk as it 
comes from their dam, for the first week or ten 
days. Whether it is better to let them suck 
during this period or feed the milk to them by 
hand very largely depends upon circumstances. 
The objections urged against the former method 
are that the calf, once allowed to suck, is more 
liable to do so again later on, if it gets the chance, 
is more difficult to teach to drink from the pail, 
while the cow is more liable not to let down her 
milk during milking. It has also the tendency 
to reduce the milking qualities of the cow. The 
advantages of letting the calf suck are that the 
cow is not so liable to get a caked bag, and the 
calf receives as early as possible, and in its most 
natural form, the colostrum (the first milk 
creted after calving), which is very necessary for 
the welfare of the calf, as it, jwssessing a slightly 
purgative action, loosens the bowels.

If the calf is not allowed to suck it should be 
placed in a small box-stall by itself, if possible out 
of hearing of her dam. Here it should be fed 
regularly three times a day, for the first week, 
with about two quarts of fresh milk at nearly 
blood heat. At the end of this time, gradually 
replace the whole milk with sweet skim-milk, 
adding at the same time a little linseed meal, 
finely-ground oilcake, or oatmeal grue'. The lin
seed meal or oilcake should be soaked in water, 
boiled and stirred until it forms one even, gelati
nous mass, before adding it to the milk. The 
linseed is used to replace to some degree the fat 
that has been removed by skimming. This la- 
tion may be gradually increased until at the end 
of a month three quarts per meal, or nine quarts a 
day, are given. At about this age induce the 
young animal to eat a few oats by placing a small 
handful into its mouth after feeding the milk. 
As soon as it begins to eat these, keep some in a 
box, where it can get them at all times. Bran is 
also very valuable for this purjiose, although 
whole oats are generally preferable.

As soon as the weather is favorable and the calf 
is four weeks old, or over, turn it out into a smal^ 
grass plot, provided with a small shed for shelter, 
where it will soon learn to eat the grass. Keep it 
well supplied with clean, fresh water. If kept in 
the stable provide it with well-dried and early- 
cut hay.

This is a crack in the walls of the hoof, 
mencing at the coronet and working downwards. 
It differs from false quarter in being curable, the 
crack being wider at the coronet than at the 
lower end, the horn not being so degenerated, 
and the borders of the crack presenting the 
same color as that of the remainder of the hoof. 
It may be caused by injuries to the coronet, al
ternate soaking and drying of the hoof, an un
even bearing on the shoe, and by rasping the 
outside of the wall.

Pare down the horn at the border of the crack 
to relieve pressure on the sensitive structure be
low, remove all dirt and sand that may have 
worked its way into the crack, and poultice the 
foot to remove inflammation. Shorten the wall 
below the crack where it comes in contact with 
the shoe, so that it receives no pressure on that 
part, and apply a bar shoe. Cut a groove at 
right angles to the crack, about an inch long, at 
the upper margin of the wall and right down to 
the quick; or, in other words, loosen the wall for 
about half an inch to both sides of the crack 
from the coronary ligament. This is done in 
order that there will be no connection between 
the newly secreted horn and that forming the 
margin of the crack, for the latter keeps moving 
more or less, and will prevent a healthy growth 
from above." Sometimes the wall, where cracked, 
is nailed together to prevent as much motion 
possible. This is done by passing a hoop nail 
through the wall from one side of the fissure to 
the other, and at right angles to it. Care must, 
however, be used not to touch the quick, and in 
thin walled hoofs it will be better not to attempt 
it. Sometimes melted gutta-percha is poured 
into the crack to prevent dirt from coming in and 
the edges from moving. The same object is 
accomplished by covering the crack with an iron 
plate firmly attached, to the horn on both sides 
of it by little screws not more than a line in 
length. If fungoid growths appear, do not try 
to remove them, for they will disappear of their 
own accord. Blistering the coronet will some
times aid in encouraging a healthy growth of horn-

cowscorn- one

onceSore Shoulders.
Sore shoulders are generally caused by the 

pressure of an ill-fitting collar, or the draft being 
applied too high or too low on it. They consist 
of tumors and inflammation in the skin, and the 
underlying muscular tissues, and may for 
purpose be considered under the four following 
heads

Ghafing. — This, where it affects the shoulder, 
is most commonly seen in young horses put to 
work for the first time. It is caused by the 
sweat accumulating and drying in the hair under 
the collar, thereby matting it together. This, if 
not attended to, will cause the skin to inflame 
and finally produce a raw wound, 
tion is to cleanse the shoulders well with soft 
water and soap each evening after work, and then 
dressing them with oak bark tea, or salt, or alum 
water. These dressings can be advantageously 
applied before the colt is put to work. The 
remedy is to wash well, and bathe with a solution 
of sugar of lead (4 an oz. in a quart of water), 
or rub with oil, glycerine or camphorated spirit.

Sitfust is frequently the outcome of neglected 
chafing, but frequently also arises from ill-fitting 
collars. It consists of a circumscribed portion 
of skin becoming thickened, very hard, and 
attached to the underlying tissues. Surrounding 
this is a raw and angry-looking inflammation. 
The only cure is to remove this abnormal growth 
by the knife, which should be left to a veterinary 
surgeon.

Serous al>scesses.—These appear on various 
parts of the body that are subjected to continued 
bruises or pressure, therefore also on the horses 
shoulder. They consist of serum (a clear liquid 
excreted from the blood) enclosed by 
brane secreting it, and resembles a soft abscess. 
The place where they most frequently occur is on 
the knee, in the form of capped knee. They are 
removed by opening them and allowing the 
serum to escape. This opening must not be al
lowed to close until the walls of the cavity, 
which contained the seium, have grown together, 
thereby affecting the cure.

Fibrous tumors situated at the jroint of the 
shoulder, where they are noticed as a hard 
prominence, consist of a very thick fibrous wall 
encasing more or less puss. Smaller tumors of 
this kind are removed by giving exit to the 
puss, which is always situated exactly in the 
centre of the tumor, and then causing the re
mainder of the tumor to be partially sloughed 
away and partially absorbed by introducing into 
it a small quantity of equal parts of corrosive 
sublimate and arsenic rolled up in a little tissue 
paper. Larger tumors must be removed with the 
knife. Before the tumors have been completely 
formed they may be removed by first applying 
cooling lotions, as sugar of lead, and then absorb
ents such as iodine.

In all cases of sore shoulders work should be 
suspended, or if this cannot be done, a Dutch 
collar used. In the first stages of all the above 
diseases cooling the inflamed part is 
beneficial.
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Canadian Ranch Cattle.
The shipment of 187 cattle from Calgary, says 

the Farmer’s Gazette, landed at Liverpool last 
week, has been sold in two lots, the price per 
head being about £14 10s. Owing to their ex
treme wildness, it was deemed expedient to apply 
to the Privy Council for permission to remove 
them into the lairages reserved for store cattle, 
where better facilities for slaughtering are pro
vided. We understand that from a butcher’s 
point of view the appearance of the carcasses is 
considered objectionable, having much of the 
high color which distinguishes the Colorado wild 
pasture-fed animal from the more domesticated
species. The percentage of dead weight to the 
live weight was on an average about 54 lbs. It 
is said three beasts of a similar lot, recently 
handled in Glasgow, dressed 60 percent. ; but this 
we are not disposed to accept as a fair specimen, 
the animals, no doubt, having been specially 
selected with the view of encouraging buyers to 
simulate. A consignment landed at Bristol, 
and railed on to Deptford, were found to be very
considerably bruised, the bodies making from 2s 
lOd to 3s per stone of 8 lbs.—or, say, 5d per lb., 
sinking. At this price we do not
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1 : £100 per head from the farmers direct. His 
object is to use them on the native “cow-ponies 
of Montana. Mr. Green said the valuable prize
winning stallions he found to be worth more in 
Scotland than on this side the Atlantic.

Application was recently made to the City of 
Chicago for licenses to butcher horses for food. 
Prominent physicians gave the opinion that 
healthy horse-flesh is as wholesome as any other, 
but the license was not granted. There would 
be too much dealing in sick horses, though a 
horse butcher shop might solve the problem of 
what to do with the thousands of semi-wild 
horses in the far West that could be butchered 
as cheaply as beeves. The prejudice against eat
ing horseflesh, however, could not be easily over
come.

Railway freight rates are badly unsettled 
throughout the country. We hear of widespread 
evasions and infractions of the Inter-State Com-

‘tSLhe 'HHTpiarg.At three months it may consume about twelve 
quarts of skim-milk a day, given in two feeds. 
Care must, however, be used not to over-feed it. 
If a calf leaves milk in its pail, reduce its next ra
tion, more harm being done by over-feeding than 
by under-feeding. Always feed sweet skim-milk 
if possible, but if this cannot be done wait until 
it becomes coagulated, or thick, for in this stage 
it is not nearly so liable to produce scours as when 

^ sour and still in its liquid form. Always feed the 
milk warm, about 80 or 90 degrees. Feeding it 
too hot, above blood heat, is, however, more in
jurious than feeding it too cold. Calves should 
always be fed at as near the same time of the day 
and as often as possible, thereby preventing too 
greedy drinking, which interferes with the 
digestion.

If a calf commences to scour, which is a symp
tom of indigestion, give it three times a day a re
duced ration of whole milk, properly warmed, to 
which a tablespoonful of lime-water has been 
added. An egg, or parched flour, stirred into the 
milk, has often given good results. The lime- 
water is prepared by slaking a lump of lime about 
the size of an egg, in a bottle of water, corking it 
and letting it stand until clear, when it is ready 
for use.

Good calves have been raised which did not get 
a drop of milk after they were a week old, hay 
tea and oatmeal or barley gruel being substituted 
for it. But if possible, give them their natural 
food, milk.

!i
,

? m-Seasonable Hints.4
! ij The season in which it is perhaps the most dilli- 

eult to manage bees is upon us, and the beginner 
is apt to make blunders which will decrease his 
honey crop, if not destroy his colony entirely. If 
bees are wintered in a cellar they should remain 
there if possible until some of the early flowers 

out,such as the willows,or even later; colonies 
may have dysentery, which will be indicated by 
the spotted condition of the front of the hive, but 
unless this is very serious it is better to not take 
them out of the repository. The idea that a 
colony may be taken out of winter quarters and 
allowed a cleansing flight upon a fine day, to be 
again placed in the old quarters at night, has 
been a very general one, but however much our 
best apiarists may differ upon very vital questions, 
upon this they are almost if not entirely one. 
A colony loses by such treatment. By keeping 
colonies in proper quarters through the changeable 
spring, when it may be bright, warm and tempt
ing to the bees outside one moment and raw and 
chilly enough another to cause the loss of all bees 
away from the hive, much is gained. Bees upon 
their summer stands may be examined if they 
appear to be weak and short of stores; if you are 
satisfied they are not, leave them alone. See that 
the entrances are kept clear, and if there ai c many 
dead bees upon the entrance board, you may upon 
a fine day when bees are flying, assist them in 
their house cleaning operations by pulling dead 
bees out with a bent wire. Avoid the exposure 
of any honey or any manipulation of hives that 
might tend to start bees robbing. Of robbing 
the inexperienced bee-keeper is perhaps more 
afraid than the expert are; all dread it after it 
has’becn commenced. By having your entrances 
facing the prevailing spring winds there is less 
liability to rob, the scent of honey, if any is at 
the back of the hive,being driven by the wind in 
that direction; if the opposite way it is at the front 
and only a'u additional guide to the bees to enter 
at the front; if at the back they can get no en
trance even if they find their way there. If a 
colony has not lost all tight, instead of contract, 
ing the entrance,leave it open,and this method is 
especially to be recommended if robbing has not 
yet commenced and as a preventative. By hav
ing your bees not black, but mixed with Italian 
blood, you will have a bee less liable to permit 
itself to be robbed out. Cyprian and Holy Land 
bees arc excellent to defend their, hive ; they will 
actually fly from their alighting board to meet 
and light an enemy, but their strains we cannot 
recommend even after ever so many crosses ; they 
require ivry careful handling. The inexperienced 
are nut in a position to do this and the least jar 
arouses them to such an extent that no smoke 
will subdue them, but they must be left alone 
until pacilied; they arc, when once aroused, most 
persistent in their attacks and will follow the
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merce law, which was designed to establish 
equitable rates on the basis of so much per mile 
and to prevent a railroad from charging more for 
hauling a car to a non-competing point 300 miles 
distant than for hauling a like amount of freight 
1,000 miles. There are many ways of ignoring 
and evading this law, which also aims to have 
the poor man’s freight hauled as cheaply as the 
capitalist’s, and the railroads seem to be making 
a special study of how to follow the letter with
out the spirit of the law. As a rule, instead of 
reducing their “short haul” rates to the basis of 
their “through" rates, they have in all cases re
versed the order, viz., raised the long-haul rate 
to the basis of the highest local tariff. This has 
so far made a bad matter worse. But it is hoped 
that the law may yet be made to have a salutary 
effect upon railway business. There are many 
“trunk” lines, for instance, from Chicago to the 
sea, but so far as real competition is concerned 
the pooling plan makes one road of many.

An imj)ortant factor in the live stock transpor
tation business is the crusade in the interest of 
stable or palace cars, in which animals can be fed 
and watered in transit, guarded against ordinary 
bruising and carried in special trains on passenger 
time, since all the new cars arc fitted with patent 
air-brakes. t The railroads, of course, have fought 
these patent cars bitterly, because (1) they 
patent, and cannot thus far be controlled for the 
benefit of a few railroad directors at the 
of common shareholders; because (2) nearly all 
the roads have large supplies of old-fashioned live 
stock cars that would have to be remodeled, and - 
because (3) the stock yards and intermediate 
feeding points have fought them, and, of course, 
the latter have mainly been owned and controlled 
by the powers behind each railroad corporation. 
Some of the roads, however, have taken up these 
improved cars, notably the Grand Trunk, and 
the other roads arc slowly but surely being forced 
into line, .lust as soon as the inside directors 

turn around and manage to get enough stock 
in these improved car companies, no doubt they 
will lie speedily adopted.

The Chicago stockyards are in favor of these 
cars, of course, since thousands of cattle, hogs, 
and sheep coining from the West are unloaded at 
Omaha, Kansas City and St. Louis to be fed and 
watered and often sold at these places, when, if 
they were in stable cars, the animals would lie 
more likely to make the trip directly to Chicago.

The dressed meat men are still forced to pay a 
comparatively exorbitant rate to get their 
ducts hauled, and the producer is the 
seems to have the brunt of this to bear.
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, jfiA Chatty Stock Letter from the 
States.

(FROM OUR CHICAGO CORRESPONDENT.)

Scarcity of feed still prevails in the West, and 
the floods of cattle forced to market on that ac
count and owing to lack of faith in markets of 
the near future, are only beginning to subside.

It seems strange, but many sections of the 
western feeding country were also unable to get 
stock water during February, 
very low to start with, and many creeks 
frozen apparently to the bottom by the protracted 
cold weather.
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A Western farmer of large practical experience, 

Mr. Geo. Whitcher, of Platteville, Wis., thinks 
the fine cutting of hard cornstalks to induce 
cattle to eat them does not pay. It is like grinding 
cob-meal. Theamountof nutrition is so immensely 
small that it docs not repay either the 
tion or the wear and tear 
tive organs.

11are
1

expense
$prepara- 

on the animal’s diges-
’i.

Wm. Heaton, of Newman, 111., says:—“If the 
cattlemen will raise a smaller number of cattle 
and market only first-class stock they will make 
more money. My Hereford calves brought 
last May an average of $116 per head at 10 to 12 
months. That beats scrubs.”

'1
. me

4i
liile Mr. If.

is a breeder of fine cattle and it is his interest to 
talk encouragingly of fine stock raising, there is 
no disputing the fact that lie lias the correct idea.

There are evidences of a revival in the fine 
stock business this year, but the average stock- 

will wait until he is pretty well assured that 
the great depression in the cattle trade is really 

before he takes hold of improved breeds

I I
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unfortunate apiarist through several dark rooms. 
Then they have a great tendency to have fertile 
workers, a most difficult matter to handle by a 
novice

man
1
1over very

enthusiastically. Retrenchment has been, the 
policy of stockmen during the past few 
gardlcss of ultimate ends.

Fertile workers are workers which have i»the power to lay drone eggs; in these races they 
appear often in a few days after the queen has 
been lost, in a measure performing the function 
she has in the past, but she has the power to pro- 
ducp both rvorker and drone, but the fertile work-

years, re-

A Montana horseman, Mr. Green, of Glendive, 
was here recently with a car of 2-year-old Clydes
dale Stallions bought in Scotland. They 
what he called third-rate horses, and cost £60 to

pro-
one who cr’s eggs produce only drone, and in consequence 

the colony soon perish ;s. When such workers

were
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m
m have once obtained possession of a colony it is 

difficult, and requires a skilful operation to get the 
bees to accept a queen. Many very simple 
remedies have been given for exterminating these 
workers, but practical experience is not always as 
kiml as theory, and all the remedies suggested 
combined sometimes fail to exterminate the fer
tile workers, and the queen is again and again 
destroyed in introducing.

Never put anything at the entrance to confine 
the bees to the hive either indoors or out, such a 
method only makes matters worse ainl the bees 
debilitate themselves chafing under the forced 
confinement.

it is a very difficult matter, and the bee-keeper is 
easily persuaded not to try it,again.

Finally, sectional brood-chambers are objec
tionable because of the extra expense of so much 
rigging for the amount of honey they contain, 
and there are no advantages to compensate the

contained in the ashes, and is the substance which 
decomposes the bone. An addition of potash would 
therefore be similar to the further addition of good 
hardwood ashes.]

a-f.

ifli- »
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Leveling’ » Drain—Leveling its Bottom 
The Fall Required for a Drain.—Would you be 
so kind as to give me through your valuable paper 
the simplest and best method of finding the level 
for underdraining? What would be the fall required 
to make a successful job of It, where the land Is 
nearly level? Also the best means of keeping the 
bottom of the ditch the right level to receive the 
tile. I have seen tne bulb used, but some sav the 
plumb bob is better: how is the plumb bob made?.— 
New REdiNNEH, Wardsville, Ont.

"îyhis
* extra cost.

If

Iain

Iers
lies I Notice to Correspondents.—1. Please write 

on one side of the paper only. 2. Give full name. 
Post Office and Province, not necessarily forpublica- 
tion, but as guarantee of good faith and to enable 
us to answer by mail when, for any reason, that 
course seems desirable. If an answer is specially 
requested by mail, a stamp must be enclosed. Un
less of general interest, no questions will be answer
ed through the Advocate, as our space is very 
limited. 3. Do not expect anonymous communica
tions to be noticed. 4. Matter for publication 
should be marked “Printers’ MS." on the cover, the 
ends being open, in which case the postage will only 
be lc per 4 ounces. 5. Non-subscribers should not 
expect their communications to be noticed. 6. No 
questions will be answered except those pertaining 
purely to agriculture or agricultural matters.

Correspondents wanting reliable information re
lating to diseases of stock must not only give the 
symptoms as fully as possible, but also how the 
animal has been fed and otherwise treated or man
aged. In case of suspicion of hereditary diseases, 
it is necessary also to state whether or not the 
ancestors of the affected animal have had the disease 
or any predisposition to it.

In asking quest! ms relating to manures, it is 
necessary to describe the nature of the soil on which 
the intended manures are to be applied ; also the 
nature of the crop.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the Weirs 
of correspondents.

by

■'1
ike
mt [There are numerous cheap and efficient Imple

ments used for finding the level for drains. One of 
these is fully described in the Sept, issue of last 
year’s Advocate, page262. It consistsofa board, 
with one of its edges perfectly straight, and two 
legs, one nailed or bolted to each end of the board 
in such a manner that the straight edge of the board 
will be on top when the Instrument is standing on 
Its legs. Point the legs at their bottom. Place this 
instrument on and in the line in which the drain is 
to run. Let an assistant hold a pole straight up, 
with one of its ends resting on the level surface of 
the soil, at such a distance from the instrument that 
you can clearly see where the continued line of the 
straight edge strikes the pole. Then take the same 
observa tiens in the opposite direction and the differ
ence will show the rise or fall, if the spirit level Is 
wanting, nail a piece of board (about 2 or 8 feet long) 
in the centre, and at right angles to the straight 
edge of the above instrument: on it draw a line 
exactly at right angles to the top line of the straight 
edge. As soon as this line Is exactly perpendicular 
—as determined by the plumb bob-the straightedge 
is level. The bottom of the drain is kept level by 
observing that the water found in the drain Is of the 
same depth in all parts of it, and flows uniformly 
towards the outlet. If there should be no water in 
the drain, consult the Advocate at the above 
mentioned place. The fall required depends upon 
the size of the tile csed, the amount of water to be 
removed and the rapidity with which it is to be 
carried of. To remove half-an-inch of rainfall from 
1.6 acres by a two-lqch tile in 24 hours, a fall of 1 
foot in 150 is required. With the same fall a6-inoh 
tile would remove the same rainfall in the same 
time from 26.6 acres. The same rainfall would be 
removed in the same time from 66 acres with 6-inch 
tile, laid at a slope of 1 in 25. For a full table refer 
to the March issue of the Advocate, volume 21,
page 73.] ______

;
Li mphangltls—Shot of Grease, Monday 

Morning, Weed.—I have a horse, recently 
brougnt from Ontario, whose legs are badly swollen 
from the hook joint down to the foot. 11IVnk they 
were hurt in the car. They' are quite hard and 
round, and exercise reduces their size but verv little. 
The fetlock joint is a very little larger than the rest 
of the leg. What should I do for them? What 
appearance lias a grease leg?—J. G„ Hoissevain, 
Man.

[Your horse is suffering from lymphangitis, also 
known as Shot of Grease, Monday Morning, and 
Wefed.- -The treatment is to loosen the bowels with 
a 7 or 8 drachm hall of Barbados» aloes, giving 
every night 1 drachm of saltpetre, bathing the legs 
witli warm water twice a day just before applying 
camphorated liniment to them, exercising the horse 
as much as possible, and as soon ns the leg is 
reduced in size, bandaging It tightly at night.]

1t a
,nd

The Sectional Brood-Chamber.be
■1

ias In an essay read at the Ohio State Convention 
by Dr. Tinker, Philadelphia, O., he says

My first season’s experience with sectional 
brood chambers seemed very favorable. It hap
pened to be an extraordinary season with us, and 
any hive with good management would have 
made a fair record. The past season was not a 
good one, and the defects of the new hive were 
apparent in many things. As compared with the 

- Simplicity hives, of which I had seven in use, 
they were a marked failure. The bees in the 
Simplicity hives of my neighbors also did better. 
They not only had more bees all through the 
season, but made more surplus, and stored 
enough for winter, while the bees in the sectional 
brood-chambers had to be fed for winter.

I am reluctantly compelled to make this con
fession, partly because of my own disappoint
ment in these hives, and partly bemuse of the 
kindly feelings I entertàin for the inventor.

Now, my friends, I will give in detail my ex
perience with the sectional brood-chamber, and 
my reasons for abandoning it. In the first place, 
the horizontal liai f of a brood-chamber is too 
small for a swarm, too small for a colony in the 
fall, and too small for wintering. It is too small 
for a swarm, since, with a queen-excluding 
honey-board, the bees will store much pollen in 
the surplus sections, and soon dwindle down to 
the size of a good nucleus. It is too small in 
the fall, since the bees are limited in space for 
stores and brood, and become too weak in 
numbers to winter to the best advantage. It is 
too small for wintering, .since it will not contain 
sufficient stores to winter the colony and make a 
respectable start in brood-rearing in the spring. 
Thus it will be seen that one of the cases 
of such a hive, by itself, is of no value in the 
hands of the practical honey-producer. It is 
required that both parts of the brood-chamber be 
used together to make anythin® like a success of 
it. But if they are so used?*»» following diffi
culties arise: In the spring,-roe colony breeds 
up slowly, and without much attention will not 
get ready for the harvest. When at last it does 
get ready, if the honey flow is extra good, the 
bees proceed to fill up the horizontal space with 
brace-combs, and fill in with honey. The bee
keeper now thinks to interchange the" sections 
and bring the brood to the top, but finds a 
strong lever is required to pry the hives apart. 
He quickly finds he can neither interchange the 
parts nor close the hives without killing hundreds 
of bees. They pile upon the broken surfaces, 
and a smoker is required in order to cut away 
the honey. If robbers are troublesome, it 
becomes a serious matter, and the bee-keeper soon 
gives up the interchanging business as a had job. 
It seems that bees do not build brace-combs to
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Flowing Under Seed -Growing Cucumbers, 

Citrons and Pumpkins -fc—I take the liberty of 
asking you for some information concerning the 
plowing in of grain. My soil being a light sandy 
loam, I find the crops cannot stand the dry weather 
if tlie grain is sown in the usual way and harrowed 
in’? Will you or some of your readers kindly give 
me your opinion on the advisability of plowing in 
grain from 2)4 to 3 inches deep and just 
rolling it. I noticed that some grains which came 
up on the breaking last year grew stronger and the 
kernels of grain were largor than the others. 2. 
—Could you give me the names of the earliest and 
most suitable pumpkins, citrons and cucumbers for 
this country. We sowed some last year on light 
sandy soil ; they attained a good size, but not many 
of the pumpkins ripened; the season was too short 
for them here in Manitoba.—C*. B., liirtle, Man.

[1.—The plowing in of grain, in conditions similar 
to yours, has given very favorable results. Under 
average conditions a depth of one to two inches has 
generally given the largest crops. The larger the 
seed and the lighter the soil the deeper it may be 
covered. 2.—To grow plants successfully, under 
your conditions, it will be necessary to gerininàte 
them in the house and transplant them to the open air 
as soon as the weather will permit. In order that 
these plants may not suffer from the transplanting, 
it is a good plan to sow them on a thick sod from a 
rich pasture field. Place this sod up-side-down in a 
box of the required size, pulverize the earth a little 
and then plant the seeds In it. When transplanting, 
cut the sod into as many pieces as the number of 
plants, leaving a plant in the centre of eacli piece. 
Transplant the plants with the piece of sod on 
which it grows. There is not much difference in 
the earliness of different varieties of these plants.]

Reducing Bones.—Some time ago I noticed a 
recipe in the Advocate for making a “fertilizer" 
which ran thus :—Place alternate layers of broken 
bones and hardwood ashes on a floor, and then pour 
on a sufficient quantity of water to saturate it 
fully. I have followed those directions but find the 
larger and harder pieces of hone do not dissolve. 
What shall I do in order to soften anil make tinyn 
dissolve also ? If I have not quoted the recipe cor
rectly, please make it right, for perhaps I may have 
left out some ingredient. Would the use of jwtash 
aid the decomposition ?—H. J. C„ Cornwall, P. E. I.

[To reduce the hones in the manner you state, it 
- will be necessary to take three or four times as 
large a bulk of ashes as bones ; wet them, as stated: 
shovel them over occasionally, and keep them un
der cover to prevent washing by rains. If this pro
cess should leave any pieces of bones undissolved, 
treat these pieces in the same manner with fresh 
ashes, or boil them in ashes and water. Potash is I
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:d Soiling for Horses Value of Coal Ashes.—

1.—What kind of crop would you advise me to raise 
for the purpose of cutting and feeding green to 
young horses that are necessarily yarded? My land 
is a heavy clay loam, What quantity of land would 
he necessary to produce enough feed for one colt 
two years ofd.. 2.—Have stove coal ashes any value 
as a fertilizer or for any other purpose? - W. 8., 
Wooler, Ont?.

[1,—In a proper soiling system a variety of suc
ceeding crops should be grown, and to obtain the 
best results it is neccessary to combine leguminous 
and graminaceous food ; for instance, red clover 
and orchard grass, peas and oats. For full particu
lars see the prize essay on " Soiling and Soiling 
Crops,” in the Feb.Issue of Advocate, p. 14. The 
amount of land required to feed a two-year-dld 
colt depends upon a variety of circumstances, the 
chief of which is the productive capacity of your 
land, also the season, hut half an acre should produce 
enough food for him. 2.--Coal ashes have very little 
value, being at the most wor^h- lâc. to 25c. per 100 
lbs. Thcv have n beneficial mechanical influence 

the texture of heavy soils.]
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the same extent between whole brood-chambers, 
tierced one upon the other, as between these 
shallow cases. After all, there is no advantage 
from interchan

s.
le :

ging the sectional parts, since 
bees will carry the brood upward and breed just 
as rapidly where no interchanging is done, as 
where it is. As the season advances, the bees 
put up all the honey, or nearly all, in the upper, 
case, so that the whole brood-chamber is required 
for winter.

The “shakeout” function is a good deal 
easier to talk about than to carry out in practice. 
With black bees and a little smoking it may be 
done, as it docs not take much shaking to get 
them out. With Italians, Syrians and -Cyprians
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Bing'worm On Cattle.—I have a calf that, about 
a month ago, lost the hair around the eyes and 
à little around the neck; It Is entirely bare for about 
two Inches all around each eye. It looks blistery 
and Is Inclined to crack. One of my cows is getting 
the same way. They are in good condition. What 
Is the disease and what is the cure ? V y neighbor’s 
cattle have all been affected the same way. By 
answering the above in your valuable paper you 
will oblige.—Old Subscriber, Cass City.

[Your stock Is affected bÿ ringworm, a disease 
that, unless treated, will spread to your entire herd. 
An application of sulphate of Iron (green vitriol) is 
used with very satisfactory results in its destruction. 
Tincture of iodine has even given better results, but 
being more expensive is not so commonly used for 
this purpose.]

Oommerolal fertiliser for Potatoes—Phos
phate Procurable in Montreal.—1.-What is the 
Best reliable artificial fertilizer to use, combined 
with barnyard manure, for the cultivation of 
potatoes on a loamy soil? 2.—By whom is it 
manufactured? 3.—Can supeiphosphate be obtained 
in Montreal, and at about what price?—G. S., Allan’s 
Corners, Que.

[To give a decided answer it would be necessary 
to know the previous rotation. Taking for granted 
that this has been such that it did not 
particular plant food more than another, a potash 
fertilizer would give the best results. This 
generally be applied cheapest in the form of 
leached hard-wood ashes. These should, however, 
not be mixed with the farmyard manure before its 
applteation. They would be best applied the previous 
fall. 2.—If they are not produced in sufficient 
quantities on the farm, they can generally be 
bought in the localities in which they are intended 
to be used, either from the schoolhouses and 
churches, or from other farmers who are foolish
enough to sell them or let them go to waste. 3.__
The price varies somewhat, depending 
composition and the current price of phosphoric 
acid. Last season a superphosphate containing 32 
percent of phosphoric acid, .of which 12 percent 
were made soluble, was sold for $25 per ton. Write 
to Messrs. Brodie & Harvle, Montreal, for catalogue 
and price list; also Peter B. Lamb, Toronto.]

Black Teeth in Pigs Ration for Milch 
Cows Sowing Bye for Pasture and Green
Manuring.—1.—What is the cause of black teeth in 
young pigs ; are they injurious ; will pigs die from 
their effect, and what is the remedy? 2.—What is 
the best kind of food to give to milch cows in order 
to produce the most milk ? 3.—I intend pasturing 
milch cows on rye and afterwards plowing it down 
so as to be a green manuring for the fall wheat. 
What is the best plan to do this ? My soil is a clay 
loam. Please answer the above in the next issue 
of the Advocate, which is worthy of its name on 
account of the valuable information it gives to the 
farmers.—S. K., Hickson, Ont.

remove any

can
un-

upon

t^.—Black teeth are caused by disorders of the 
stomach, and are generally found in pigs not well 
cared for or fed witli sour food. They are not a 
disease in themselves, but arc simply the symptom 
of digestive disorders, and can therefore not cause 
death. The cure is to give them good, wholesome 
food, thereby curing the digestive derangement antf 
preventing the further blacking of the teeth. But 
those once stained may remain dark for a long time. 
2.—There is no one kind of food best adapted for 
milch cows, or any other animal, but 
bination and variation of foods is 
the best results. To combine the foods

a proper com-
necessary to give

according
. to the latest investigation, consult pages 3H3 and 304 

of the December issue of the Advocate for 
last year.

the
A large quantity of milk, of inferior 

quality, may be obtained by largely fee,lia 
lent foods. But a large quantity of water will 
a waste of the foods consumed. 3.—The time for 
sowing rye for pasturing depends upon the time 
when the pasture is to he used. Generally the 
object for sowing this crop for pasture is to get an 
early bite for the stock in spring, mid for this pur
pose It should be sown about llid same time and in 
the same manner as fall wheat.]

g suevu- 
-, cause

Best Variety of Potatoes Potato Fertili
ser» Barley Fertilizers Cost of Mammoth 
Clover Value ot au Agricultural Work 1
What is the best kind of potatoes hi plant forli lar-e 
yield m field culture: What is the best kind 7,f
artificial manures to to, - The soil where I intend 
to. Plain them is swamp (day. having been limbered 
With b]ai'k-;i>h. Tlif best ui'itirial 
product* u good • !•,»!> « nan.-y on day !. mV Is salt 
a good tor 1I1ZW7 \ , -an lmv it in ki ardinv f„r 

pci ton. I. Is H,,- mammoth v)o\« r a .r()1)li 
111(1 to sow t.»r given manuring, when should }„> 
.iwfi and what does it eo-p- I ' "Tin t 'nil in. . f

Farm Oops,” by Henry Stewart, a good work on 
agriculture?—D. B., Bervie, Ont.

[1.—The value of the different vaiieties of 
potatoes varies in different localities, soils, seasons, 
etc. In our experience we have found the White 
Star, Morning Star, i nd White Elephant to be the 
most productive. 2.—If you mean a low-lying 
tenacious clay, it is not adapted to potato culture, 
especially if it is not well drained. Such soils 
should be made lighter and more friable by thorough 
drainage and green manuring, aided by a subsequent 
dressing of lime. If your soil is covered with a 
layer of vegetable mould, a dressing of ashes or 
lime would likely have a very beneficial effect on 
a potato crop. 3.—Barley is a shallow rooted crop, 
and requires a soil rich in all the constituents of 
plant food, and not knowing your system of crop
ping, a general fertilizer is the safest to 
mend; the best of these for this purpose would be 
farm yard manure, if well decomposed, applied the 
same season; or, if rather coarse, appliel the pre
vious year. For the information on salt read our 
answer to our correspondent, T. K. H. W„ Clarke, 
in this issue. 4.—Mammoth clover produces larger 
crops, ripens later, retains life longer, grows 
poorer soils and is coarser than the ordinary red 
clover. It is largely used for green manuring, the 
price varies and is generally about 25 per cent, in 
advance of that of ordinary red clover. 5.—So far 
as we have had an opportunity to examine it, it is a 
valuable work.l

recom-

on

Experimen ts with Fertilizers.—There seems 
to be a lull in the soil exhaustion discussion. I 
believe the fertility of soil can be maintained with
out imported fertilizer, and can give good reasons 
both from theory and practice. But if you believe a 
profit can be made out of artificial fertilizers, please 
tell us through the Advocate how we may experi
ment in that direction. I should like to try them 
on wheat, barley, corn and roots.—J. L., Méaford 
Ont.

[For experimenting with fertilizers obtain land as 
even as possible. Divide this into plots of exactly 
the same size, in such a manner that eacli plot is 
nearly identical with the other as possible. In these 
sow separately (one kind of fertilizer on each plot) 
phosphoric acid, potash and nitrogen. On other 
three plots sow two of the above fertilizers 
gether, a different combination, of course, on each 
plot. Leave one or two unmanured [dots in each 
set, and on one sow all the three special fertilizers 
combined. Sow the same crop on all Hie above 
plots, and give them all the same treatment. From 
the above set of experiments can ascertain what 
special kind of fertilizer is best adapted £or that 
special kind of soil, crop and season. If different 
crops are to be experimented upon,the same experi
ments must be repeated for each, and the same holds 
good for the various kinds of soils. The farms in 
which you will find the constituents of plant food 
above mentioned will be found by consulting the 
articles relating to our experimental work, publish
ed in our Nov. and Dec. issues of last

to-

year. If you 
can show how the fertility of the soil can be per
manently maintained without commercial fertili- 

your name will be 
handed down to posterity as the greatest benefactor 
of humanity.]

zers your fortune is sure, and

Seeding Down Wet Lands. I have a niece of 
low-lymg land. 15 acres, which has been broken un 
and partially underdrained, and I want to seed it 
down to grass, eing quite a distance from my barns 
ll.e mini is a black muck, with clay subsoil and was 
burned bad y about 20 years ago with fire, bunting 
he timber down and destroying to a certain extent 

Hie vegetable soil. What grasses would youreeom

l Rod top would be 
grasses you could sow in

of the best permanent 
your position.

one
... , . ... Other

varieties producing larger returns will thrive for a 
short time and max profitably be sown in combina- 
Hon with the red top, which will take their place as 
soon as they give oui. The ordinary quantities of
timothy and clover together, with from ts t„ 10 llls 
of red top, will lie found a good mixture to 
There is another variety of grass called 
meadow grass a,pint lea) whirl, is specially 
adapted f„r wet lands, hut it hu*s not been tested 
\t r> thoroughly m this country. It would lie well 
lor you to try it on a small scale; you can get the 
■seed from \\ Rennie. 'I',,rout,, i

sow.
water

The Condition of the Canadian Farmer.—
Will you please allow space in next issue of 
the Advocate for a few lines on the subject of 
Mr. William Worden’s letter, which was published 
in your February number. His letter contait s sente 
excellent advice to his brother farmers, and gives a 
favorable view of the condition of the farming com- 
munity. I Quite agree with you, sir, that “he 
speaks plainly and fearlessly !” and, I visit I could 
add, “courteously.” This viitue, however, seems 
to have been laid aside while writing the first por
tion of his letter, for he there speaks of my paper 
as “ the most untruthful report of the Canadian 
farmers’ condition,” And further on he advises his 
friends to read my essay again so that they “ may 
see where the untruths come in;” and yet he does 
not attempt to point out a single instance of un- 
trutlifulness in my paper. Now, I submit with all 
respect, that when one writer accuses another of 
making untruthful statements, he should at least 
indicate which of them are untrue. Mr. Worden 
does nothing of the kind. He does, however, speak 
of two circumstances as being “too thin,” w hate 
that may mean. He says, “ in his figures from the 
Bureau of Industries as to the value of all

ver

, ,, , crops
grown, he adds the price of wool, eggs, cheese, 
creamery butter, horses (’surplus’ horses—Mr. W , 
please don’t misque te), fat cattle and sheep.” Why 
should not all the items here enumerated be men
tioned ? Are they not all products of the farm, as 
are wheat, oats, rye, peas, barley, &c. ? Mr. Wor
den should have seen that the portion of my paper 
to which he referred dealt w ith the products of the 
average farm. If he had done so he would not have 
asked :— ‘ Friend, would you not want a mar’s 
wages all the year, and aman to help six months in 
the summer?’ My answer is, if the occupant of an 
average farm cannot do all the work (with a few 
minor exceptions), on 50 acres of cleared farming 
land, he should seek some other occupation Is it 
true, as stated by Mr. Worden, that it is really ne
cessary for the farmer of 50 acres of cleared land to 
pay out.as wages every year $585, or may this state
ment be considered “too-thin?’ Again. Mr Wor
den states that the natural rise in Hie value of farm 
property, as mentioned by me, is “imaginary” on 
my part, and characterizes that also as being “too 
Hun ! The increase referred to by me in the value 
of farm property for the year 1885-86 of 3.17 per 
cent, is obtained from the sworn returns of the As
sessors of the rural municipalities. Do you want 
any better proof ? If Mr. Worden will carefully 
read my essay again, and will allow that fair play 
which he, doubtless, has inherited from his Devon- 
th-11 u .1ancestors, to have its proper influence, I 
think he will acknowledge that it contains no un
truthful statements. I observe, Mr. Editor, that 
the pnze essay for the March number is to be on 
Farm Accounts. I sincerely hope the essay may be 
equal to the importance of the subject, for lam 
quite convinced that the elucidation of that branch 
of the subject will be Hie key with which the con
fusion of opinion existing as to whether farming 
-does or does not pay, will be unravelled. Farm ac
counts is m my opinion, the subject above all 
others which should engage the attention and have 
the most careful consideration of all farmers for 
the reason that not one farmer in a thousand knows 
Lindsay CQnt C°Sts him t0 live~'Thomas Beall,

Bark Separated from the Trunk of a Tree— 
Repairing a Split Tree.—1. What is the best
hn1J’hJond° "!t«pple tree- the bark of which 
has been separated from the trunk for some dis- 
tance up, either by frost or otherwise? 2 Would it
SMontreea1,Qb0lt 11 t<lgether when spilt ?-GK

[1.—Remove all the loose bark and dress the 
wound with grafting wax or tar. The bark, if left, 
will be a harbor for injurious insects, 
the separated portions together is 
preserve the tree or branch.]

2.—Bolling 
good plan to

pfairieinio,lUr,sder ?ats and Potatoes on a
Advocxte îhTt D W mortli a*o I read in the 
advocate that it was a good plan to sow oats
unbroken prairie and and plow them under I 
B TW'tti broken up this spring.near

ever taken.—H. V., Montreal, Quebec.
[We never 

the manner 
that any of

on
am

paper I have

recommended plowing under oats in 
you mention, and we don’t remember 
our correspondents have done so. We 

have never seen the plan tried, and cannot there
fore vouch for its success. Two to three bushels 
pci acre will be heavy enough seeding. Potatoes, 
however, have been successfully grown on this
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able to return Into the lake out of which they come. 
I wiU have to hall the manure 1% miles.—J. R., 
Sandfleld, Ont.

[Fish, like farmyard manure, are a general fer
tilizer, supplying all the plant food to the soil. 
They are, however, much more concentrated than 
the latter. If they are small, they may either be 
applied to the soil as they are, or decomposed In a 
compost heap or a manure pile. If large, they 
should be decomposed in the. above manner to In
sure equal distribution. Flsti being more concen
trated and containing more phosphates than the 
average farm-yard manure, are better adapted than 
the latter, especially for your root crops.]

better to feed a few cattle and feed them well, The 
manure will be better if it receives the straw as it is, 
for the latter can only lose in plant food by passing 
through the animal’s system. 8.—The difference 
between spraying with Paris green and kindling 
fires at night in the orchard Is that the former plan 
is intended to destroy the larve as soon as hatched, 
while the latter can only be successful if it destroys 
the moths before they have laid their eggs. There
fore the kindling of fires should be done during the 
time that the moth is flying about, which Is usually 
from the commencement of bloom to the time when 
the young apples are nearly the size of marbles. 
The spraying should be done shortly after the fruit 
has set. One application, especially in a dry season, 
is generally sufficient, and is more effectual than the 
kindling or fires.]

©ommercial.
(Farmer’s Advocate Office.)

Farm Produce.

PRICKS AT FARMERS’ WAGONS.
Toronto, March 1, 1888.

.. ..$0 80 0 83
.......  0 80 0 83
.......  0 77 0 80
.......  0 72 0 78
... 0 70 6 78

.......  0 48 0 60
... 0 67 0 70
... 7 00 7 25
... 0 65 0 76
. . 0 20 0 26 

....... 0 30 0 24

Wheat, fall, per bushel. ...................
Wheat, red winter, per bushel.........
Wheat, spring.
Wheat, goose,
Barley,
Oats,
Peas,
Dressed hogs, per 100 lbs
Chickens, per pair..........
Butter, pound rolls.........
Eggs, fresh, per dozen..
Potatoes, per bag...........
Apples, per barrel..........
Onions, per doz..............

Do. per bag..............
Turnips, white, per bag
Rhubarb............................
Cabbage, per doz.........
Celery ................................
Beets, per bag...................
Parsley, per doz..............
Hay, per ton.....................
Straw, “ .......................

do.
do.
do.
do.
do

nlease answer the following questions:—1.—What is 
the best time to sow turnip seed and what is the 
best application to keep off the little flies eating the 
leaves? 2.—What are the best varieties of beets or 
mangels for feeding to stock? Should they be 
grown in drills and bow far apart? I could never 
grow them satisfactorily on my farm, which Is com
posed partly of heavy clay and partly of light soil. 
I used farmyard manure freely, but no commercial 
fertilizers. 3.—I am fattening a thoroughbred 
Ayrshire bull; am feeding him d dly 10 lbs. of peas 
and oats, ground, 6 lbs. of wheat bran, and all the 
hay he can eat; have no roots. Will this ration fat
ten him well in three months, his weight being 1,50a 
lbs. I have heard considerable about oil-cake, but 
have no experience with it. Would you recommend 
me to use it and in what quantities.—A. B„ Gleu 
Sanfield, Ont.

[Turnips are generally sown at about 10th of June 
In order that they may better escape the turnip fly. 
The fly you have reference to is the turnip fly 
(Haltlca Striolata). The best remedy is to keep the 
plants in as vigorous growth as possible, so that they 
will soon outgrow the stage in which these flies In. 
jure them most. Ashes, land-plaster and air slacked 
shell-lime have been used to good advantage If ap
plied after the young plants appear above ground. 
Soaking the seeds in turpentine before planting 
them is claimed to be beneficial, but this remedy has 
not been thoroughly tested yet. 2.—Mammoth Èbng 
Rad,Waite’S Tankard and Golden Yellow Mammoth 
are an good varieties. If the Said is weedy they 
are most conveniently grown on ridges; but if the 
land is clean, they can be raised as advantageously 
on the level field. Much, however, depends upon 
the soil and season. The proper distance between 
the rows is from 2% to 3 feet ; the richer the soil the 
further apart. If your soil Is rich, a dressing of lime 
or land-plaster might prove advantageous; If not. a 
dressing of superphosphate would most likely give 
good returns, especially on the heavier soils. An 
important thing is to have your land drained. 3.— 
Your ration is a good one. If you use a pound of 
oil cake per day you may largely substitute good 
straw for the hay: but if you intend to push him very 
fast. It would be well to add the oil-cake and retain 
the hay.]

Salting Pastures Economy in Stable 
Manure—Destroying1 the Codling Moth.-l.—i 
have a field generally ineasture with cold sandy bot
tom which has some drier sandy knowls in It. In 
early summer the cattle eat the higher places 
very close, but refuse the low land. Last sum
mer I sowed salt on the flat land and thought 
they ate the grass on it better. Now I 
would ask, do you think it would be still better to 
liberally sow salt two or even three times every 
summer? 2.—My cattle in winter are fed daily straw, 
hay and roots, so that but little straw Is left for bed
ding. I ask would it pay better to keep less cattle 
ana have more straw to mix with droppings of the 
cattle.as now my manure pile is small, but I suppose 
good in quality. The cattle are tied up all winter 
in basement. 3.—In addition to spraying with Paris 
green, I have seen accounts of kindling 
orchards at nightfall for the destruction of codling 
moth I would ask should this be done when trees 
are in full bloom or two weeks after blossoms drop, 
when the spraying is done?—T. H. H. W„ Clarke, 
Ont.

[1—Salt is not a direct fertilizer, it only makes the 
plant food more soluble and thus distributes it 
more evenly through the soil. In doing so, however, 
it very frequently forms injurious compounds. On 
low-lying pastures, these compounds do not 
hibit their injurious actions so effectually 
higher cultivated lands. Lands to which salt has 
been applied produce^nore saline herbage, which is 
relished more by stock. On poor land it should not 
be used at all. or at least only very sparingly. If 
you have sufficient time, it is better to sow it twice 
a season and less at a time. Read last year’s 
Advocate, page 34, on this subject. 2.—Your feed
ing ration is too poor to give good returns, and it 
will be better to add some grain or oil cake. It Is

1 00 1 06
■ngvr Cane.—I have read a good deal about 

sugar cane, but I was of opinion that it could not 
be grown to advantage or profit in the northern 
parts of Ontario ; but this last year I got one pound

--------J. 8. Pearce & Oo„ of London, to try
an experiment with it, to see if it would grow to 
satisfaction, and was much pleased with it, and am 
satisfied that it can be cultivated to profit If it 
would not be too expensive to manufacture it into 
syrup. Can you tell me how to make It into syrup, 
or what a mill for pressing it would cost, or how the 
juice Is extracted from It ? From the one pound of 
seed that I planted I had four wagon loads ol 
stalks.—J. R„ Stony Lake, Ont.

[We know of no cane mills manufactured In Can
ada, and the American manufacturers do pot adver
tise here, there being little or no demand. You can 
make a mill of your own for work on a small scale. 
Go to your nearest machine shop, get two iron roll
ers cast, also three or four cogged wheels, and by 
means of a horse attached to an arm, you make the 
rollers revolve In such a manner that they will 
tightly squeeze the canes and draw them through 
the rollers. The rollers are generally 12 to 15 Inches 
long, and will take through about half a dozen canes 
at once. The rollers and gear are fixed firmly Into 
a frame high enough from the ground to allow the 
arm to which the horse is attached to pass over the 
head of the person who is feeding the mill in 
a sitting attitude. The juice pressed out of the cane 
flows into a receptacle of any kind. The juice is 
then boiled down into syrup", just as in maple-sugar 
making, except that the scum which rises to the 
surface in boiling should be frequently removed by 
a skimmer. We have seen the above process in the 
Southern States, and a fanner who has such a mill 
oftén receives cane from his neighbors and makes 
juice, and sometimes also syrup, far them.]
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ENGLISH LIVE STOCK TRADE.
We have nothing of a very encouraging character 

to report this week in reference to the condition of 
the live stock trade in any portion of the British 
Islands, says the Mail'* Liverpool correspondent of 
Feb. 28. Our imports have been heavier this week 
from your side, from Ireland, and especially from 
all Continental ports, and our markets have been 
glutted ; and this in addition to all sorts of weather 
—that is to say, weather of all sorts except good— 
has affected the trade detrimentally. Last week 
there was what had the appearance of an Improve
ment, but at the present time of writing everything 
is very dull and the outlook Is bad. Prices have 
given way a little, and even at the reduction trade 
Is very quiet, the demand Is unaccountably light 
and the markets depressed. Prices are varying and 
practically useless for quoting as a guide to your 
readers.

i

LIVE STOCK MARKETS-
Buffalo, N. Y„ Feb. 26,1888.

Cattle.—Receipts, 12,663 against 8,600 the previ
ous week. The market opened up on Monday with 
166 car loads on sale. The demand was Inaotive 
from all parts, Boston buyers being entirely out of 
the market and New York buyers taking only a 
very few, while all grades were 10@15 cents lower 
than on Monday week. Good 1,500 to 1,600 lb. 
steers, $5@5 25; good 1,400 to 1,600 lb. do., $4 75 
@5 : good 1,300 to 1,400 lb. do., $4 50fi>$4 76 ; good 
UOO to 1,300 lb. do.. *4 25@$4 60; wo£1,100 ù> 1,200 
lb. do.. «3 85@»4 35 ; good 1,000 to 1.100 lb. do., $f 40

---- ; cows and helfert and mixed butchers’,
@$3 to $8 76 if choice. There were no fresh 
receipts on Tuesday, and 12 loads of common stuff 
left over sold out at weak prices. On Wednesday 
and Thursday the supply was light. The market 
ruled steady at about Monday’s rates. On Friday 
the receipts were light, the market dull and weak, 
closing at the following

Indigestion Resulting from Feeding Boiled 
Food*.—I should be much obliged if you would 
kindly inform me through your valuable paper how 
to treat a yearling colt, which keeps poor notwith
standing that I feed him well on boiled turnips and 
potatoes, mixed with shorts. He has a sort of erup
tion all round his legs, small lumps that come and 
go. He does not seem to eat his hay, which is of 
good quality, as he should. His dung seems to be 
too hard.—L. M„ Woodville, N. S.

QUOTATIONS :
Extra Beeves—Graded steers weigh

ing 1,300 to 1,450 lbs ......
Choice Beeves — Fine, fat, well- 

formed steers, weighing 1,300 to
1,400 lbs ..........................

Good Beeves-Well-fattelSe<b' steers 
weighing 1,203 to 1,350 Hi*. ., 

Medium Grades—Steers in fin 
weighing 1,100 to 1,200 lbs 

Light Butchers’ Steers averaging 
1,000 to 1,100 ;bs, of fair to good
quality .............. .. .,

Butchers’ Stock—Inferior to co

[Your colt is suffering from indigestion. This dis
ease is very frequently the result of feeding boiled 
and sloppyfoods, Whlchjs no doubt the cause in your 
case. Therefore, stop the feeding of such foods. 
Give once or twice a week, depending upon the 
looseness of th( bowels, one pint of raw linseed oil 
and every evening, for each alternate week, one 
drachm of saltpetre; In the evenings of the interme
diate weeks give two 'drachms of sulphur, until 
cured.]

$5 00 @5 25

4 60 @4 75 

4 26 @4 50 

3 85 @4 35
e flesh.

... 3 40 @3 90
com

mon steers and heifers, for city 
slaughter, weighing 900 to 1,000 lbs. 2 75 

Michigan stock cattle, common to
choice................

Michigan feeders, fair to choice 
Fat bulls, fair to

Condition of the Nova Scotia Farmer.—I
have taken your valuable paper for at least 12 years 
and llfte its practical teaching very much, but regret 
that its teachings are not reduced to practice more 
than they are; but we live so near to Brother Jona
than, that fast going and rich people, 
people nearly all go there as they arrive at maturity 
or working age; they bring the habits of our more 
wealthy neighbors amongst us, as they keep going 
and coming, which is a heavy tax upon us with the 
markets we have, and nearly all our energies are 
used In keeping up to the style of the country. The 
making a nch field, the keeping of a good herd, or 
flock.or planting and keeping in order a good orchard 
are things that are very much overlooked by our 
young men. The consequence, in the part of 
the country where I reside, many of our best farms 
are running down for want of labor and attention 
In many cases when the first settlers cleared the 
forest and made comfortable and happy homes, when 
the second generation got hold, it was either sold or 
let run down so much in a few years that it was not 
worth cultivating. This Is the condition of large 
districts in Nova Scotia. We want a change very 
much, but cannot tell at present how that chang 
be effected.—J. M. G„ west New Annan, N S

@3 60
2 25 @3 00
2 90 am i

extra. .. 2 75 @3
our youngfires in

TORONTO HORSE MARKET.
There has been no outside demand of

account, and trade has b< en more than ordinarily 
quiet during the past week, owing very much to 
the severe weather. The indications are, however, 
very favorable for a fair amount of business as 
soon as a break occurs In the weather.

On Tuesday, at Messrs. Grand’s repository, 
twenty-one horses were sold at auction, but the 
range in prices was a low one.

The following were among the chief sales on the
I

listex-
Ch. m , 5 yrs., 15.1 lids........
<’b. g„ 4 yrs.. 16 hds..
B. g., 10 yrs., 15.3 hds..............
Brn. g.. 8 yrs., |6 hds 
Bm. g., 9 yrs., 16 hds 
Urn g., 8 >Vs„ 15.3 hds
li. g., 15.2 hds............................
B. g., 6 yrs., 16 hds...............
Hr. g„ 8 yrs., 16 hds 
B. m. g., 9 yrs., 15.2 hds
B. g., 7 yrs., 15 3 hds..............
Brn. g., 5 yrs., 15 hds . .......
Crm. m.. S yrs.. 11 hds

as on $1(1)
....... 125

95
124
MB 
13 iecan 78
145
120

1 would not like to do without the Advocate. 
It is one of the very best papers that comes to me 
—E N. Millbn, Agricultural Editor Philadelphia
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/3fllinni# Qüae’e ^ep’l
u '■ ' : ** >;• ■■ d”''"■*# 'n1'-"-

-Sboueelioldc For a squeaking hinge, rub a lead pencil on 
____ _ the hinge ; it is better than oil and in 1 no^fiib'

Sleeplessness. \ My Dear Nieces :-The season is coming on I °ff- . .. I ’

^!LTUStv^‘metter of by the work in hand seem less tiresome. The linen unPWnt «*«' .
volitional control. » hen we are weary, we ought 1 . , . . . • I chocolats frosting. « *
to goto deep; and when we wake, we should get doset and clothes pre8S mnst *» inspected to see w.. - f ,, . • /
uJl There are no habits more vicious than adopt- I what requires renovating, mending or replacing. I , , eggs’ to a froth, stir in
tog measures to keep awake, or employing arti- The coming month is a good time to do all this °ne ,°f S°gar’ °“e tablesP°°n of vanilla and
nces, or, still worse, resorting to drugs or other .___., ___ , , . . two stacks of grated chocolate. Place over adevices, to induce or prolong sleep Boring is W°Jk- and then rt may ** cons,dered fa,rly over kettle of boiline water until ith« a 
the very demoralization of the sfeep function, I and done w1*1^ f°r the ye**- By laying in a pair f ^ itrhaa a d^rap-
and from that pernicious habit arises much pf the I of sheets and bolsters, two pairs of pillow cases Iiearance- Lo°* before spreading on cake..,, ..t, • • > 

acertely wakefU- bdf a dozen towels, and table linen in proper- , cocoanut ruimmo.“SX M sfSSvSi i. «ki «■« k«p. <■» r,. .f1 ** *—-* rr*
upon the face of the fact that nature Ls provided P1/. and » never, so to speak, in a strapped con- 'mk one b°u'> ‘hen let 1)0,1 *Baln ; add the 
the night, wherein no man can or ought to work, ditionin this respect. A friend came to me two yolks of three and one cup of sugap.
Instead oftoying to lay down arbitrary rules as years ago with the remark • " We find now that Bake in a slow oveD- Whip the whites light

t&sevMæ*-t*«... J$u~»• * w». **
which will be at night if the day has been spent change of sheets ; we must go to work at once furniture polish.
to honest energetic labor. When you awake, Upon a web of sheeting !” This was in Julv 0ne plnt boiled, linseed oil, one wineglass of
wdlti tStiïiof^nh/^L8UifCienvly npt the Pleasantest time of year for staying vtilegar> two of turpentine ; shake bottle 
than sunrise. The difficulties about sleerTand indoors a“d “wing; wearing apparel may come and rak Wel1 °" wlth a flaDnel clo1ih- Polish 
sleeplessness—apart from dreams—are almost Ilater. but it is best to get that done early wltb a llnen cloth- . .
^w£L i frU,t8r0flperVe^eL relusal to comply too, not later than April or May so that humbugs.’
case ofa m^who^nno^dl^aTTÈ ‘or y°U haVe the comfort of wearing nice dean ,°™ pi“‘ 8nga/> tablespoon of butter, half-pint 
rather, who, having fallen asleep, wakes. If he print 8°wns 88 8000 as the house cleaning is . lng water ’ b°“ until it sna|is in water. Stir 
is what is called strong-minded, he thinks, or I over- A few simple calico wrappers Are the best ™ half a teaspoonful of oil peppermint and cut

SSSfiSSSSHftvSi hto induce deep. Before long the thinking or In fact- 1 think it the best plan to have all your <pule a lancy dish °f- Butter some slices of 
reading fails to induce deep, and habitual sleep- summer dresses made early in the spring The bread about half an inch thick, cut in long strips
^ZBefto dint TSe^efW^^^l^t f-sUonsare shown by A^ril, and whatuse 'atTt-°ne ,luarter inch wide, pUe around your 
would only rouse himself on waking, and get un I M there m waitinK until half the summer is over I dlsh llke a snake fence> zig z*g, and having 
and do a full day’s work of any sort;’and not dore before you get your sewing done, and thus have grated your cheese, pour it neatly into the centre 
hhaifiL» «^LWk^nu,eXt Dlght came round, I dresses left half worn and old-fashioned for the °f tke d“k> with the slightest dust of Cayenne
be rewarded by atle^p o? nine'Tt?h^ure^ïï 86a8°n- 1 shalI.^e yon 8°me fashions ^ over !t' Serve a fork and spoon ; or
length ; and one or two of these manful struggles I next month- Something dmple and pretty in an°ther way is to grate the cheese upon a folded
agMMt a£i27e£ed tendency to abnormal Kbit cnrtains and “sh curtains is shown ; and you napkin 011 a l,retty glass dish, And serve with
The cureofsleeplessness ^*^0^1“^^ whf0 ar(;wondering ,lowy°c can replace tl.e worn «^ “lone. The end of the celery is dipped
sleep is a state of naturri mhrniKl fin^T ” faded Curtams> raay do 80 at comparatively I mt° the cheese and eaten instead of bread.
Ypu cannot tamper with the striking of a cW little expense> and have something fresh and 
the oHerlvT. ”g * ““V?11 cann°t tamper with sweef- that will, besides, have the advantage of

s rsa îx-ï» r* “d or **
orderly performance of that function depends* ‘
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Hints to Housekeepers.

as good as new. I A morning hand bath in cold salt water is de= 
dot white Swiss muslin, that is, with I light fully invigorating.

’ I ‘!“e dot almoat ‘he size of a ten-cent piece; cut W fresh"buttermilk made from sweet cream
r . ,. VW 10 11,11,1 Dresses. the length required for sash, hem an inch wide is a serviceable drink in diabetes

druggist’a *( aKut a^untom'^For ^ the “ '"n'' “f* °M «°1'1’ white and blùe, Saif and vinegar, applied hot, are good for
.ehalf of it and sta^p'm abmit one^uart of Le n “i taSSC‘ ^ f°T the pur- C'eaning brass- whieh «hould afterwanlbe

boning water for about'hilf.4n hour or more • P ’ 116 two ln,ler edges. Old gold fringe lshed with fine ashes.
Fortartnwr0Ugh ’ apPearS t0 bl1 most admirtid- B takes one width The, best thing topolish eye-glasses andsoe-to

m îtrs “It âd
îhoMtin If lb7' 1 n°t ir0n Cith<‘‘ the silk or USed’ anf look very pretty. Fringe the .same as leak as effectually * *01 .^lder ’ * ?P “
cleandimior to rin, J?Sf 'ï ïel'y much sP'led, use 88811, only on the inner edges. _ Never use lye to clean tin ; it will soon snoil it

s,ts? -d, odd£r„.
inhcC, wârltthCB,Laf1r;VaShi',g- «iouolate .1B1.LV. MaW starch, and tea
dress to soak in a tub' of lie lLmr with"1, SeV®" spoonf,lls of grated chocolate, the same a'vUt the size of a {«a-
water added before cleaning or washing The °‘ WhUe sugar> onc CUP sweet cream • mix well upon it a nh ch oMd» V ‘ °f C0tt0n batting, put

*Ss,;,ii“assrbb;;: tr f ....» 10 k“" “;*™-The dress should be wet all over. Use m™' • D" f°rget to lnU a good handful of sugar prince a Lmral Pr°C,e8S that will
damp mThfewihaMUt WatCr" ,Pless while still yo«r 1'a"tiake battw 801116 morning. It makes about a reaction, will c'.relcold “simnto 
ZZ. r,US m,t 1UJUre thc delicate a »«* change. ing fresh air largely, VdeSp^S^:

The liquor in which soan bark l,a«l , , ln'' hen >0'’ ,bo11 r,vt‘- to two cups of rice add "'mf t0 !11Pau incipient cold in the bud

!»:."SfÆSÇftpss* “-............................ a I

than glycérine.

1
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side emd, t"Ter’ and a tea3ix,0nful deposited in- ht Ô , Tlg- next to.the foot, as the chill 
treatment ® com'irlse8 the whole of the
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thatonly a very soft one should be used then. When 
an oilcloth has been neglected, and by faulty wash
ings or dryings the water or ends has been allow
ed to settle and dry between the rough surfaces, 
a brush is the only thing that will thoroughly re
move it; but it should be a soft one and used as 
lightly as possible, but just enough scouring done 
to loosen and remove the sediment.

Use clean, warm water, or milk and water, which 
is much to be preferred when it can be conveni
ently obtained. With a clean flannel cloth wash as 
large a space as you can without doing much reach
ing. Have a dry cloth of flannel or coarse crash 
for a wiper, and after wiping as well as the wrung 
out damp cloth will admit, go over it again with 
the dry cloth, being careful that no sediment is 
left in the corrugated surface, and wipe thorough
ly dry. Go over the whole floor in this way, then 
let it stand until all the dampness has disappear

ed and it is perfectly dry. Warm 
some linseed oil, and with a flannel 
cloth apply it while yet warm to 
the oilcloth. The trouble with most 
housewives when using oil is that 
they use too much, when a little 
is all that is necessary. Rub a very 
little into the oilcloth, just enough 
to give it a nice gloss. If too much 
is- used it will be worse than none, 
for the cloth will be sticky, and 
catch and keep every particle of 
dust touching it. If linseed oil is 
not convenient, kerosene will do 
very well, but even this should 
be used sparing'y, or like the lin
seed it will do more harm than . 
good. In the country, skim-milk * 
is often used for washing oilcloth, 
and is an excellent thing for this 
purpose, as it gives the cloth a 
beautiful gloss and dispenses with

Bau kok Soiled Linen. — A 
receptacle for soiled handkerchiefs, 
cuffs and col'ars can be made by 
taking a Turkish towel of pretty 
design, sew it together until within 
six inches of the fringe on the 
wrong side, then turn the fringed 
ends over and make a hem in the 
folded part of about two inches, 

leaving a space for strings on each side. Use 
satin ribbon two inches wide of two contrasting ' 
colors. Olive green and red look pretty. Make 
a large bow of the two colors, tie it and sew it on 
the side of the bag. Run the ribbon in at each 
end so that it will form strings to hang by of the 
two colors.

Another Bao.—A bag suitable for gentlemen 
be made by covering a piece of pasteboard 

with satin or any material not too heavy. The 
board must be about nine inches deep, eigh 
inchesjround. Gather a pretty strip of silk and 
sew to the covered baud of pasteboard, run 
the edges together, and draw the end together 
to form a bag. Sew a tassel of silk to the end.
The si k must be about seven inches in depth. 
Make three points of velvet six inches in width, 
and seven in depth. You can line these scallops, 
and work them in button bole stitch, or trim 
them with pretty tinseled cord. Sew these to 
the top of your bag to form a lambrequin, 
Hang by strings formed of cord or ribbon ten 
inches long. Sew the cord around the edge of 
the bag. Make a plain bag for the lining of any 
thin material and baste to the inside. If yon 

ribbon, use more ribbon and form a bow,

Bread Making, often, she knows does not require as much care;
Who does not remember their small efforts at while the former, being in constant use, needs to 

bread making ! What a world of manipulation be looked after very carefully, in order to have 
the 'pî6cB~ôf dough received from our small 
hands, and what a dull grey color it was in com
parison with Sarah’s large white loaves. The 
workmanship on ours was by far the most elabor
ate! if mother? would only try to, study more 
the varied tastes of their children, they would 
find themselves well repaid for their trouble.
Too often she is forced to dismiss the little en
quirer with, "Oh, -I am too busy now ; you 
must go and play.” So the wee mite has to con
tent himself, and try to find amusement. But sweeping, if it looks dull and dusty, go over it, a 
how ? for that which would attract one child 
will not amuse another. A pencil, paper and 
transfer patterns to copy will amuse many a 
child by the hour ; while a train of cars, a steam
boat on wheels or a small steam engine will 

of delight to a child -It

sfe^-
it present as good an appearance as possible. 
An oilcloth that has been neglected, aside from 
its not looking as well, will not last as long as 
the one that has been cared for carefully.

Too frequent washing, no matter how well it 
is done, will not improve oilcloth in the end. 
Usually this is the kind of treatment it receives, 
for few housewives seem to recognize the difference 
between a dusty oilcloth and a dirty one, and 
treat both the same. After it has had a thorough

-

à-

little at a time, with a dry mop cloth, frequently 
shaking the cloth outside to relieve it of the 
dust collected in its work, and it will look as 
bright as though washed, and will wear a great 
deal longer. Frequent dustings of the oilcloth

É

V1 iliKi- v. improve a source
of mechanical tastes. And they 
are never too young to have their 
tastes developed (vand mothers could 
not do better than study them, for 
thrir own comfort. A small pet, 
such as white mice, pigeons, rabbi ts, 
or a little puppy or kitten, is no 
end of delight to-children, but they 
must be taught to be kind to them.
If they show a disposition-to be 
cru?! or neglectful, take the pet 
away>, Few children care' to read, 
but all love to listen ; so make the 
reward of each day. A story read 
aloud—something short, so it will 
not weary—this will teach tliem to 
think, and cultivate the taste for 
reading:»: and try ’ to select such 
stories, ps will be instructive as well 
as amusing,

. - f it nitL

A Youthful Cook’s Soliloquy.
When sfster Sue was married, ,* J ■

Nbr broil nor bake nor stew.
She looked like an angel,
ASÎMÆÆnW.And felt so too,*! guess.
But when they went to keeping 

house, -
And Bridget ran away.

She couldn’t get a breakfast.
And Fred looked glum all day.

^pretty home with gloom
She cried till her nose was red.

And all the things she tried to cook 
Were fit for pigs, she said.

So things went on from bad to worse.
Till Cfearity Jones came In

And staid and showed her day by day 
How and where to begin.

And all Fred’s smiles came quickly back. 
And aU his pleasant ways ;

And Sue can cook like mother now. 
Whether Bridget goes or stays.

But one thing sure I’ll settle at once—
I never will risk such a chance;

I’ll learn to bake and broil and stew.
And everything else In -advance.

I’ll make some cookies this very day.
And a merry tune I’ll hum ;

And if Jimmy don’t flatter the other girls. 
May be I’ll give him some.
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BREAD MAKING.

will save it many washings and the housewife 
also some extra time and strength. A long han
dled mop is just the thing for this work, for with 
its aid the floor can be gone o'ver in one-half the 
time, or even less, than if done by hand, and look 
every bit as bright and clean.

Never use qoap in the water when washing oil
cloth; it is good for a great many things, but this 
is not one of them. It will, to be sure, remove 
Any grease or dirt there may be; but with it, it 
will also remove the paint and fade the colors. 
An oilcloth that has been always washed in soap 
and water is easily discovered by its faded look. 
Ammonia should never be used in the water, 
which is one of the few things for which it can
not be recommended, although some women use 
it for this work. It may not injure the colors nor 
remove the paint, but deadensthe lustre and gives 
to the cloth a dull, dead look. There are veiy few 
housewives that do not know that a brush should 
be used on oilcloth only on rare occasions, and
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Washing Oilcloth.
To keep: oilcloth looking nice it is essential 

that proper attention shall be given to the wash- 
• ing of it. Nothing will ruin it quicker than 

carelessness in this, and it will take but very few 
washings of this kind to do it. A good house
wife is more careful of her oilcloth than of her 
best carpet, for the latter, not being in use as
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^CncU Uom’» department. are wearying somewhat with my story, and you 
want to know what all this has to do with you, 
girls and boys of out country homes. Let the 
portrait speak thus to you :—“ People often say 
to. me : * I don’t sep how you accomplish so 
much. Where dp you get the time to do the 
work you do ?’ but 1 can only tell them that all 
I have ever accomplished has not been owing to 
favorable circumstances, ‘good luck,’ so called, 
but to hard work—hard work. I commenced 
life for myself when I was seventeen, since when 
f have not had a dollar from any one to help me. 
Perhaps my life has been, comparatively speak
ing a busy one, for if I wish to accomplish any
thing I find I jnust be busy. I never read a 
novel in my life, simply because»! never had time 
to do so.” Add to this his wife’s testimony, 
and then I leave you to apply the lesson I have 
sought to teach. “ My husband is always work
ing. Jf he undertakes anything and fails to ac
complish it in ane waÿj he works at it until he 
gain* his end in some other way. He never gives 
up. He plans out all his work, systematizes it, 

M particular hours for doing each part of 
nen we commenced life together we were 

. I remember, for a time we cooked our 
potatoes in a dipper. I can only testify, as he 
has done, that all he accomplishes is the result 
of hard work"

6—Beheadings. i
My whole means to harmonise. Behead, and It 

means to give for a short time. Behead again, and 
It means the last part. Behead and prefix, and It 
means also. Edith Robinson.

.
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My Dear Nephews and Nieces :—As 
• I have reason to think you were interested 

in your last visit to my studio, according to pro
mise I again invite you to come with me and 
spend another evening in my picture gallery. 
Since last we met I trust you have enjoyed the 
pleasant evenings of this really beautiful winter 
(beautiful in Ontario, at least), and that much 
goodly knowledge and many pleasant memories 
have been laid in store during the month that has 
just passed away.

But you wish to turn to the pictures—the 
language of those eyes is, “ Please, draw the 
curtain aside.” Gladly, my boys and girls, for 
your will is my pleasure, now that I am host. 
You recognize the centre picture—it was the 
first we studied this year ; to the right is the 
next we examined, while to the left here is the 
one to which I would call your attention. You 
will notice it is much the same in style as the 
one to the right; the most prominent feature in 
the picture is a portrait of a gentleman. Scenes 
illustrative of his life form the background. It 
is worth your while to study that face—it is not 
a common one. Those drawn brows, that 
thoughtful, pre-occupied look, bespeak 
est, busy life—a life that is not being frittered 
away. Were I to tell you the name of the gen
tleman represented in the portrait, you would 
recognize it at once as one of the leading 
in one of the strongest religious denominations 
in Canada, and pastor of a large and flourishing 

» congregation in one of our cities. We shall 
return to the leading figure again, and now for 
the scenes in the background. It will take 
some study to read their interpretation.

You wonder what interpretation can possibly 
be read from a somewhat dilapidated building to 
the left of the background, and an apparently 
tasteful, commodious structure to the right 
That is all you see in the first glance—look 
again—if the picture be a true one it will bear 
study. Ah! you are beginning to “interpret.” 
You see, there is a view of the inside as well as of 
the outside. In the building to the left a few 
faithful workers — the “remnant” which is 
found everywhere where once Gospel privileges 
have been enjoyed—are striving to keep the 
church afloat—nothing more. You -can see the 
listless attitude of the sparse number of 
shippers ; you can almost hear the dragging, 
discordant notes of that part of worship which is 
called praise. It is no untrue representation the 
artist has depicted on canvas.
Christian land of ours are to be found just such 
places and phases of worship.

Now turn with

i
j

, I
9—A Cross.

: Diagram.
* * * 
* * * 
* * » 
* * * 
* * * 
* * * 
♦ * * 
• * * 
* * *

1— A pin.
2— Queer.
3— Since.
4— Competitor. %
5— A port.
6— Encircled.
7— An animal.
8 -A capsule. t-AfishT

Henry Reeve.
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: 6 10—Numerical Enigma. i
« My whole Is an adage.

My 5,7,10,18, M, 82, means to quiet.
My 5,0,1,4,2, is a small animal.
My 13, IS, 22, 23, Is to scatter.
My 20,19, 6. 21,24, means hues.
My 9,1,18,11, means to fret.
My 17,3,15,12, means delighted.—A. T. Reeve 

11—Charade.
Who Is it? that has all the sway.
As he seta last his sanctum gay :

And at the end of every yt ar.
Doth all the prizes pay—

is 11 n ri
■ i«
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Uncle Tom.
Who Is It? that prime ink and quill. 
Would prime wisdom our minds instil 

And at the end of every year,
■ His promises fulfil—

ji I?
;i

! and Uncle Tom.it Who is It ? Captain of our crew. 
Sailing entire our vessel, too ;

Ana at the end of every year. 
Rewards the faithful few—

ind*! ,ii

i f
;Uncle Tom. 

Fair Brother. 1an cam- 41
Uncle Tom.Ml 12—A Geographical Hunt.

„ My (Cape E. of N. America) (river In the N. W. 
Territories) said to me one day, let us have a hunt 
(IdAnd In the Gulf of St. Lawrence). Says I, we 
will (Cape east of New Brunswick) the (Lake to 
Kewattn), and have a (Lake in Quebec) one. We 
ww a (town in France) (mountains In New Hamp
shire) (Island In the St. Lawrence River) and a 
(Channel N. of Hudson Bay) have a (Newfoundland 
Cape) hi a (Lake In Ontario) swamp ; they ran Into 
a (Bay east Cape Breton) and got all (Lake In 
Xnt*ri°>- A? we were going up a (Island east pf 
the United States) (point west of Australia) hill we 
saw twoJGulf In the Mediterranean Sea) and a (city 
in New York) have a pitched (river in the North- 

v ”e,billed them, which soon made (river 
to British Colombia) we found a (sea to Europe) 
(river to Idaho) to (Gulf east of Africa) and my (Isle 
to the Irish Sea) shot him with his (river to the 
Northwest Territory) and (Islands to Oceania). We 
also saw a (Island In Lake Michigan) taking a (city 
to England) ; but a (Lake to Quebec) came along 
chasing an (river to West Virginia), which frighte 
ened it, and we saw It no more. I lost myself 
(river in Montana) (Cape south of South America), 
and as the (Lake north of the United States) season 
w&8 at hand, the (mountain in Alaska) heinic at a 
close, we had no (port off Patagonia) to go farther.

______ Fair Brother.

I; Panics.
1—Numerical Enigma.

If atwp-wheeled vehicle you would seek.
Place in order my 1,*, 4,8.
You’dhaveby placing to rank my 6, 3. 4, ‘
Something that qniokiy would burn with a roar.
te'sr.TZ'î
But now set together my 8, 4, 1, 2,
And you'U have something arranged to pass through. '

i
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You lfn°thare trylng *° merit Heaven,

Nora English.
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2—Illustrated Rebus. i
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dC IAnswers to February Puzzles.
1.—Finger-ring. 1
2- What’s a table richly spread. 

Without a lady at its head.
1-j
iA 3—Want, wan.

D :4— Standiniyitill is childish folly.

None shall patiently endure 
Any ill that he can cure ;

Onward keep the march of time.
Key I^bcdkfqhirlmnoprbtuwtI 

lUYWTOSRPINMLKEHGPDACBj
5— Ah, must we prize our blessings.

When from our grasp they have forever
flown ;

We mourn in the winter twilight,
For ^urnmer^ days whose joys were half

wor 1
j

;
3 -Hidden Quadrupeds. 

Come for your music at twelve. 
Cedric owes me five dollars.
Do girls attend this school ?
You go at six and I will go at twelve 
I abhor seeing that boy.

IAik over this

!
<

1me to tlie inside view of^the 
structure on the right. Our eyes are gladdened 
to see the large number of earnest, young faces— 
just such faces as I imagine my nieces and 
nephews to have. A band of busy workers they 
—ready and glad to second and assist any 
ment that will be to the edifying of either mind 
or heart. The surroundings suggest comfort and 
convenience without idle extravagance - just as 
our homes should be. Having thus studied the 
picture, do you ask for the interpretation ? The 
first is a church whose pastor is indolent, 
less unfit indeed to 1

4—Hidden Birds. 
John was not a popular king.
Caspar row fast for they are after ns 
Men generally rob in the dark.

i
<6— Hawk.

7— Fork, rake, mower.
One little grain In the sandy bars
ÆKr.t:£l?,ïr

One little hour in a year of hours. 
What if it makes or what if It mars.

1
Floren

5—Drop Vowel.
Th-r- -s n-th-ng s- k-ngly -s k-ndn-ss 

n-th-ng s- r-y-1 -s 1 r-Ih. Carrie Eedy.

Henry.? ]

j
-rd

-movc- »6—Tr A nsposition . 8— iAewn ew egt ot dneoyr meoh—
Emvh cv’we vareltled orguhth eflis arfi 
ym ew ese het loomedwe notrhe,
Ehrew ew lalisl eh idr fo acre.

Frank Riddle.
7—Buried Girls’ and Boys’ Names

3 —Look at Ernest, how fast he runs 
he wiU find ».°h PKPa K3Ve Ber,ie is I dare say

a ntfscratohed so^-kitty had a fit
haste, Fred, Winnie has a long letter 

fiom father. Come, take your hat, for Winnie is ?n 
you I the garden. Beatrice Mathias

ID P
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T T E C
AMOROSO

GALENI8ME I I Ecure-
“ watchman ”—the

second shows the transformation which 
est faithful pastor may accomplish, and which 
time and again lias been the result of the lal-ois 
of him whose portrait you

O T O T 
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iO-When we gather round the fireside, 

w hen the evening hours are long. 
We can blend our hearts and voices 

In a happy social song ;
W e can guide some erring brother. 

Lead him from the path of wrong.
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i 9- e In every human being there are many grains 

of gold. When one is down, even by indiscre
tions of his own, do not stoop to throw addi
tional mud upon him. Strive rather to reach 

■ him a helping hand to extricate him from the 
mire in which he is wallowing. This is true man
hood.

To Wash Buckskin Glover.—Make a suds and 
add a half a tablespoonful of the magical mixture 
to it and wash the gloves in it ; or you may put 
them on your hands, taking a small piece of sponge 
or soft flannel and dipping it into the suds mb it 
over the gloves until they are cleansed, rinsing 
them with clear water. Hang where the wind will 
blow them dry, or pull them in shape and dry by 
the fire.

Oatmeal Flour Blano Manor.—Into one qt. 
of slightly salted boiling milk stir -In 2{ Targe 
tablespoonfuls of oat flour, a piece of butter and a 
tablespoonful of sugar. Boil for twenty minutes 
and turn into a wetted mould, or it may be eaten 
warm. Cream end sugar form the best sauce. 
This is very nice for invalids or infants, being 
very light and! easy of digestion.

A pretty receptacle for soiled handkerchiefs 
and laces is made by taking a palm leaf fa* and 
covering it with cretonne plush or satin; make a 
pocket of one-fourth yard of the same material 
hemmed and shirred at the top to reach across 
the fan from the handle. Tack this across the 
bottom and trim. Trim all around with a pinked 
pleated edge of the same material, ribbon or lace. 
Tie a large bow on the" handle, which is also 
covered with the same material as the rest, and 
fasten to the wall in dressing room.

Coloring Whitewash for Interior Walls. 
—Coloring matter may be stirred into whitewash 
to make any desired shade. Spanish brown will 
make a red-pink, more or less deep according to 
quantity used. Finely, pulverized common clay 
mixed with Spanish brown makes a reddish stone 
co'or. Chrome yellow for ye" low color, and if small 
quantity is used, a cream. Use indigo for different 
shades of blue, and indigo and chrome yellow for 
green. Green pigments cannot be safe'y used with 
lime, as the lime will injure the co’or, and the 
green will cause the wash to peel off. For different 
shades of red, mix Venetian red and Spanish 
brown in various proportions. Lampb'ackwillgive 
a pretty gray if used in proper proportions witp 
the whitewash.

The aroma of red cedar is fatal to house moths ; 
the aroma of black walnut leaves is fatal to fleas. 
It is a matter of common observation that persons 
engaged in the business of making shingles out 
of odoriferous cypress timber, in ma'arial districts, 
are rarely, if ever, affected by malarial diseases, 
and that persons engaged in distilling turpentine 
do not suffer from either malarial diseases or con
sumption. It is said when cholera was epidemic 
in Memphis, Tenn., persons working in livery 
stables were entirely exempt from it. It is affirm, 
ed that since the destruction of the clove trees on 
the Island of Ternate the colony has suffered 
from epidemics unknown before ; and in times 
when cholera has prevailed in London and Paris, 
those employed in the perfumery factories have 
escaped its ravages.—[Boston Journal of Chemis-

itI
i 1 e•s m I
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Names of those who have Sent Cor
rect Answers to Feb. Puzzles.

Robert Wilson, Llbble Hindley, Henry Reeve, 
Edith Robinson. Clara Witmore. Mary Robinson, 
Helen Connell, À. Hawkins, E. Eulalia Farltnger, 
Mary E. Sudden, Samuel Allright, Russell Boss,
—---- ia Dennee, Emma SI leers, Arthur T. Reeve,
Nora English, Cecelia Fairbrother, David Hunter, 
Carrie Eedy, Douglas Japp, Geo. H. Stokes, Frank 
Riddle, Lime Orerar, Austin McCredle, Alice 
Cousins, A. G. Ford, Nellie Samson, Thos. McGurdy, 
Eva Courser, Irvine Devttt, W. B. Anderson.
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I A man too busy to take care of his health is 
like a mechanic too busy to take care of his tools.

Thin soup; according to an Irish mendicant, 
“is a quart of water boiled down to a pint to make 
it strong.”

The oonquerer is regarded with awe; the wise 
man commands our esteem; but it is the benevo
lent man who wins our affections.

Go out of doors and get the air. Ah, if yon 
knew what was in the air. See what your robust 
neighbor who never feared to live in it has got 
from it; strength, cheerfulness, power to con. 
vince, heartiness and equality to each event.— 
[Emerson.

“ You must not do that, my dear,” said a 
mother to her four-year-old daughter. “Nice 
little girls never do so,” “ Yes they do, mammi, 
sometimes; didn't you just see me do .it.!” was 
the bright retort

Not Exactly English, You Know.—An 
Englishman travelling on the continent had hired 
a smart seivant, and on arriving at an inn in 
Austria one evening, knowing well the stringency 
of the police regulations, he called for the usual 
register of travellers that he might du’y inscribe 
himself therein. His servant replied that he had 
anticipated his wishes, and had registered him in 
full form “as an Englishman of independent pro
perty.” “But how have yon put down my name? 
I have not told it to yon.” “Ican’t exact y 
pronounce it, but I copied it from monsieur’s 
portmanteau.” “But it is not there. Bring 
the book.” What was,his amazement at finding, 
instead of a very plain English name of two 
y'.ab’es, the following portentous entry of 
himself; “Monsieur Warrantedsolidleather. "

A Careful Reader. — I happened in a Da
cota sett’er’s house one day whi'e we were waiting 
for something and noticed the first volume of 

■’s Cyclopedia” on a shelf, each vo'ume 
of said work being about the size of one of the un
abridged dictionaries and very closely printed. I 
casua'ly suggested that it was a good thing to 
have in the house, or words to that effect. “Yes,” 
he rep ied, “it’s handy. I only got the first book.” 
How does it happen you haven’t the others’” 
“W’y you see I got it of an agent when I was liv
in’ down in Iowa, an’ ‘bout six months after round 
lie come again an’ knocked at the door an’ I open
ed it an’ says he: .Mister,here’s the secon’ book 
of your cyclopredy.’Cit out!’ says I, ‘I ain’t got 
the first one read yet!’and I made him go, too. W’y, 
jes’ think of it, that was nigh on to ten years ago, 
an’ I ain’t more’n two-thirds through this now, an’ 
my wife is only jes’ nicely started on the ‘Bs’! It 
took a pile o’ brains to make it; but for all that I 
don’t mind sayin’ that I think it’s got it’s dry 
streaks jes’ ike other books. ”—[Chicago Tribune.
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I think the Advocate the best of all aericultural 

papers for the farmer. I have taken it for ten 
years, and find that it improves every year, and 
the more I see it and read the solid facts ft contains 
the more I like it, and the more I would hate to 
part with It. Hoping that you will continue so 
valuable a paper many years, I remain yours ttnly, 
—Philip A. Toll, Ouvry P. O., Kent Co„ Ont.

Never Mini.
What’s the use of always fretting 

At the trials we shall find 
Ever strewn along our pathway ? 

Travel on and never mind.
Travel onward, working, hoping.

Cast no lingering look behind 
At the trials once encountered—

Look ahead and never mind.
What is past is past forever.

Let all fretting be resigned;
It will never help the matter—

Do your best and never mind.
And if those who might befriend you. 

Whom the ties of nature bind. 
Should refuse to do their duty.

Look to Heaven and never mind.
Friendly words are often spoken. 

When the feelings are unkind ;
Take them for their real value.

Pass them by and never mind.
Fates may threaten, clouds may lower. 

Enemies may be combined:
If your trust In God Is steadfast.

He will help you, never mind.
-H. B. 8.

A Woman at Dinner.
“Who are the best companions at a dinner ?"
“ Women are almost invariably good company, 

but you should remember never to waste a good 
dinner on a woman. They have absolutely no 
idea of the delicacies and beauties of a thorough
ly balanced dinner, and the younger they are the 
less able are they to appreciate the work of the 
accomplished chief. There is scarcely a woman in 
New York who would not rather put on a new 
gown and eat a wretched dinner amid the splen
dor of Delmonico’s or the Brunswick than eat a 
capital one at a lowly restaurant. A man, on the 
other hand, had rather eat a good dinner in a 
hovel than a bad one in a palace. What the 
women like is lots of tinsel, gold, cut-glass, col
ored lights, gorgeous ice, graceful champagne 
glasses and strains of music. Give them these 
things and they don’t care a rap for the rest. If 
you take a stupid friend to dinner you staud a 
very fair chance of having your meal spoiled, un
less he is a very old friend. If you know him 
very well you may indulge in long periods ot si
lence—the privilege of old friendship—and devote 
your entire attention to the dinner. In this case 
a stupid friend is often a b’essiug in disguise, fos 
it is very annoying at times to be obliged to keep 
up a running fire of small talk when there ir 
more important business at hand.”—New York 
Sun.

Wooden Bowls.—In buying a new wooden 
bowl, it is well to remember that if you grease it 
well on the inside, and stand it near the fire where 
it will soak in, it will save it from cracking.

Dandruff.—J. B., Tompkins County, N. Y.: 
Dandruff is a scurfy matter which exfoliates from 
the skin. It is caused by a diseased condition, 
produced generally by uncleanliness and the use 
of hair oils and grease on the head and by want 
of washing. To prevept it the head should be 
washed every morning with water and soap and 
rubbed dry with a towel. This will cure the 
trouble if persevered in. If any hair-dressing is 
used, a simple oil, as oil of almonds, mixed with 
an equal part of pure alcohol, or bay rum and a 
few drops of tincture of Spanish fly, may be rubbed 
on the hair and skin of the head immediately 
after the hair is rubbed dry. The rubbing is very 
beneficial to the skin,
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*AUCTION BALE OPNEW ADVERTISEMENTS.«... T ”'5 Kftfetfc

A Notkwqbthy Machine.—In this number 
of the Advocate, among our advertisements 
will be found .a cut of the Toronto Light Steel 

*. Binders—manufactured by the Massey Manu
facturing Co., of Toronto, the largest manufac
turers of agricultural machinery in the Dominion 
—as operated in the field. This machine has 
played a prominent part in the harvest 
the world and has given universal satisfaction. It 
is the latest production in this line of the Massey 
Co., and on its construction has been concen
trated the most advanced and practical ideas yet 
developed in the scientific world as regards the 
manufacture of grain-saving machinery. Its sale 
has-been very extensive, over 3,000 alone being 
sold in Canada last year ; and for elegance of 
design, lightness, simplicity, strength, neatness, 
and ease of operation, it is considered to be the 

• p. leading Self-binding Harvester yet produced. It 
can easily be handled by an ordinary farm hand, 
and in its construction special attention has been 
directed towards adapting it for the harvesting 
of all kinds of grain on all kinds of ground. In 
addition to all the Provinces of Canada, the 
Toronto Binder is used in the harvest field of nine 
different foreign countries. The Massey Manu
facturing Co„ with their accustomed enterprise, 
and in order to meet the demands of their 
numerous customers, and to facilitate shipment, 
have purchased tile warehouse near the old Grand 
Trunk Station, London, recently occupied by the 
Joseph Hall Manfg. Co., and have also established 
show rooms at 143 King Street, in this city, 
where samples of their productions may be seen, 
and a full line of repairs and smaller implements 
are kept constantly on hand.

BbüAK üp the Clods.—The Acme Pulver
izing Harrow, manufactured by Duane . Nash, 
of Millington, N. J., is a very valuab imple
ment, and is highly spoken of by all the fannëre 
we are acquainted with who have used it. Mr. 
Richard Gibson, of Delaware, the noted breeder 
of Shorthorns, has one. He says he would rather 
dispense with any implement on the farm than 
it

The following Seedsmen’s Catalogues have been 
received :

Jno. A._Bruce & Co., Hamilton ; R. Evans & 
Go., Hamilton ; J. A. Simmers, Toronto ; Geo. 
Keith, Toronto ; Steele Bros. & Co., Toronto ; 
Wm. Rennie, Toronto ; Win. Evans, Montreal ; 
R. Ewing & Co., Montreal ; Jno. S. Pearce A Co., 
London ; Geo. Leslie & Son, Leslie, Ont.; A. G.' 
Hull, St Catharines, Ont. ; Peter Henderson, 
New York; Hiram Sibley, Rochester, N. Y.; 
Grosman Bros. Rochester, N. Y. ; Ellwanger & 
Barry, Rochester, N. Y. ; Jas. Vick, Rochester, 
N.,.Y.;D. M. Ferry & Co., Windsor, Ont.; J. T. 
Lovett & Co., Little Silver, New' Jersey ; S. 
Wilson, Mechanicsville, Pa. ; Jas. J. H. Gregory 
Marblehead, Mass.; J. A. Everett & Co., Indian
apolis, Ind. ; T. M. Lang, St. Paul, Minn.

tint V -

A.J.C.C. JERSEYS iarThe Farmer’s Advocate refuses hundreds of 
dollars offered for advertisements suspected of 
being of a swindling character. Nevertheless, we 
cannot undertake to relieve our readers from the 
need of exercising common prudence on their own 
behalf. They must judge for themselves whether 
the goods advertised can. In the nature of things, 
be furnished for the price asked. They will fii 1 It 
a good rule to be careful about extraordinary t re
gains, and they can always find safety In doubti d 
cases by paying for goods only upon their deliver .

a
I will sell at Public Auction In the

CITY
—ON—

Friday, March 9th, 1888,
—ABOUT—

T

I . to
ent;-T,-77 fit:.vitrtlfpyj Afields of Ti

25 HEAD OF JBBSEYS m ttiiAUCTION BALE OF ai isd
Hi «le ni... CUfYDiPIIflDlTC consisting of Bulls, Cows and Heifers. The cattleuign uiass MUMimuiNa

at Maple Lodge Stock Farm, on tug the best families.
THURSDAY, MARCH 89th, 1888, Catalogues readytordh let, giving

Commencing promptly at two o’clock. I will sell For place, time and terms of sale drop me a 
without reserve at above place and time postal and catalogues wall be forwarded.

18 CHOICE SHORTHORN CATTLE. D. T. ROGERS,
Including specimens of Crulckshank and other 266-b CAYUGA, OUT.
Scotch blood, and several very desirable animals 
chiefly bred from the best Bates’ families. Eight of 
the number will be young bulls of extra quality and 
10 females, from one to four years old, from our best 
milking families. All females of breeding age will 
be in calf to our grand young stock bull, Duke of 
Colonus - 9,288—, They are In good breeding con
dition. and will give satisfaction to the purchaser.

Terms Nine months’ credit on approved joint 
notes, or eight per cent, off for cash.

Morning and evening trains from east and west 
on G.T. Hallway and from north and south on L.H.
& B. Railway stop at Lucan Crossing, one mile east 
of our stables (28 miles west of Stratford and 16 
miles north of London), and the Mall train from the 
east, arriving at 1 o’clock, will stop at the farm to let 
passengers off who wish to attend the sale. Every
one who comes will be made welcome, whether he 
wishes to buy or not. Send for a catalogue.
JAS. S. SMITH, Maple Lodge P. 0„ Ont.

A. BROWN, Avonton, Auetioneer.

W1a1
t •" -J .itiîîiti! II

Fc
4’

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE. 4

1
^yiLL BE SOLD ON

Wednesday, March 81st, 1888,
at Wood lawn Farm, Anoaster, three miles from 

Copetowr Station, G, T. R„
T

mei

30 PURE BRED BATES SHORTHORN CATTLE :

n4(25 Females and 5 Males.)

10 HEAD OF DURHAM GRADES, 6 YOUNG 
HORSES, ALSO 17 GOOD LEICESTER SHEEP.

Or

E1The Cattle are a flue lot, with sound and reliable 
pedigrees, and well worthy the attention of the 
public Sale to commence at 11 o’clock a m. Seven 
months credit will be given on all sums over $10. 
Catalogues will be ready about the 15th February 
Conveyances will meet all trains at Copetown 
Station. Lunch at noon.

JOHN IRELAND, COPETOWN P. O. 
WM. TSMPLAK, JBRSEYVILLE P. O.

I267-a LTGREAT SALE OF
AThoroughbred s Grade Stock :

jg266-1)

HIGHEST BIDDER I

Breeders' lire Stock Sale Association
—AT—

! GERMAN MILLS/
—ON-

Maroli 14tli, 1888,
—CONSISTING OF—

■m- 1

igreat annual sale,
APRIL 3rd, 4th, 5th & Qth

London, Canada.
500 HORSES

IMPORTED CATTLE
Amongst which will be found the following Im
ported Clydesdale and Canadian Bred Stallions:-

botn. Wo Humbug. Ho Reserve.

1

30 HEAD OF SHORTHORN CATTLE
"Cruickshank and other noted families. 

IMPORTED AND CANADIAN-BRED
I AND

Percheron Stallions and Karos 11 m; '—ALSO A FEW—
COACH STALLIONS.

All the animals are of high individual merit, a large 
number of them prize winners at Provincial and 
other exhibitions, making it one of the grandest 
sales of the season.

Send for Catalogue to the undersigned,
T. efts A. B. SNIDER,

GERMAN MILLS, WATERLOO, CO„ ONT.

1
!1
1
I Bi

J MARSHALL, M.P., DOUGLAS H. GRAND, :

*i 267-a President. -3266-b Manager.
We call attention to Mr. Patteson’s sale of 

Shorthorns on the 28th inst., at Eastwood. It is 
an absolute dispersal sale, and about 50 bead will 
be offered. Some of his best cows were purchased 
here on the London Fair Grounds at Mr. Richard 
Gibson’s sale. Among them is Fame 3rd, of the 
Kentucky Filagree tribe, and two of lier daughters, 
one by imp. 5th Duke of Hollar, the other by 
the equally famous sire Mazurka Duke, both 
high bred Bates Bulls. Mr. Gibson’s grand cow 
Lady Lome, with some of her descendants, \Vill he 
offered. Also by Mazurka Duke (son of 17th 
Duke of Airdrie) and by Connaught Ranger. 
Also is § Duke of Connaught, the best hull in 
F.ngland, and sold for the highest price ever paid 
for a hull of any breed, viz.; §23.000. Some 
Alpheas, daughters of the cow sold at the 
memorable York Mills sale, arc in the catalogue, 
and other Bates animals from the herds of ~Mr’ 
James Cowan, of Galt, of Mr. F. W. Stone, and 
Mr. Smith, of Maple Lodge. Mr. Patteson has 
taken infinite pains with his herd for the past 
fifteen years, and is likely to reap the benefit 
hbw that lie is selling out.

tnr>$ CREDIT SALE apebe
“P1

-OF—
I

I
J

The undersigned is instructed by Mr T C 
Patteson, to sell at

EASTWOOD, ONT.,
—ON—

CLYDESDALES FOR SALE. !
i
I

Wednesday, March 28,88
his whole Herd of High-bred 

Shorthorn Cattle.
The Proprietor having determined to devote his 

farm entirely to the raising of Sheep and Horse* 
tlie sale will! be an absolute dispersal sale ’
percent’ per'annumoff0 for cash approved "«tes; six 

Catalogues free.
T. C. PATTESON, Postmaster 
or E A. M. GIBSON, Auctioneer?

TMAWAPP À

!

which are a number of Prizewinners at the leading 

KirkhiU ”eS’ ^aegregor Warrior,” and ” Lord
1
I

Catalogues sent on application.
Rtlt?omonGhT r" mi,n,tcs’ iva,k "f Bowmanville

:

1

ROBT. BEITH & CO.
:i«7-a BOWMANVILLE, ONT.(See Slock A,ilfs-, ic ,v (Vi,;
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_S

»THE “CORBIN"
Leads Them JLll !

AUCTION 8ALÉ.
Having rented my farm, I will offer» for sale my

SKsafia** “*
------  li. Bane». Aldershot, Ont.

“IT’S A BAND! £ /
1

uld be without 
■bolder, which 

*Sete.
n. CJr-

ftgy the “D* 
l&r will last a

àb ijSfc
: Sold by agents. Ten 

eular free. Sample

down, Winnipeg.

TO AYRSHIRE BREEDERS,
Those who have pore-bred Ayrshire a are Invited 

to send their pedigrees to the undersigned for 
entry fat
The Canada Ayrshire Herd Been

- - Plantagenet, Ont.
For the Committee.

express) on
1

IÉ y î JtSn I1i H * ùm ■

THE MISIEHBHIt Is the 
is devot
WH. HODDEN.

on the

| rx. was awarded the Silver Medal 
and First Prize over all com

petitors.
t f267-a

.

FERTILIZERS AGK.TS WANTED

. isfsSrte&SiKss;SSEffJSSJ ’K£i£S£?^£!:&&sia&Sssriæsrspss'Si
s«ls2-ssi,“5îSï;'ïraKa: 

"Sï-'MRæwSïS'^
ZSS&BBBUSS8â&
ail ether».

Get a seed nutehlne while yen. are a beat It.
The He. m-BeverslMe-tnrns the soli either 

toward the tongue or away from it, and Is having an __„Issrs u sï «.“U1» «rtwiSî ffirgjaaa,”
authorities aay about It. nSSùîè.

■ = m

| WOHTMAN ft WABD MF6. CO.,
»8H8-d LONDON, ONT.

DAYS’ TRIAL.

■ For Grain, Vegetables and Boots, 
Fruit Trees and Small Fruits,

Zi

MANUFACTURED BT

lie Standard Fertilizer and Chemical CL
(lhoud,) «ov

i SMITH’S FALLS, ONT.
The Highest Recommendations from practical 

men. Descriptive Pamphlet free on application.
Address orders to
... »?

in; iSENSIBLE 
, TRUSS

ee1
3 ■

SMITH’S FALLS.
Or BRODIB & HARVIB, Montreal. 267-c T“ CORBIN WROUCHT-IRON ROLLER-4 —«•-THE-

WORLD'S STAR KNITTING NACHIItEVERY FARMER HIS OWN MILLER/! Elr '

LITTLE OUST FEED GRINDER. ;. 1
.9 m• jÿç-

n 1«
II» s

^ PATENTED DEC., 1888.
Grinds all kinds of grain 

T into meal, coarse or fine.
• Will grind corn and cob

into meal for stock feeder lag. Furnished with
■ special Disk, which will

grind oom Into table meal 
and buck and wheat into 

l flour.
I Send for circular.

iHffl»
■5fc.- ■Bps

* I!
Has finished beartrgs, babbitted olT boxes, and 
weight box. It Is silent running,easily turned.of 

with a grass-seeder. The 
the market, and giving un
told In Manitoba for three

J.A.MCMARTIN&GO., mî
î light draft, and fitted

in Manitoba for three 
seasons, with constantly Increasing sales.

Send for circular.

«87 CnUgiStreet, 
Montreal-267-f-£L 4- Hi

ft*THE ST. LAWRENCE MANF8. CO., OF 0KTA110, LTD. 0 ^
tonT^Vj*,L^^rfMhonn^*ÿe:;IV^AÎÎekn ptoteribTtoncy workTw^riwa^toSBand Vegetables be 

Sa consumed when thi, 
Sfpraotioal treatise 
is sums up the latest 
L F means for dealing 
— thoroughly and cheaply 

with ALL common 
H kinds. By Proto Cook, 
* Wier, and others, is 

headings; MS remedies. 
Armed In time and mil

le Ilona of dollars to pro-

SÏ8&&S&
JTofurther Introduce our 
]journal, devoted to all 
branches of Horticul

ture for profit and pleasure, (33 pages, (1.00a year)a 
specimen copy (10c.) and above treatise flMc.) wfll both 
be sent/br only 10c. If ordered NOW, mentioning paper. 
’Popular Gardening Sc Fruit Growing,” BumuoÎNrY.

1 .

m

1
1
a PREMIUMS! NEW WHEAT.JfcvT fbdetvl

[•Nt«tL'4|UUfTMUO

Wcc25cJSl

- il

I
__ _1

1 - -.

2C7-a

SAXONKA Q El S3 3D WHEAT.
.jr-a**8'«sisara?oursrasst »arMippFm'in Canada By the reports we have received it ripwicd much earlier than the Red Fife, some

! T

I

a
-';*T

We will also enclose in same parcel a few grains of the

LADOGA SFUITTQ-
™ ■“ *h"* '• "“m*1

I
WHEAT11 : v]I

than the*V7-d

I >
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THE FARMER’S ADVOCATE. March, 18886

C. F. SMII^ & CO
BELLEVILLE, ONT.

•9

Manufacturera* of and dealers in

FRASER’S GANG PRESS and HOOPS,:
X.x‘sS CHOICE I Vats, Card Mills, Card Knives, Bandage, Rennet, 

Extract, Annatto, Scale Boards, and all other requl- 
sltes. Prices low. Write us before bnylng. 367-q

Hereford and Aberdeen Angus Bulls FERTILIZERS !
FOB SALE.

-i

P i

■

. a ivr
PHOSPHATE MANUBE25 Herefords and 10 Aberdeen Angus Bulls, varying in age from a few 

months to two years. A large number of them are one year old.
— GOOD "FOR—

Wheat, Buckwheat, Cabbage, Rye, Millet, Onions 
Oats, Barley, Potatoes, Corn, Peas, Beans, Toma

toes, Turnips, Carrots, Hops, etc., etc.sir FOUR IMPORTED HEREFORDS, ALSO ONE ABERDEEN ANGUS, ja*

LAMB’S BONE MEALThe balance are our own breeding. Our stock are all choice animals, 
.and will be sold cheap, as we have more than we care to keep. 

Correspondence solicited. Address
—GOOD FOR-

All Kinds of Grain and Root Crops.
Lamb’s Phosphate Screenings

—GOOD FOR—
Trees, Vinos, Shrubs, Asparagus and Strawberry 
Beds, New-made Lawns and all purposes requiring 

a very permanent manure.
Send for circular with price list to

PETER R. LAMB & CO,
Manufacturers, Toronto, Ont.

LACHINE, K Q., CANADA.267-b

$ -----WE KNOW THAT-----
The BF.AVF.R IMPROVED SFFDFTÎ and DRILL

287-c

THRESHING MACHINESI Ff i§ s >m

w
V

I THE NEW MODEL. J \
33 and 36-lnch cylinder. Will thresh more grain 
of any kind, and cleaner, with less waste, than 
any machine in the market. The New Model is 
the best machine to be had for Flax.fl V/

HALL THRESHING MACHINES.i 33 and 36-inch cylinder. Though this machine 
has been before the farmers of Canada and the 
United States for fifty years, it is still the 
favorite machine where horse-power is the 
motive power to drive it.Si

m r 5* OSHAWA 12-HORSE PORTABLE ENGINES,: m With Spark Arresters, Dalzell Steel and Wil
son’s Steel Tubes In the Boilers, the best Steel 
and the best Tubes in the world, ensuring ab
solute safety to all who look after their engines.

PITT’S 10-HORSE DOWN POWERS. 
WOODBURY I2-H3RSE MOUNTED POWERS. 
PLANET I0-H9RSE DOWN POWER.

All of Iron. Safe to leave out in all weather.

IS MANUFACTURED ONLY BY THE MASSON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, OSHAWA ONT
we jP P we mdhh?g * ut* he*b^t^ùiteria™eàmf^m^oy^* the^bes?vrorkmen0r R°ds' ' ^ ^theTebj^ovei'coming'aU that 18 g<5ared at b0lh

^ "ot°hWeryh°alf<:an^6,Xf in^y a£s&rt,0n and 80 SOwin* with
We know you can change from drilling to broadcasting without removing a bolt serin? or not 
We know that if you examine the BEAVER IMPROVED before buring you will’ have no other 
We know that it will afford us the greate t pleasure to send you our illustrated Paper fne.

CaLIFORIA 12-HORSE DOWN POWER.
All of Iron Safe to leave out in all weather.

In quality of material, good workmanship and 
finish these machines cannot be excelled. Repairs 
and parts of machines at all times on hand.

Joseph Hall Machine Works Oshawa
.'67-b 267-f JOHN LIVINGSTONE. Trustee.

AUCTION SALE of HOLSTEIN CATTLE
The Third Semi-annual Auction Sale of Thoroughbred Holstein Cattle will be held by the 

WYTON STOCK BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION at the

WESTERN HOTEL, RICHMOND-ST, LONDON, AT ONE O’CLOCK P.M., MARCH 20.1888
There will be put up at auction and sold to the highest bidder

3 HEIFER CALVES, 5 YEARLING BULLS,
I TWO-YEAR-OLD BULL, 9 YEARLING HEIFERS,

2 THREE-Y EAR-OLD OOWS, 2 FOUR-YEAR-OLD rowQ
All of this stock is of our own breeding, whûh we guarantee in every respect COWS.
I EKMvi OF SALE : 25 per cent, down, balance three and six 

F or further particulars and catalogues apply to
\v.

!

months joint rotes at interest.
2H7-a 15. SCA rCHERD, Secretary, Wyton, Out.
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.

MiLIABIÆ ^

DSCHEAP m THmWHUr 600D SAW IHOHS SSuitable fbr Small Water Power.
T light. Threshing Engines

Capacity with 12 h. p. 3000 to *000 lee* per day. 
=“ aelde'

(MmapAlball

1

1 f ^08 THB

Garden.13 arm

Address.

s

à
J. A. SIMMERS, -~

Seed Merchants and Growers,

1 lœss,

if Toronto, Ont.286-0I ' -
L

ONTARIO PUMP Co.el
ii ft â -! (LIMITED.

.

TORONTO, ONTARIO,
*
a

1 I j||
Brantford, Canada.

Sim Fail!) thlWmp Um So SaWaterous Engine Works Co.,
m

r

Murin if EyISÎ™pe GARDEN
la this season the grandest ever issued, con
taining three colored plates and superb il- 

R lustrations of everythin that is new, useful 
and rare in Seeds and Plants, together with 
plain directions of “How to grow them,” by 
Pktbb Hkndkbson. This Manual, which is a 
•book of 140 pages, we mall to any addre 
receipt of 26 cents (in stamps.) To all i 
mitting 25 cents for the Manual we will, at the , 
same time, send free by mail, in addition, 
their choice of any one of the following novel- | 
ties, the price of either of which is 25 cents :

, _ One packet of the new Green and Gold 
Watermelon, or one packet of new Sucoes- 

! Cabbage, or one packet of new Zebra 
nia, or one packet of Butterfly Pansy, or 

one packet of new Mammoth Verbena (see 
illustration), or one plant of the beautiful
Moonflower, on the distinct understanding,
however, that those ordering will state in 

' j ■* what paper they saw this advertisement.

PETER HENDERSON & C0."J£‘SS.,u

88 on 
so re-

o

OJ MANUFACTUHBR8 OF

WIND MILLS,
FEED GRINDERS,

HAYING TOOLS.
IRON & WOOD PUMPS,

AND A TOLL LINS Of
■Railway, Town, Faj^ud^mamental Water Svpply

Geared Windmills for driving machinery, pumping 
water, &c„ from 1 to 40 horsepower 

Rond for Descriptive Catalogue. 286-y

New Seeds, Balbs, Plants, Fruits,— Bare Tropical Fruits

GRAND PALMS FROM SEED.AS%

E are now able to offer for the first time, both seed and
|/\/ plants of that King of Ornamental plants, the new 

Ï1L1FER A PALM. Stately and beautiful beyond de
scription, it is the finest addition that can be made to 
any collection of plants, and can be grown in any win
dow or garden as easy as a geranium. It is of a compact 
growth with elegant large leaves, from which hang long 
thread-like filiments, giving the plant a most odd and 
beautiful appearance. In fact there is nothing like it in 
cultivation and good specimens sell for enormous prices. 
Plants are easily raised as the seed are large, germinate 
quick and grow rapidly. Per packet 2ôcts. 6 for 
$1.00. Year old plants ao cts. each, 3 for $i.co, 7 for 
$2.00 by mail postpaid. Will also mail 3 Storm King 
Fuchsias for ôOcts., 12 Excelsior 
for 85cts.,12 Choice Mixed Gladiolus for SOcts. Our 
Giant Excelsior Pansies, best in the world, 2Gets, 
per packet. New Primrose Verbena,yellow, a sterling 
novelty, 25cts. per packet. True Pygmae Aster, 
60cts. per packet.

m Railway of Canada.

The Royal Mail, Passenger and Freight 
Route between Canada and Great Britain

—AND—

DIRECT ROUTE BETWEEN THE WEST AND 
ALL POINTS ON THE LOWER ST. LAW

RENCE AND BAIE DE CHALEUR.
—ALSO—

Hew Brunswick, Vova Beotia, Prlnos Edward 
Island, Cape Breton and Newfoundland.

NEW AND ELEGANT BUFFET SLEEPING 
AND DAV CARS BUN ON THROUGH 

EXPRESS TRAINS.

-

Pearl Tuberoses

Passengers for Great Britain or the Continent, by 
leaving Toronto by 8.30 A. M. train Thursday, will 
join outward mail steamer at Halifax a. m. Saturday.

Superior Elevator, * arehouse and Dock accom
modation at Halifax for shipment of Orpin and 
general merchandise. . , T , ...

Years of experience have proved the Intercolonial 
In connection with Steamship lines to and from 
London, Liverpool and Glasgow to Halifax, to be 
the quickest freight route between Canada and 
Great Britain.

Information aa to Passenger and Freight Rates 
can be had on application to ROBERT B. MOODIE, 
Western Freight and Passenger Agent, W Rossin 
House Block, York Street, Toronto.

D. POTTING ER, * 
Chief Superintendent.

Our Seed Catalogue for 1888
Is the most elegant ever issued. Illustrated with 10 col
ored plates, stipple-litho. covers and hundreds of fine 
engravings. In it is offered a great variety of Flower 
and Vegetable Seeds, Bulbs and Plants of all sorts, 
New Fruit* and Bure Tropical Fruits suitable for 
pot culture^uch as dwarf Oranges, Pine Apples, Ban
anas, Figs, Guavas, Sugar Apple, &c. This elegant 
and Expensive Catalogue will be sent FREE to 
any who order anything here offered, or who expect

_ to order after getting Catalogue. We have a branch
- ^ omee In Canada and DELIVER GOODS BY MAIL

filifera p.lm DETT AND POSTAGE PAID. Special Offer. For
sects, we will send Palm, Pansy, and Primrose Verbena Seed and Catalogue. Wnte at once as this 
offer may not appear again. To every order we will add an elegant Seed or Bulb novelty free.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, FLORAL PARK Queens Co., N. Ï.

a V
j-Vi,

'

Railway Office, —
Moncton, N.B., Nov. 22nd, 1887. 287-yAddress,

>
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Stock GÎTotcs.■ a _ ■ _ ^ Jfc-jj.. ; Jii -  ---- — -■■—■ ]I! f

i
Pat

fJo*Hj PBWfEiCe, The spring show of the Clydesdale Horse As
sociation, will be held in Hay M.iket Square, 
Toronto, on Wednesday, March 14th.

From the present aspect of affairs with * refer- 
to the lireeders’ Live Stock Association sale,

stoi
* 4 eve,i

1 * •the
! i V foilSr '' : 1 F l*yence

which takes place on the Exhibition Grounds in 
this city, on April 3, 4, 5 and 6 we hear that 
its success is already fully assured.

Messrs. T. A A. B. Snider, of German Mills, 
inform us they have arranged with the Grand 
Trunk Railway and Canada Pacific for single 
fare and one third return tickets, from any one 
station along their lines of railroad where ten 
people buy tickets to attend the sale on the 14th 
day of March.

Mr. D. T. Rogers will dispose of 25 head 
of Jerseys in the City of Guelph 
Messrs. Dawes A Co., of Lachiue, P.Q-, are 
offering a large number of their choice Herefords 
and Aberdeen Angus bulls for sale. They are 
very extensive breeders and have many of the 
most noted strains in their herds. The stock is 
all in excellent condition. Sec advt. in this 
issue.

Mr. Wm. Rennie, of Toronto, reports hav- 
ing sold the following imported Clydesdale 
fillies to John E. ' Smith, Beresford Farm 
Brandon, Man.:—Lady Kenmuir, vol. 10, foaled 
June 9th, 1886, sire Kenmuir Prince (1459), sire 
of dam Damley (222). Carry of Ulengall, vol. 
5 foaled 26th May, 1886, sire Cromwell 3o42), 
sire of dam Old times (597). Mayflower, vol. 
9, foaled 24th May, 1886, sire Laird Damly 
(3748), sire of dam Darnly (222). :

Mr. J. S. Smith gives a general invitation tsee 
his advertisement) to all farmers and others wish 
ing to view the fertile farms located in. the l>est 
100 square-mile block of farming land 'on this 
continent. This offer is a good opportunity, as 
he has just the stock that is suitable for this lo
cality. Remember the date is changed to the 
29th March. We will euffteavor to be there. —Ei>.

I:js JIMI4-
'WË

. of I
1 * i wej ;

i ini

|

: ;
supBOUND VOLUMESi

WAWTEB -35E? BSS&’tSM.s;
invited.

one

J stoi

1 our!.

Fanner’s idmie for 1887 wtarfsaftfe- dai»FBBF. haiI adl
not

i whon March 9th.
Descriptive 

Catalogue 
sent free on 
application. 

Brantford, Can.

ABC SOW 1ZAOT. PRICE fUO.

We have «too a few volumes of MM and B» left. 
Price fiM. Address

PAKMBB*» ADVOCATE OPPICB. London. Ont.

zid-Hmo mrni- Seer
tri]

l oui
266-r Address adi

ind
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. While in Guelph we visited the farm of Mr. 
Thos. McCrae, who is probably the most extensive 
importer and breeder of Galloway cattle in Can 
ada. His recent importation of 22 head are in 
good health and condition. He has made quite 
a number of private sales in Canada and the 
United States at paying figures, and he does not 
complain of depression, as is the case with the 
importers of other breeds. We confess that we 

herd of such uniform "quality, and it 
would require an expert to make a choice. 
Judging from the ages aud weights, we cannot 

that the other bee|breeds have much advan
tage. Mr. McCrae is nbt a heavy feeder. His ration 
is uncut straw with 1 to 1 j lbs. of oil cake [ier 
head per day, and 30 to 40 lbs. of roots. This 
ration keeps the stock in good condition and in 
excellent health.

Mr. Jno. Hope, manager of the celebrated Bow 
Park Herd of Brantford, writes : Our show herd 
have arrived home from the Point Edward 
quarantine, and are looking fine. Our stock is 
going through the winter in splendid shape, sales 

good, and we never had as many inquiries for 
bulls, and never had as good a lot to choose from. 
Among recent additions Fame 7 ’ has a CC, 
Darlington 28" a red BC, Roan Duchess 25’ a red 
BC, Bushbury Countess of Barrington 2" a white 
CC, Havering Non pa riel 2' a roan BC, Waterloo 
Duchess a red CC, Welcome 9- a roan CC, 
Marnhull Duchess a red BC, Blanche 14' a roan 
CC, Knightly (Band Duchess 13' a roan CC, 
Lady Isabel a roan BC, Kirklcvington Duchess 36. 
a red BC, Duchess of Clarence 18' a red CC, Lady 
Aberdeen .V a red CC, Isabella 2' a roan CC, 
Roan Duchess 3.v a red BC, Roan Duchess 28' a 
red CC, Roan Duchess 36'a red CC, Duchess 46 ■ 
of Woodhill a red roan CC, Evenlode 10' a roan 
BC, Roan Duchess 29' a roan CC, Julia 21' a 
loan BC, Julias Baroness a red and white CC,

I Wave Foam, a roan BC. Waterloo Duchess 3. a 
I man
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aFOREST CITY MACHINE WORKS, LONDON, ONT.

SOI.K MAM FAfTVRFRS OF THE tl

GENUINE WHITE THRESHING ENGINE,
Special 20-horse power Portable Saw Mill 
hi;trine. <same pattern ami style), Liirlit 
and Heavy Traction Engine, and is 
licensed by all Insurance Co’s, and has 
prfived itself tf> be the most durable. 
The Kntrine for the Northwest is made to 
burn either coal, wood or straw. 
tt:or<»utrh warranty jriven with all Ma
chines and Engines. ( all and examine 
our Machinery, or correspond with us 
before purchasing elsewhere.

NEW IRON SEPARATOR 
Et h WHITE, Proprietor and Manager. 

H. it. WHITE, Head Traveller.
^ ht It. WHITE, Sec.-Treas.

A. W. WHITE, Asst. Manager.
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’’ACME" P«LnrKanHdTOer.'0d
Illustrated Pamphlet free.

Don't be deceived by worthleee imitations. 
Sv . Genuine bear Trade-Mark, have Steel 
^^pOiod Crushers, Double Flexible Gang 
Pp^^Bars and the Improved Style also had 
yj Adjustable, Reversible Coulters, 
/ which, when worn, may be turned end for 
end thus giving double the amount of wear. 
Works the entire surface of the ground. No 
other Harrow combines these points.

Sent on trial srff»'
. ------- Küit&ffiS

Be sure and mention this Paper.

Beat oi*' Earth.
Delivered free at 

numerous Distributing 
Depots.

A «enta 
Wanted.

1/ Sizes: 3 to IS Feet. 
With or without Sulky

THE 22 u Si FUlHIfllFIl W ■ 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY (Limited)
I

Established A.D. 1864. Incorporated A.D. 1886.

fMANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

PAILS, TUBS, ZINC WASHBOARDS, B0X-SH00KS, 
TELEGRAPH, SAFETY and PARLOR HATCHES.

______________________ __ ■ ■ im- ■

Indurated FIBRE WARE
Light, Seamless, Tasteless, Impervious to Liquids, Indestructible. 
No Hoops. Will not Shrink or Swell. Cannot Leak, Water Soak 
or Bust. Being Seamless, Bottom cannot drop out. Proof against 
Hot and Cold Water, Kerosene, Benzine and Naptha. 262 tf
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ST. CATHARINES 
Business College
Is unsurpassed as a school of Business Training. 
Young men fitted to take and hold first-class posi
tions as Book-keepers, Shorthand Writers and 
Telegraph Operators. Students of fair education 
and some experience preferred, but those who are 

and less experienced^ are also reo_elved, 
teed advantages that are unexcelled

younger 
and are guaranti 
In any other oollege.

tW~ CATALOGUES FBBE, -Jti

9
PBINCIVAL.•(
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BAIN WAGON CO.’S

Farm Truck j

,/ THEJC* BAIN £ -, FORM ji rBUCK^

/
T«HIS cut represents the most convenient Wagon ever put on a farm, beoadse It I» suitable for all 
rpHIs'wAGON'^'was'itiventiMd8 and^first’introduceiMn'^Mmhficanl'n. 8.. and Is now very extensively 

{ N^^v%tYWAGONemade and sold b^us""^ Canada U giving entire satisfaction. For further 
A Particulars and prices ^QQN CO., WOOdStOCfc, Ollt.

264-tf
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If any of oar readers from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific desire" to procure some really first class 
stock, we do not think a better opportunity was 
ever presented to those desirous of improving 

• their stock-at fair prices. In this issue will be 
found :« number of auction sale advertisements 
by some of our best breeders; also offered by 
private sale. Send for a catalogue for what class 
of s^ock you require. We feel satisfied from what 
we Rave seen of the stock offered, and of the 
integrity and truthfulness of the breeders, that 

. superior stock may be purchased from -them at 
one-quartér the cost that much of the imported 
stock we have seen has cost. The stock offered by 
our fdvertisérs is acclimatized, and there is no 
danger of introducing contagious diseases, as they 
have never existed on any of the breeders’ farms 
advertised in this issue that wo have ever heard, 

have they procured stock from any farm 
where,infected cattle have been known to exist. 
See Messrs. Dawes & Co.’s advertisement. A 
trip to the east would be beneficial to many of 
our farmers; also a trip to the west would be of 
advantage to many.of .our eastern farmers, even 
independent of the advantages of the introduc
tion of the best stock from distant parts. Mr. 
Snfith’s stock in the west is sure to dr^w the 
w.esterrt breeders to his sale. The Messrs. T. & 
A. B. Snider’s stock has in the show ring carried 
off the laurels years ago, and now the descend
ants are prepared to ao battle anywhere. We 
doubt if a cow and bull we have seen there 
would have been fairly beaten at the Royal Agri
cultural Exhibition in England. Mr. T. C. Pat- 
teson intends to devote his farm to horse raising, 
and is determined to sell his Shorthorns. You 
never have had a better opportunity to procure 
pure bred, choice animals at such reasonable or 
fair prices, and perhaps may not again. Thirty 
head of pure bred Bates Shorthorns, six young 
horses and 17 Leicester sheep, the property of 
•lohn.'Ireland and Wm. Templar, will be sold at 
Copdtown on the 21st inst.

it" __________

There is a craze, says Hon. T. C. Jones in 
Rural New Yorker; in favor of forcing cattle to a 

dition of extreme fatness at the earliest ages, 
already mentioned, because it is assumed from 

experiments made by extravagant feeding and 
cajÿ, such as the general farmer cannot afford, 
that stock fed at the earliest ages is the most 

••profitable. A great fat-stock show in the West: 
acting upon this assumption, disqualifies from 
competition all the cattle over three years of 
age'; and yet with glaring inconsistency animals 
that'are ripe for the butcher and taking prizes 
as suck in the class under one year old, are al
lowed to compete the next year in the class under 
two, and.the next in the class under three years! 
It is surprising that among a people so intelli
gent and so practical such classifications should 
be estahRshed. What justification is there for 
the “Baby-Beef’ class? Veal, that is, the flesh 
of a well-fatted calf at the age of four to eight 
weeks, has a tender delicacy which makes it 
highly relished by connoisseurs, while at six to 
eighteen months the flesh is neither veal nor 
beef. It is without the rich juices and high 
flavor of matured beef, while it has nothing of 
the tender delicacy of the flesh of the young calf.

nor

con
as

T. B. Terry says, in the Albany Cultivator 
that timothy sown early in fall is the best for the 
good of the grass itself. If sown in the spring 
with the clover, the wheat and clover are given 
the best possible chance; but the timothy may be 
expected to catch, so as to fill up any vacancies 
in the clover, and to show itself somewhat all 
through the field. This is just the position he 
wants timothy to take on his farm, as he wants 
wheat and clover surely and a little timothy in 
the hay if he can get it. Clover hay is good 
enough, and clover sod the best of all.

Raise better crops on fewer acres.
Rotation of crops is important in the garden ae 

well as the field.

March, 1886
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oivccc Mrs:ROSES ?rrÆwfeïTl’
Grape Vines, Whs^^i°r’r^L
Mt. Hope Nurseries, ROCHESTER,

kstablisheh 180».

KEITH’S
Gardener's Assistant and Illustrated 

Catalogue of Garden, Agncul- 
tural and Flower Seeds

osse.odo.oooeEfiELLUSE

|SrD.M.FERRY&CO.

WnR^Ba <* (A. tcarld.
BEaol M-rmnc.-.

SEED 
ANNUAL

k RATHBUNS__ r
I My Illustrated an 1 Descriptive Catalogue FREE. It contains all the

LATEST NOVELTIES and STANDARD VARIETIES of

**' -

1ja:
■$*

■ I
: 1
5 •ti
:

GOLEMand will be mailed free on application to 
any address.

Clover and Timothy, Orchard, Blue and Red Top 
rasses.Flax Seed, Tares, Seed Wheat, Oats and

Correspondence solicited from buyers and sellers.

■ ■ ■># .i
■1

Ml » : V ft.d
?»

! ' -f; ™ GEO. KEITH, Seed Merchant,
location; lowest rates; shortest time, moathlghly 
recommeude^ tor^gue

, 1, ' 124 Klng-St. East, Toronto.mam , ~ .

SEEDS !
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RELIABLE11 CANADA m ■msr
;;; w

GARDEN, FIELD and FLOWER SEEDS
Every Market Gardener, Florist, Farmer, Amateur and Gardener should 

consult It before purchasing.

By Stock Is FRESH, PURE and RELIABLE.
EM»u wllhliig to buy « *U CLOVBB or TIMOTHY SEED wlU please apply at the Bey 

View Ranch, or ___ _ _ __ - mrr-bTTWAddress W. C. B. RATHBUN,
SEED MERCHANT and IMPORTER, DESERONTO, ONT

7fr/M
i4-

Etc.

Hamilton, Ont.!S Prices Reasonable..

TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR.
Best equipped and most successful Business College 
In the Dominion. Over 880 students past year. 
Offers unequalled advantages to farmers’sons and 
others desiring a business education. For handsome 
illustrated catalogue write.
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“New Model" Rotary Disc MRÜ 
Pulverizing Harrow.

• r5®
\ -, A

/kjp

£i
With Hew Hatchet Lever and Patent is

matte Scrapers. The only Disc Harrow that?
automatically clean its discs In wet or stlohy 8 
The simplest, most durable, most efficient I—_ 
lightest draft Disc Harrow made. Agents wanted 
in all unrepresented territory, tap" Write for 
circulars.

J. F. MiLLAB & SON,
Morrlebnrg, On*.

------T3BE3Q-------

MANN COMBINED SEEDER AND HARROWF
m266-c

has proved Itself to be without exception the best general purpose tool ever put in the hands of the 
farmer. No other like implement has ever earned for itself such a hi h and extensive reputation in 
so short a time. The sowing device is simple and accurate, and even opposition agents admit it 
has no equal as a cultivator. It prepares the ground, sows and covers. Best made and finest 
finished. All machines warranted throughout.
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H
B4' • FIALL STEEL FRAME SPRING TOOTH HARROW.

The “DOHERTY ORGAN”
The J. W. MANN MFG. CO. (Ltd.),

BROCKVIIjIiI], ont.

maintains its supremacy over ■ 
all others.

W* BUY THE BEST,
I
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THE MASSE» MANUfACTUBIHC COMPANY, MAKERS,TORONTOsm m-!

' •m
Call and see Sample at Show Rooms, 143 King Street, London. #7-s

IE *—
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THE UTTLE MAXWELL STEEL BIN-*3 >•I m Mt sI■ I;

* !
I "I $

wl *£i : FARMERS I •
L • if yon went a binder yen cannot do better than 
I!* buy a “MAXWELL.” It will bear thecloseg^lfr 
|a snectlon; compare It with others and yon wfll be 

convinced of Its superiority. For handling down 
and tangled grain It has

.; r ~<<E •piwÿoSE' a L _ ; h

equal, and the ease 
with which It is operated in every condition ©1 
ground and grata, has been the cause of remark 
by all who have used it. Any one who can drive 
a team can operate it.

t
m1

■: BmulNSiuow? jv
■ TExamine carefully the Frame of the 

“ LITTLE MAXWELL.” It is construct- @i X
I ed entirely of steel and malleable iron, 

and is the strongest, stiffest and simplest

!.:

1
. Frame in the world.

Send for Circular, and mention this paper. Address
)

DAVID MAXWELL, PARIS, ONT.
I
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«"Every Firmer and Poultrymau should have <^‘ 
\ I Circular» on spoliation. W*. RKTOIR, Itoonto.
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FRUIT CULTURE
g? M *"■■■»« K»n»lful and injtroctir» uun ~
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BRICKS» MÀ6HIIEBYm
•«•STS AND
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«I» T. ,0k P.O.Box 6.
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speedy cure. Price 85 ùiASOO^u^mt Mrtal
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MANPTACTURKD ONLY BY
m BUNDAS-ST., LONDON, ont.0"’ rm

Ontario Veterinary College TlI OMi

I
Tm

i■

$ r»1 . -fc iS53 !a ^üi^!06** successful- Veterinary Institution in
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NOXDN’S NEW STEEL KOOSIER DRILL
• —manupactdbbd by__

NOXON BROS. MFC. CO., INCERSOLL, ONT.
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ANpiffiSON AND 

BATES—Eye and Bar 
fc^unrK^n8’ 34 Jamts Street. 

Hamilton, Ont. Exclusive 
LA* attention given to the treat- 

ment of the various diseases ^ Of the EYE ar.d W1B
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FARMING and GRAZING LANDS
t.
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8.-|i This Company has For Sale land in every Townshin in 

Manitoba and the North-west Territories. TMr 

litle is Direct from the Crown.
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